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To the Graduates of the Canadian
Ophthalmic College,

This volume is deiiicuted in pleasant renienibrance
of tJR- many happy hours of study passed toj,'ether
in the .iciiuirement of the Optical Truths set" forth
in its pa{,'es, and to whose repeated requests for n
non-teduiical work on refraction, ' Principles and
Practice " owes its existence.

The A uthor.
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PREFACE.

" r/ii- niisfortini,- ,>/ ,rt/„iii thniks i.s ffii- killini; work one h,is to

do in condt-nsiufr „,/„,/ //„. „iithor took so miuh twit- /,. expand.'

Montest/ II ten.

In iH.suiiij,'H new work on tlic principles of refraction an<l
tlio nu'thods of ineHNininir and correct injj errors of vision, I do
not liiy cl.iiiu to iiny ori;;inal theory, and possibly no section of
the t,'roiin(l covered but has already been pretty well iro<hlen,
mid by writers posse,s:niig in the eyes of the optical world a
{,'ieater claim to distinction than myself.

It is not, however, with a view to contesting with them for the
honors pertaining to original research that" Principles an.l Pract-
ice" is designed, but is rather an attempt at condensation and
classiHcation ofgenerally accepted optical principles and almv.- all

an effort to provide for those possessing no technical education an
easy inethod of attaining to i fair state of oi)tical proficiency .is

applied to what is commoidy known aa " sight testing."

It is a well recognized fact that practically all the optical
text books extant have l>een written by medical practitioners,
and naturally they are too technical to be ea.sy of understanding
by the ordinary optical student.

I need, therefore, offer no apology for the minuteness of some
of the descriptions offered, particularly in the lecture on refrac-
ti(.n, which is the corner stone of optical proHci.Micy, nor yet for
the curtailment of some of the lectures-especially that on
anatomy—where any excess of .letail would only lead to con-
fusion without materially aiding in the attainment of the object
sought.

I have in each lecture endeavored to condense the essential
facts into as short a space as possible, even at the risk of but
partially covering the subject, as no one can possibly learn even
this small section of optical science from a text book alone. I
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REFRACTION OF LIGHT
LECTUKE N... i

VISION. Vision umy h. .|,.Hcrihe.l an the transforinatioao s„rroun.lu., illu,..i„«te.l o.^ect« into ideas cont«ini4" U

U.e hnl?n
'

"' " ""' '-"—iou. action of the .y. Z,l

r..«..^Kl^"'\
^'^''.^ ""'^' '"' ''"''"'•''^'''' "^ " f'"-^^' -^."-wl.atr.HombI,„K dectncty, inas.nuch as it is a ...ysterious enena-

pnKl„j,ou-s .n ..s ..H;.c.ts and. in the operation of its for ^shrouded m mastery. '

For several centuries vientists remained divi.. d intoop,-.n^ sch.>oIs on the theory of h«ht. The one contend

Inches with fjreat velocity in all directions, and atiectin-^ theo ^ans of v.s.on somewhat in the san.e way as .lors a^I .olluctoryor,,ans^ The opposing school looked upon I ! t a .1-jl or ether d.ffus.l through all nature, and in ihich w trondulafons are produced by the action of the hnninous bodie"a manner snn.lar to sound through the atmosphere Th.'latter has becon.e the ..-neraily accepted theory, and for 1!>mc .cal purposes, so far as the study of li,d.t . rehuV^,what .s con.monly call-d •' refraction "
is c;ncern..d e eaa.ssu,„e that the planets constitute the source of ori-dn, li!and that .t travels in waves or undulations

^
LIGHT RAYS. As has been stated, li.d.t trav^-ls .„waves the npple that inunediately conu..ences"to enh r.e ic rcumference upon droppin. a pebble in a sn.ooth pond affor. 1-

. a perfect .s,„ule to the action of li,,ht-but for tl.e sin.plify-•ng of the subject .or the purpose of elementarv study, we lookupon th.s n.a.s of illumination as bein. compo.sed'of n i ^ ebean.s or streaks, which we call rays, ^nd il st.,lyl.lZ

tZT "k
""" '' ^'"^ '•'^>-'' '^"'^ ''- effect •wr;u,hupon hem by vanous substances, we are able to appreciatethe theory of light."

ppreLiaie



div/ -T, ^ ^^^ '" ^'^^'"^ "'"^ P°'"t °f propagation

s r T. 'r
^"''"'"' *"^ P'-*^^^*'^ *^ tremendous speed in

ergent but :f the luminous point be located at a greaterd. a„ce than twenty feet all rays proceeding from any onepon>t and d,verg,n<. so slightly that they are stFll able to enter
tlie eye are so shghtiy divergent that we assume they are
parallel, and for all objects beyond this distance-which is tenaed

wentvXr' P;r"'' '^^'•''^''^' '••^"^ ^^^ P^'"^^ <='««er thantwenty teet we would receive divergent rays

cnuJ'''T"'^
no obstruction by a different medium be en-countered, rays of light once liberated and started in motionwould cor^,„ue their flight indeHnitely with their dir^c-

unchango,! and their sped unchecked. If, however, a substanceo different nature to the atmosphere bo interposed ^ne of h eehanges would occur namely, the rays will be either rofracted
reflected or absorbed. If a transparent n.edium of dift; , •.

density to the atmosphere be passed through, they will berefracte.
.

a polished surface, such as is represen;ed by a m ror

Itorbid
"""''^'' ^^' '' ^"^ ^°^'" ^' -'- ^'i -" be

THEORY OF REFRACTIOX. It is entirely with theMuestion of rehact.on that we have to deal in a study of this

The spee.l of light has been proved to be about 200000mdes per second^ It will be readily understood that the speedof any mov,„g bo.ly depends upon two conditions, the n.otTvopower and the .iegree of resistance.

Light, in p,ussing through .tmo.sphere, encounters the

od.es of d.rte ent density :t meets with increased resistancenn.l consequently sufters a corresponding decrease in speed Ifthe ray. .„ ...eeting the surface of the uenser tranrlentmedium, comes in contact with it at right angles to its su

T

observed, and so far as vision is concerned no effects are
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noticeable. But if, in pasainnr from one medium to tiie other it
meets the surface obliquely, refraction takes place, that is the
ray will change its direction by bendin<? toward the point that
hrst came m contact with the denser medium.

If the surfaces of refracting medium be parallel, the ray
will bend back again and resume the original direction on
emerging into air.

The point where the rays enter t!ie second medium is
called the Point of Incidence and when it once more re-enters
the air the Point of Emergence.

CAUSE OF REFRACTION. Therea.son of the chan-^e of
direction as seen when the light meets obliquely the surface of
a denser body is easily comprehended by means of the following
.llustration:-A detachment of infantry in line formation in
marching at a fixed rate of speed will maintain a perfect ali<rn-
ment so long as each man makes the required number of paces
in the allotted time, but should one flank or the centre man
meet with some obstruction of such a nature that his speed is
slackened while the remainder are marching at a greater rate
the inevitable result is that the line must converge or wheel on
this pivot man.

Light in meeting a body of greater density obliquely decreases
Its speed only at the point of contact, other points still travelling
in air at a greater .speed and consequently will refract or chan-^e
tront in the direction of the first point of contact

INDEX OF REFRACTION. The degree of refraction
will depend upon the amount of obliquity and the difference in
density The ability of any substance to bend rays of li.dit as
compared with the standard air is called the index of refraction
The index of air is (1) one, while of crown glass, of which lenses
tor optical purposes are constructed, is 1 5

COMPOSITION OF LENSES. For the purpose of refrac-
tion crown glass has been generally selected becau.se it possesses
less dispersive property in proportion to its refraction than any
other transparent substance.
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object only by means of the
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of conforming closely to the metrical system of numberin-.
spherical lenses, and greatly simplifies the calculations necessarjm formulating, the various sphero-prisinatic combinations neces-
sary in advance eye work.

The Centrad is based upon the same principle, with sli-ht
niodihcations, the difference being that the path over which The
object apparently moves under the action of the prism is
measured along a straight line in one case, while in the latter
method Its course describes the arc of a circle. The results are
practically identical.

CONSTRUCTION OF SPHERICAL LEXSES This
refractive power, as seen in a prism, of bending all rays towards
the base or the thickest part, constitutes the fundamental prin-
ciple upon which all optical lenses are constructed

A spherical lens, so called because its surfaces are sections
of perfect spheres, may be said to be composed of numerous
prisms, and consisting of two kinds, convex and concave Theconvex spherical lens having, as its name indicates, a convexly
curved surface would have its thickest point in the centre and
corresponding in its optical action to a number of prisms with
heir ba.ses arranged around a common centre. All rays of

light in pas.sing through would ben.l towards the thickest part
e.xcept the ray pa.ssing through this point, which is called the
axis ray and undergoes no refraction

OPTICAL CENTRE. The point of a convex glass at which
has gre,ue.st thickness is called the optical centre, and as at

rlfLction
"" P-''""^' ^'•^^^ ^•'^—l-"tly no

The concave glass being thinner at its centre all rays woulddiverge or refract towards the thick.-.st part, which wouM he its

oftL
,?7P'''^'^' ''''''' "^f '''^ ^«"^*ve lens wou J beitspoint

01 least thickness. '

ofac?'''S''*''^
^^^'^^ ^'^ '' ^^^^'^- The principal focusof a convex lens is the point where parallel rays if ligit would

"^1::^^;,^^^'.'''-^^-^' ^^^^^.o-.., re'fraction, and il^
a...-a..ccfr..muieien5iscaiied tiie focal length and depends

:3^TP;?P^^
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upon the curvature of its surface A ^i
have its focal len^h at . aTJ

P^^^o-convex Jens will

of the circT Xhl .ttcT r^^"^'"^ *° thedia.neter

curved line indieattth uXe oT
^"'^'°"' "'"" '' *^«

describe a circle of te^ inchr^n ^^^^^^^^on passing through would converge to a fZ'm-'\ »'''

to enable them to meet af « n^- . .u
"^

-""ft^ient amount

•nd would Wid . c„.r„eT e„r '^'^r"«^"".'erence,

only to parallel ,«yi
' '^'" '^"""H Focu, refer.

A D- F'G. 2.

point where the. ra^ZrStS "'
frhT""^' '".'

in«nity .re caZ
1 ^gon Zte FJ'*/;"', 'f

""^°' """"

hejir;,/..;!^-^:^;!-'-^^^^^^^^
focua „„ tl,e opposite ,ide of the lei J ,1, ,

""'««P""*"K

-.,a.„^t.„tofa™CrZ™L""eleT;'n' -- -'

cave l°?^i°;;it "f.?f:;^ ^f
^'«- ':"« '«- »' « -.o'une. as ra>s of light m passing through diverge,
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and, of course, can never meet. We find the focus by producing
the divergent rays forward to a point in front of tiie lens

where they will meet.

^^Jij":--:^

Fig. 3.

Diagratii showing the refraction of a concave lens (C) and the negative focal
point B. \ / 6

B. is a luminous point situated at infinity, and the ravs proceeding from it
enter the lens C. and are diverged outwards, the focal jraint is the
point B. where the diverging lines meet after being continued back
through the lens again.

CYLINDRICAL LENSES. Cylinder lenses, so called
from the nature of the curvature, are ground upon a cylindrical
shaped shell, and their surfaces are accordingly convex or
concave, as the inner or outer curve of such a shell is used.
The size of the cylinder on which the glass is ground imparts to
the lens its strength or refractive power. As in cylindrical
shaped bodies there is one direction in which there is no curva-
ture, there is consequently no refraction in this meridian, and
rays passing through it would undergo no deviation.

Fig. 4.

A. cylinder -if glass showing section B. C. B. as used in cylindrical lenses.
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correspond to the direction dr\\, '"'^ '^''•°^^'- ^«»ld
and i. caned the axis of tTe r.^nt T "^^ "° ^"-'^^"-.
the th,ckest part would be alonjts edges '

'°""''' ''^''"'^^'•

t'.ael^;:;:^T:Sterai^^^^^ ''^"^^ -- -^" '^—

r

to its axis, but at the f^aUenSth 'Zr^'''^'''"''
" ^'-^^•-

-ndian of greatest curvatur^feolX"""'""' °' "'"'^ '^^

^-^ -^:-n;^:::::h:rr.:irf'^- '^-^ ^'^^ ^^«
directions iron, the axis

"^ ^ ^'^'^'•"^'^ '" opposite

Jn tlie spherical lens we saw fK„f %
Po-d of pn.sn,s around a colo„; ^'^ P'"''^*'''^"'^' --
to^'other in convex, and the apTe" to"eth

" "''' '''''' ^-^«
Tl e r,-i;„ I .

^ to^'ether in concave

apices woSdt::Xe:atta^ '-''^^ ^^ ^^^ '-s and
cylinder.

"''' '^''^"^ '^ ^«'"'non Jine-the axis of the

Tlio pecuhar action of cvlinr?,.;„ i i

apparent lengthening or shorten'. /"rh'T ^"'"""^ '^^
loolced at through a convex m. .

""'-'^^^ aJternatelv

VthechHngedlor.ora'.uL:""" '^^'''"'^"^
^« ^^^^ «l-wn

A convex cylinder u-JfK

''''^n>o7SM ;^;"'^-"''"«« °f greatest curvature an.l shows its effects
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Fig. 6.

Illustrating the principal meridians of a cylinder

'"^l^t^Ked irl^^i^cu:^''""
°^ ^'^^"'^*' P''""^' ">-^ P-">« "—Kh

METHOD OF ANALYZING AND NEUTRALYZING
It must l>e Ixjrne in mind that the effect of concave and
convex len.ses, M-hether spherical or cylindrical, is exactly of
opposite nature, and therefore the combination together of aeon-
vex and a concave of equal power would have the effect of
entirely destroying the refractive power of Iwth. This is called
neutralizing and it is accomplished in the following manner :

If we wish to analyze a spectacle lens (we will suppose for
the purpose of supplying a duplicate^, we first find if it is
spherical or cylindrical.

As we know, the latter have one direction in which there .s
no refraction, we rotate the lens, at the .same time movin-r it up
and down in front of the eye while looking intently a'^ some
uearol.ject. The effect of this up and down motion is that it
gives to the object viewed through the glass an apparently
similar motion. If the glass be convex the objects will appear
to move in a direction opposite to that taken by the -lass whilem concave it apparently moves with it. If the glas.s°be piano
that IS. his no curvature, there will be no motion imparted to
the objects viewed through it.

If on looking through t> e lens we noticed objects movinrr
opposite to its motion it would indicate a convex lens and il
this motion was the same for all directions it would be spherical
in curve, and the concave spherical lens from the trial case that
woul.] stop nl! motion would indicate the strength oi the lens
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answer), rotate the lens and notice if the section of tlje line seen

through it rotates or remains stationary. If the former,

cylindrical power is present; if the latter, the lens has no
cylindrical power and is either spherical, plain f^Iass, or prism.

Now, while movin|^ the glass up and down while fi.\ing

some object throu<jh it, notice if the object apparently moves, if

so, it proves a spherical glass, and the kind and power is found
as already described. If no motion i.« noticeable it indicates

plain or flat glass—neither convex or concave, although it may
be prismatic.

To ascertain the presence and strength of prismatic power
fix the eyes intently on a straight line—looking at it through
the lens, of course—and care must be taken to look through the

centre, and if the line appears broken in the section .seen thr.jugh

the lens as compared with the remainder seen above and below
the lens, prismatic power is indicated and the apex of prism is

in the direction in which the section of the line appears
misplaced.

The power of the prism is indicated by the prisms from
the trial case, which, placed over the lens being neutralized,

renders the line straight and unbroken. The prism from the
trial case must be placed upon the lens with its base in the
direction in which the line was misplaced.

A cylindrical lens is indicated by the rotating motion given
to a line when looked at through the lens which is being
rotated.

On continuing the rotating motion slowly it will be found
that in two positions only does the line appear unbroken, in all

others the line as seen through the lens is not continuous with
the line as seen above and below. These two directions con-
stitute the principal meridians of the cylinder, and are its axis
and its direction of greatest curvature and are always at right

angles to each other.

Having found one of the.se directions, draw an ink line

across the lens corresponding to it, and another at right angles
to it and another line through the horizontal length of the lens

11
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THE VARIOUS FORMS OF CONCAVE AND CONVEX
LENSES. Convex lenseH are also called positive, con"eri,'inK

and plu8( + ). Cof.cave are known an nepvtiv*', (liverjjinjj and
minus ( - ). Plus and minus are the terms in tjeneral use, and
the kind of lens is indicated by the aljjebraic siijn preceedinjj it.

Thus, +4 meaning a convex of that strength while - would

call for a concave.

There are six different forms or styles of spherical lenses,

piano, convex and concave, in which one surface is plane, and
the reverse curved, convex or concave.

Bi-concave and Bi-convex, in which both surfaces are

etjually curved. Periscopic convex and concave, one surface

convex, while the reverse is concave. The concave surface

always is placed towards the eye.

*A B c 3) -fi y r

Fig. 8.

The -several kinds of lenses used in refraction : A. Prism. B. Bi-convex.
C. riano convex. D. Biconcave. E. Piano concave. F. Periscopic
convex. G. Periscopic concave.

METRICAL SYSTEM OF NUMBERING LENSES.
We have already shown the method of numbering according to

their focal length, but for the purpose of uniformity, and al.so

the easier to make mathematical calculations, what is known as

the Metrical System has been generally adopted. This consists of

13
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mnnberin^r the lens by its refrA/.n\,„

CHte the unit lonn.^vi.^^ o/
".^^^ «'J«Pt«'J to in.ii-

«-^the ,,re.ter the ref Lttn /h V"!
"^ ' "'eter len.^th, and

forty inch.8 f,«al length del l

^"'^ '^"''"'^^f '"ore than

a .lioptrr ^ "•^^''"•"•^^"•-
-«-'-'f.'W.d three-juartlof

COMPAHATIVE TABLE OV ISCH AVD
METKICAL SYSTEM.

I>IOPTI{E.S
INCHE.S

.0125 :i20

25
I*i0

.60 HO
.75 54

1.00 40
1.25

:i2

1.50 26
1.75 22
2.00 20
- '.")

18
2.10

16
2.75 14

• >I»)ITUE.S

3.00

.3.25

.M.50

4.00

4. .50

.5.00

.5.50

6.00

«).50

7.00

8.00

I.NCICE.S

l.S

12

II

10

f)

H

7

6k

(i

5i

5
FOHMATIUN OF IMAGES Tf h ,

NtMNd that li.rht trav..|<. in ^- •

'^*'" previously

theory of\h' ^.nnaUor'f ina^'rhroo
"'', ''"''''''''' ''^

nece.s.ary to con.sider every o^'rJ1, T ''"•^"''' ''' ^'" ^«

»icial li^.ht or original ]i'L ! /.'"''."^'"»'"""'fc«d by arti-

:^li the rays eor„po..n, eaeh'btXl l"" tf T- V""'^

;:^r:r;ert:^;^.rr^^^'^-^^^^^
Which praetieany ta.es t^X^of t:^:^:!^:!: '''-'

14
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The formation of an iiiiaK*' '>> means ol a ronvex len-<. A. II is the ol.ii-ct
anil A' B' tlie inverted imaKe. The rays of liyht travellin>{ iliveri(entlv
from A. n. are colkcte.l axain l>y the convex lens ami meet at V »•
thus producinK a picture of the object A. II. in an inverteil iK>»ilion.

If (I convex lens be mo placed that some of the rays from
each ImtnUe piiSH tliroH},'h they will, in olwdience to the laws of
refraction, ho chaii;,'e their relative direction that altliotijrh

parallel or diverjjent before entering' they will be conver^'ent
upon emer;,'in^', and '

i the former case all the rays of which
each bundle consists ai which proceeded from one point will, at
the local lenj,'th of the lens, once mor.; reunite and form there a
point, which will be the reproduction or iina<,'eof the point from
which the bundle of rays proceeded. Every other bundle beinj,'

similiarly affected we would have all the points of the object
reproduced iti relative proporticnis, but in an inverted position,
as the rays proceedingf from the top of the object would, in
passing throuj,di, pass downwards, and those from below pi. sin^r

upwards, crossinjj in the lens.

This reproduction is called the imaj^'e, and its size depends
upon the size of the object and its distance. The farther
removed the object is the smaller will be the imajre.

VISION. When len.ses properly arran^jed for this pur,)(we
totjether with the necessary chemicals, are used, the process is

called photography. When the eye is employed, the result is

vision. The mechanical operation necessary to the collection of
the rays l)eincr accomplished by means of the system of lenses of
which this organ is composed, and developed through the instru-
mentality of the nervous system into an idea containing some
information relative to the object from which the ray pr<K-eeded

As in photography the size of the image depends upon the
diatunce at which the object is placed, the faither removed it is
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the smaller will be the image, and consequently the object willbe correspondingly red uceu in size in our estinmtion.

^rJ^'-^.f'^'"'''
""^ ''"^ ^^'^- ^« '"- »--> stated, re-

fraction IS the power which any transparent substance, by reason
ot Its optical construction, passesses of bending rays of light insuch . manner that the direction of travel is changed, and when
the surfaces are spherically curved, with their thickest part cor-
responding to its geometrical centre, the resultant action is thebringing together of divergent or parallel rays, forming at the

Which the light proceeded.

As we get farther advanced we shall see that the eve iscomposed of transparent substances of spherical shape, and that
jt-s action on rays of liglit is exactly in accordance with the laws
laid down in regard to refraction by lenses.

Light in pa.ssing into .he eye is therefore refracted to atocus and consequently forms an image there of the object towhich It IS directed. This function is called the refraction ofthe eye, and is the rirst st.ige of vision.

ACUTENESS OF VISION. The acutencss of vision hasbeen aptly described as "The ability of the intellect to in^er-pre the image," to transpo.se this light impression into an idea
containing certain dcK-iite information, so that it will be readily
understood that the seat of vision is the brain and not the eye
hat the mere fact of the collection of the light .ays into animage or picture of the object looked at does not give us anv
inlomation until it is acted upon in some mysterious manner
b> the nervous system. Just as in photography the merepomng in ront of a camera does not supply us with a photo-
^.aph. Ihe sensitive plate fir.st of all h,i.s to be conveyed tothe dark room and there developed into the finished picture,^o It IS with vision, until the image be developed in the hidden
recesses of the intellect it conveys no meaning to us.

VISUAL ANGLE. Rays proceeding from the extremi-
ties ot an object and passing into an eye openod to .eeeive thcui

IG
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will intersect each other while passing through the eye from

t!ie front to the rear, that is the ray proceeding from the upper

extremity will pass through in a downward direction while that

fiom the lower eiui will take an upward course. The point

where they intersect is called the nodal point, and the an<de

formed by the intersection is termed the visual angle. It will

readily be seen tliat as tliese rays proceed from the extremit'es

of the object, that the farther apart the extremiti^'s are, or in

other words, the larger the object the larger the visual angle,

also the closer we approach to the object the larger becomes the

angle, .so that the size of the visual angle depends upon the size

of the object and the distance it is from the e^-e. The size of

the image formed in the interior of the eye by means of the

optical system will, of necessity, depend upon the size of the

visual angle, as the greater this angle the larger the surface over

which the picture is spread, and eon.se(|uently the greater the

dimensions of the object in the transformed idea in the intellect.

It has been found by experiment that a certain amount of

space reipiires to be included in the dimensions of the image, in

order that perfect development of vision may result. The mere
fact of an object being exposed in front of an eye is sufficient

to reproduce its image in the interior, but for subseipient

nervous action necessarj- to develop the image into an idea,

certain sized images are necessary. While we are unaVile to

state what amount of surface nnist be included in the retinal

image, we do know how large a visual angle is retpiired to in-

sure a perfect development of the retinal pictures.

The object must be of such a si;,e and distance tliat rays

from its extremities crossing in the eye from a visual angle of

not less tlian five minutes (.").).

Angles are measured in accordance wivh what proportion

of a circle their sides would include; for instance, everx* circle is

composed of 3U0 degrees; if diviiled into lour e^jual .sections by
lines drawn at right angles to each other through the centre,

each of these sections would contain one c|uarter of the whole

circie, th re tore, fiO d, If we sui)-ui\ioe one oi tUese nito



to 8t.ll further reduce the si/.e of the angle, we would divideea.h one of the section, into sixty parts^ach one of whichwould contain an an<j e of one-sixtietii nf n A^r,^
\i- , , . , " '-^'''^^'> ^' «• degree, or one minute

»ould l» the „.e ot ,l,e v,.„al «„g|c neee.H,ary tor ol«uor vision

ET
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Fig. jj.

Snellen's Test Type- Distance Chart.

linage vM„ch he average huna.i eye i.s capal.le of develonin.
;.Uo^per..v.i,._tfornia..ang,eofL

In accordance with thi.s established principle, test types
».. ve been constructed with letters of variou.s siis eac o e ow jch, ,1 placed at the distance whica is indicated on ; rddl fonn an angle of Hve n.inutes. If we know that an evepossessing normal vision can distinguish an ob.ect cl^-l^i!
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therefore read letters—which form an angle of not less than five

minutes, and we also possess a series of letters which we know

will form an angle of exactly five minutes when placed a certain

distance from the eye, we then have a positive rule of knowing

the perfect or imperfect condition of the eye by its abilitj- or

non-ability to read the letters forming this angle of five minutes.

The Snellen's Test Type, such as is generally used, consists

of several rows of letters of gradually decreasing size, each row

being numbered to indicate the distance at which it could be read.

By means of the Test Type we readily measure the acute

-

• iss of vision or degree of sight which an eye posses.ses, and

jcord it in the form of a vulgar fraction, liaving for its numer-

ator the distance at which the type is placed, and for the denom-

inator the number of the smallest line which it is possiVjle to

read ; thus, if with the type twenty feet away an eye is able to

read tiie line marked 20, vision would be normal and would be

expressed 20 20. If the smallest line that could b- ad was

marked 60, the acuteness of vision would be 20/GO or uiit-thiid

of normal vision.

An illustration of the principle of the Snellen's Test T)^, showing; visual
anj;le in relation to objects of different sizes at different distances.

The various letters located at the distances marked 20, 10, liO, intt, JijO.

are seen to subtend the same angle.

SPHERICAL ABBERATION. Although it has been

stated that the refraction of a spherical lens is the same for all

rays of the same obliijuity, this is true in a limited sense only.

Tho n-'^is ray passing through the optical centre under-ocs nu
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ANATOMY OF THE EYE.
LE:CTURE No. 2

Having iti view the object for which this work was

especially designed, viz the arranfjenient of the necessary facts

connected witii vision in such a manner that they can be i[nickly

learned and readily understood, the study of anatomy nuist

necessarily be confined to a comparatively sn"vll section of the

ocular system.

Fortunately, the amount of ^jround which it is necessary to

cover to intellifjently prescribe lenses is relatively very small,

and in making no mention whatever in these pages of numerous
portions of the anatomy of the eye, many of which are very

beautiful, and likewise wonderful in their construction, I have
done so advisedly, recognizing that they have, at best but a

relative bearing upon the question of refraction, and a knowl-
edge of which, however satisfactory, is not by any means neces-

sary to doing successful refraction work. But there is one
feature to which I wish to draw special attention.

In these days, the intelligent optician is expected to know
pretty nearly everything about the eye, and on account of the

prevailing popular ignorance on the subject, plentifully trimmed
with an unlimited amount of humbug, with which eye-work has
been surrounded, he will be askrd all manner of questions

about it, and he will be constantly looked to for advice w-hen

the eye or sight becomes affected in any way. If he is able to

meet the requirements in this direction, tie will inspire his

patrons with confidence in his ability to fit them successfully

with glasses, without which small hope of successful practice

in any profession is possible.

As before stated, the limits of this work scarcely permit
more than a brief outline of the more important sections and
appendages of the eye, just sufHcient to form an intelligent idea

of the marvellous ingenuity displayed in its construction, and to

lay a sufficient foundation upon which to rest the more practical

branches which are to follow.
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The Eye and its appendages.

The e^,-ball i.s of spherical form (or nearly sol nnH if

close un.ty each its own function and charactSic '
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as a means of attachment for the muscles that control its

movement.

The Sclerotic includes the rear tive-sixths of this outer coat,

and is not transparent, thouj^Ii possibly translucent. The

transparent attachment occupy inij the remaining front one-sixth

of the outer coat is called the Cornea which, from its nature

and shape, serves the double purpose of admitting the light to

the interior of the eye, by means of its transparency, and at the

same time refracting it as the result of its convexly curved

surface.

THE CORNEA has been aptly described us the "Object

glass of the ocular camera,'' performing the same function, in

reference to the Retinal image, that the camera objective does to

the negative—being at this point that the first change in the

nature of the in-going rays is made, the completion of which, in

the one case is photography, in tiie other vision. The Cornea

is practically a transparent continuation of the Sclerotic, but

forming a section of a much smaller sphere, like the " bull's eye
"

on the old-fashioned " dark lantern."

CHOROID. The middle or vascular coat is called the

Choroid, and, as the name implies, is principally composed of

blood-vessels for the nourishment of the eye. It adheres closely

to the inner surface of the Sclerotic, with its front section, Iris,

hanging vertically some distance behind the Cornea, acting as a

curtain to " the window of the eye."

In addition to its net-work of blood -ves.sels it is plentifully

supplied with pigment cells containing black or dark brown
colored matter.

The function of the Choroid, in addition tu its nutritive

properties already mentioned, is to absorb, by means of its

pigmentation, superfluous rays of light, some of which may
po.ssibly filter through the translucent Sclerotic. It is the

absence of this pigment which. Constitutes the cause of the dis-

tressing blinking of the eyes when exposed to a stronir light, so

well marked in the Albino, with his pink eyes and colorless
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opemtion of which is usimiiy a sealed book to the layiiiuii, (u.ii

even to the expert anatomist it is fre<|uent!y a foreii^n tonjjue.

The Retina may he said to occupy the same position in

reference to tlie ocular system and vision that the sensitive plate

does to tlie camera and the photoi^rapli. We may, for the sake

of simplifying matters, look upon it as a chemically prepared

plate, capable of receivinj^ and retainin<j for a time, on its

surface, images of surrounding objects under the focusing power
of llie lens system in front of it, of which the Cornea is the

first. It is practically a continuation or expansion of the Optii-

Nerve, which, entering the globe of the eye at the i-ear, and

s])reading out over its inner surface, receives the l.glit impres-

sions and carries them to the brain, there to undergo that

mystic transformation, of which we know notl.ing but its

results— Vision.

YELLOW SPOT. Tlie Macula Lutea or Yellow Spot is in

the centre of the Retina, in the rear of the centre of the pu})il.or

nearly so. Here the sensitiveness of the Retina reaches its

greatest cevelopment, and gradually decreases the furtlier

removed from this point. At this point is a round, elevated;

yellowish .spot, having a central depres.sion at its sunnnit.

The Macula Lutea, commonly known as tiie Yellow Spi>t,

is the point of acutest vision, the sj)ot at which it is

necessary to have the image found in order to secure the

maximum of vision. Vision on the Yellow Spot is called direct

vision. When the image falls on some part of the Retina more
or leas removed frimi it, the outlines may be distinguislied, liut

the details are lost, and is known as Orientation or Indirect

vision.

DIPLOPIA. Although each e3-e possesses its own complete
set of organs, forming on each retina a separate image of the

object looked at, under normal condition these two imasres are

merged as one in the brain.

If, liowever, from anv cause the two eves are so direct (>d in

reference to tiie object looked at, that the images do not impinge
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THE CILIARY MUSCLE i» Hituated at the Junction of

the Sclerotic Iris and Cornea. It is conr>ected with the

Huspensary liniment in such a way that any contraction of the

ciliary will produce a Hlackeninj^ of the lij^aments and a

conset|Uent increase in curvature of the Crystalline Lens as seen

in accommodation.

CRYSTALLINE LENS. The Crystalline is so-called

from its strikinj; resemblance to a lii-convex lens, both in

appearance and function, il i." located in the concave space

immediately in front of the Vitreous. It consists of a hij,ddy

elastic transparent capsule, tilled with a transparent jelly-like

substance, resembling in appearance tht; Vitreous.

It closely resembles a bi-convex lens in form, but with lliis

diH'erence, its surfaces are not tM|ually curved, its convrxity

being fjreater on its posterior surface. It is suspended vertically

in front of the Vitreous, and innncdiately in rear of the Iris, and

is held in place by means of the suspensory li;jament, is about

eiirht millimeters in diameter and four in thickness (on an

averajje) in the adult eye. In 3-outh, the humor of which this

lens is composed is soft and mobile, and readily forms to the

changed shape of the capsule when acted upon by the ciliary

muscle.

The eye possesses the power of tightening and slackening

the tension of the suspensory ligament, thus causing a change

in the convexity of the surface of the lens. This function is of

the highest importance, and without a clear understanding of its

operations, success in fitting cannot be obtained.

It must be borne in mind that the increase in curvature is

not brought about by a direct eHbrt of the ciliary mu.sc I e pulling

its surfaces into a more convex form, but the lens should rather

be looked upon as a hollow elastic ball, tilled to the greatest

degree of tension with its jelly-like contents, which, if un-

restrained, would naturally revolve the lens into globular shape

natural to its construction, but being attaclied by means of a

.string or ligament completely around its cirrumference in one

meridian, and this string being drawn tight, the lens, from its
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Skftih showing; llie nifclianistii of accoininodatiun. One half the Crystalline

Lens, N l)ein>; acoomniodatfil for near work, and the other half, !•', at

rest, and adapted for distance.

t'ATAHACT. All opacity uf tlie Crystalline Lens, which

in sonic t'oniiHyraduully hcconu-s cloudy, and irc((Ucntly Mliuttin<;

out tlie entrance of light entirely, is called cataract. There are

several forms ol' cataract, all ot" which usually attack persons ot"

advanced ajje only. Cases of juvenile cataract are very rare.

Cataract jjenerally afft-cts hotli eyes, but rarely simultaneously.

The only relief consists in the entire removal of the Crystalline

Lens, tli'is reniu'.injj the obst. notion to the admission of lijjht.

A(^UEOU.S HUMOK. This is a thin, sparklin;;, trans-

parent fluid, consisting of water completely tilling the space in

the eje-ball, between the Crystalline Lens and the Cornea, the

Iris hanging vertically suspended in the Acjucous, and dividing

the A(iueous Chamber into front and rear, the A(|Ueous flowing-

through the pupil from one to the other. The secretion of the

A(|Ueous is very rapid, as the chambers retill in a few minutes

if drained oti"throu<di a puncture.

These Humors have an intimate communication with each

other by means of very small vessels, or openings, known as

Lymphatic Channels, through which the fluids in their interior

are constantly changing, and are e.xcreted in the form of tears.

When an obstruction in these channels occurs, the tensio'i is

increa.sed, causing a great hardness, which jjives ri.se to the dis

ease known as Glovconia.
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THE EYE-BROWS. The Eye-brows fonne.1 of nu,scle

.on to the eye from perspiration, vJuch otherwise wouldbecome very troublesome.

THE EYE-LIDS. These consist of two thin .noveable
olds, entirely devoid of all f.tty substance, and armed withon,, projecting, hairs, which act as an a.lvance ^uard to .ivtimely notice of the near approach of a foreign substance

'^

The brilliancy of the Cornea is, in a ^reat measure, due tohe action of the eye-lids, which, plentifully lubricated bylachrymal secretions, constantly opening and shuttin.. keepsmoving any particle of dust from the Cornea, whicir won dotherwise dim its lustre and impair its usefulno.ss.

The Conjunctiva forms the Mucous Membrane of the evescompletely covering the front part of the Sclerotic. It is a co
tinuation of the Mucous Membrane of the throat, and is similarl'v
affected under the influence of colds, etc. It is the inHam dcondition of the Conjunctiva which gives the appearance of what
IS commonly called " bloo<l-shot" eyes.

the r'^H''"''?pf'^
APPARATUS. The tears are secreted by

The Lachrymal (Jland, together with the numerous ducts
ol which the tear system is composed, furnish a complete andtruly wonderful example of miniature engineerin.. an,l con-
stitut.> a system of water works and sewerage for"the cellar
system. Ihe tears secreted in the Lachrymal sack act as a
reserv.,,,-. and under the action of the lids iu winkin.. arepu.nped out of the sack, and passing through the ducts. Tu^ptv
in o the socket, an.i Howi.g around th. front part of the eveba

1, carry with it all foreign substances which must of necessity
lodge there, and pa.ssing out by means of the Lachrymal ductwhich empties into the nose, a constant system of lubrication
and diainage is kept up. and the eye-ball maintained, a

"

its
multitude of movements performed without friction.
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THK MOTOR MISCI.KS. B, Superior Rectus. C, Inferior Rectus.

I), Kxternal Rectus. K, Internal Rectus. F, Inferior Obliciue.

NoTK. The Su]Kri()r Oblique occupies a position opposite to the Inferior

Oblique, and it is impossible to illustrate them both in the same cut.

THE MUSCLES. The Ciliary Muscle has already l)een

discussed in reference to its connection with tiie Ciystalline

Lens. Its sole function is to biinjf aliout a relaxation of the

suspensory lif,'anient, there' y increasing; the curvature and

consequent refraction of the lens.

Sphincter Muscles are attached to the Iris, thus enablinfj it

to increase or decrease the size of the pupil.

The eye-liall is rotated in various directions by means of

the Motor Muscles, six in number—External Rectus, Internal

Rectus, Superior Rectus, Inferior Rectus, Superior ObliijUe and

Inferior • )lili(iue. To possess a clear conception of the operations

of the Motor Muscles, it must be borne in mind that the socket is

a mere bony excavation in the skull, and that the eye-ball

merely rests upon the floor of this cavity, securely packed and

padded, it is true, with thick lajers of fat, the Motor Muscles

forniinj; its means of attachment, one end of the Muscles being
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Kttacho.l to the socket, nn.l tl... other en.boddo.l in ti.e Sclerotic

;ii.-ecjio„ to.... .„«..,, .i,..::^::^^;:;; . x::r:;;;rK,;r.at ....n. .ts passiv,. „on„,U condition, if any o L of^ M '

-Muscles contract the hall will rotate i,. ,

^*/'"' •^'"^*''-

contracted n.uscles.
" '" "'^' ''"^'^'''°" "*' ^'u'

The External Rectus is situated on the si.Ie of the B.ll andtl.e eye rotates outward in obedience to its action
'

Internal Rectus turns the eye in towards the nose
•S.ipenor Rectus turns the eye upward.
Inferior Rectus rotates it downward.
Superior and Inferior (Jblioue are f,,.- th

l"»te or ,,ar., „r „.. My, „,, a„.„,„.,li,,,„U l,,',,';,' „" !

:rr,!:;:;;r:,:Lr;:'^;:;t;;:::r:;'"~

tnt onun, the electric wires cnveyin-' the nu-sfp..;,,,,
"' '' '° "»— . i,y wh„«\n:j; "

: ::,::.""
co,n,vc,l ,„ tl„„ ,,„,, i„ „,,iol, ,l,o ac,i„„ i, ..e.'iil,,

'' '"

nauiie tli.it these orjraiis shou ( act in harnmn,.and unison. iiainiony
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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF VISION

LECTURE No. 'i

As has been stated, iinafjes of external objects are formed

upon the retina of theeyesiinihxrly to pictures in a pliotMtrraphic

camera, and the eye, in so far as its dioptiic system is concerned,

is an optical instrument subject to the same laws of mechanics

as other optical instruments. In the camera tlie tirst essential

for a clear picture is that the instrument nuist be properly

focused, that is, the sensitive plate for receiving- the picture

must be situated at the exact point where the li<^ht rays will

unite after passinij throuj^h the lenses of the camera, as heri; is

the point whore the imajjje of the object is formed.

If the sensitive plate is too close or too far removed from

the lens the outlines of the picture are blurred and indistinct,

and the form and features of well known objects or persons are

scarcely recojjjnizable.

We have a perfect parallel in the human eye. If the retina

is situated at the distance from the cornea corresponding; to the

focal length of the dioptric system, a clear picture of the sulject

looked at will be made here, and bein^' conveyed to the bruin by

the optic nerve, we are able instantly to tell, as the result of

education and comparison, the exact nature of the object looked

at, but if the retina, from an abnormal len<;thenin;; of the

diameter of the eye-ball, be situated farther away dian the focus

of the dioptrics, the rays of li>;ht having met at that point and

crossed and met the retina while diverging, forming there a line

instead of a point, and consecjuently the outlines of the object

seen under these conditions would be distorted and indistinct.

Again, if the eye be shortened in its diameter, the rays

upon entering the pupil are converging to a point will not have
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hul suAcont .1 sunce to travel after ,„eHin« the corn.vv, a,.,i
con.se.,uentIy w.ll strike the retina while still i„ the act of
converffinj;, und aifai,, a blurre.l i,„aj;e will result

From what has Wn said ahove. it will he rea.lily apparent
l.Ht eye trouble, as far as the dioptrics are concernedJs Entirely

a MU.sfon of nuUhen.atics, and also that it is of two distinctionns V... that >n which the <lian.eter of the eye is too Ion!'and when .t ,s too short. The exact nature and nan.e. as weM

Tetu-t
"'"" ""' "" '^' ^""^''^'•^'^ "->- -I--^^'

EMMETUOPIA. This is a tern, used to .lesi.nate aperfect co-ordnmt,on between the refractinj. po«-er of the<I.optrK.s.n the length of the eye-ball.a„ enn^etropic ey be-0 ,n winch parallel rays of li.ht fc.us upon the leti.i. ^^^C
tlie accommodation is at rest.

is at'^'^'^'^r^
/:'"'^''°I"'^ i'^ ^'- «PP-ite condition, anda term used to designate an eye that is n.athematicallynconect m us construcfon, and, of course, includes all formsof error winch would cau.se an object to be incorrectly focuse.leither in front or behind the retina.

AMBLYOPIA. Amblyopia is a term u.sed to indicate annnpairment of vision, as a result of some i„,perfection in theconstruction or operation of the nervous function of the eye
To differentiate between Ametropia and Amblyopia -Acondition under which perfect vision is unobtainable t [ resu^

<>^ nnperiect refraction, would be termed ametropia, while aper ectly formed im«,,e, as the result of a perfect efr t „!•system .iving a faint impression to the intellect if convey dthrouj^h he medium of a faulty nervous .system would Ledesi;,Miated amblyopia.
^

' ^"^

The former bein« an error of refraction, is corrected bv.neans of enses which supply the nece.ssary amount of ref ^ tin

'

po v.... winch IS absent in the dioptrics of the eye, while 2atter is not sub.ect to treatment by l.nses. and 'con.se 1 lydoes not come within the province of the optician.
^
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Ill tlie preceodin;.' lectures wo have studied the theory of

light. We have carefully noticed its natural methods of motion

and its speed.

The effect of the interposition of various bodies of certain

curvature as seen in the optical lenses has been Jioroughly dis-

cussed, and the resultant reproduction of the " image" as a result

of passintj lijjht rays through a convex spherical lens has been

clearly illustrated.

Our .study of anatomy, though brief, has .shown that the

cornea forms a convexly curved surface, presenting in the normal

eye a perfectly spherical or globular surface in all directions, so

tiiat rays of light proceeding from a luminous bod}' of its front

must fall upon this curved surface, and obeying the fundamental

law of refraction, converge and meet at a point in the ocular

system, situated at the focal length of the lens system of which

the e\e is composed.

We have studied the theory of the formation of images by
means of convex lenses and noticed its parallelism in photo-

graphy. It will be a comparatively easy matter, therefore, for

the industrious student, if he undei-stands the.se primal laws

governing the refraction of light and also pos.sessing a fairly

intelligent idea of the anatomy of the eye as laid down in these

lectures, to pass at once to a consideration of the physiology of

vision—to complete a practical fact by the simple operation of

uniting two theories.

The Cornea, as has been shown, acts as the objective, and
collects upon its surface the rays prcxieeding from surrounding

objects, and reproduces at its focal length (including, of course,

the other lenses of which the eye is composed) the image or

photograph of the object from which the light proceeded. The
Retina, acting as a .sensative plate, receives this light impression,

which, by means of the optic nerve is conveyed to the brain,

and mysteriously acted upon in such a manner that the resultant

idea contains definite information relative to the nature of the

object looked at This is a vision. Not the unclosing of the
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eye-lids permitting liglit to fall upon the inner parts ; not the
changing of ita direction by the refractive elements of the eye;
not the act of conveyance of light impressions to the brain',
these are all means to an end, but the knowledge accjuired by
these meai's constitute what we call vision.

It will be quite apparent from the foregoing that the eye
IS not the seat of vision, but the brain, and conse.iuentiy there
mast be a decided limit to the field of operations in which the
application of spectacles can be used in restoring impaired
vision. In the act of vision there are two distinct operations
by means of entirely different sets of organs. First, there is
the operation of refractive organs of the eye. This is purely
mechanical, and as such is subject to the known law of
mechanics. The light in passing into the eye is first of all re-
fracted by the Cornea, and proceeding inwards through the
A.iueous Humor comes in contact with the Crystalline" Lens
when It is again refracted, and finally through the Vitreous
Humor it reached the Retina in the form of an image or picture
of the original object. Yet no vision, this is merely the first
or refractive stage

DIOPTRIC SYSTEM-The various organs necessary for
the completion of the first stage of vision are collectively called
the Dioptric System. They include the Cornea, Crystalline
Lens, Aqueous and Vitreous.

NERVOUS SYSTEM-For the completion of the act of
seeing the nervous system of the eye conveys the impression
formed upon the Retina by the Dioptric System to the brain
when the completion is brought about in the mysterious depth
of the intellect. For the perfect fulfilment of the act of vision
these two distinct conditions are necessary: First a well defined
image must be formed at the Yellow Spot. Seconoy, the im-
pression there formed must be conveyed to the brain.

Although the dioptric and nervous systems are entirely
distinct, both in character as well as in their fields of operation
one IS absolutely essential to the usefulness of the other, as no
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matter how accurate and perfect the photographic powers of

Dioptric 8yst<>m, if the nervous communications fail to perform

their functions vision is not possible. And in spite of the

greatest activity in the nervous system, if the Dioptrics are im-

perfect, either i
- their transparency, thus preventing the passage

of light, or if from being imperfectly focused a blurred image

is formed, blindness, or at least imperfect vision must result.

Vision on the Yellow Spot is called direct vision, all other

conditions when the object is situated obli(iuely, so that rays

from it fall on parts of the Retina removed from the Yellow

Spot, is called indirect vision.

In order to distinguish the details of an object clearly,

direct vision is necessarj', although we may at the same time,

by means of indirect vision have a dim knowledge of the

presence of surrounding objects.

ACCOMMODATION—In the foregoing remarks upon re-

fraction as a means of securing images, it has been assumed that

the rays enter the eye parallel, but as a matter of fact during

the greater part of the time in civilized communities the ej'es

are directeil to near objects, that is, at distances less than

twenty feet.

It will be borne in mind that for all distances within

twenty feet the rays meet the eye in a divergent direction, and

reiiuire greater refractive power in ord' .• to still continue to

focus on the Retina, and the nearer the eye approaches to the

object the greater will the divergence be, and the conse(^uent

necessity for additional refractive power.

This increa.se of refraction in the ej'e is called Accommo-

dation, and is accomplished by means of the Crystalline Lens

increasing the convexity as a result of the force exerted upon it

by the Cilliary Muscle, which acts in such a manner that it

relieves the tension which the Suspensory Ligament exerts upon

the Lens, which, relieved of the flattening pressure, immediately

assume a more convex form as a rer/alt of its own elasticity.

The iuoi'ea.se iu ruliiiolluu rei|Uii'ed i.«* in propoition to the
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amount of divergence which the rays possess, or, which is the
same thing, the disUnce of the object from which they priHieed.

l-'io. 15.

Snot'Vt' .^'r "''"'""r^"
">" ^^'"' I'T'"^' ^^>

•^ "• -'• •«• ^' f"""*i"K on tl>e YellowSpot at (
.

w,th no accomtnodation in force, ( Iv ) and .livergent ravs t Tb, b, st.ll focusing at ' C, " l,y n.can.s of accon.n.odation I).
^ " '

''

FAR POINT (PUNCTUM REMOTUM)-Far Point is th tt
point proceeding from which, the rays will focus upon the
Retina without the use of any accommo<Jation. The Far Point
therefore, of the Emmetropic Eye is situated at infinity.

NEAR POINT (PUNCTUM PROXIMUAI)-Near Point
iH the nearest point at which the eye can focus rays upon the
Retina with the full amount of accommodation in force.

AMPLITUDE OF ACCOMMODATION is the difference
in refractive power of the eye when adapted for its far point
with no accommodation in force, and when fully accommodated
for Its near point; in fact it is the total amount of accommodation
which the eye is capable of exerting with its full mu-scnlar effort.
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The Amplitude varies with aj^e. A child of ten years

having 14.D: year by year, however this uuiplituc'e decreases,

until at the age of forty but 4.50 remains. Below will Ijo

found a table f^ivinj^ the amplitude at different a<;es :

YEAKS. AMPLITUDE.

10 years 14.00 D.

io ' 12.00 1).

20 " 10.00 D.

30 " 7.00 D.

40 4.50 D.

50 ' 2.50 I).

60 • 1.00 1).

70 " 0.00 I).

Ranjje of acconimodation is the distance between fur and

near point.

Proof of Acconimodution—By lookinj,' throu<fli a wire

screen at u distant olyect it will be found that th-,- object or the

screen can be seen clearly alternately, but not simultaneously.

ACCOMMODATION NECESSARY FOR DIFFERENT
DISTANCES—To find how much accommodation is rt'i|uired to

focus rays upon the Retina which proceed from points within

infinity, we have merely to divide the distance (in inches) into

forty, and the suit is the acconnncxlation in Dioptres. For

instance, to see an object clearly at Hi inches fioni the eye,

40-7-16 = 2.60 woulil be the accommodation necessarj*.

The effect of accommodation bein<; to increase the re-

fraction of the eye, the same results would accrue if an additional

convex glass were placed in or in f. -^nt of the eye.

When the Cilliary Muscle is enti.-ely relaxeil, and no accom-

UKKlation used, we say the ej-e is at rest and adapted for its far

point.

When fully accommodated it is adapted for its near point,

and -IS the nearness at which we can focus objects on the Retina

depeu'Jy upon the Amplitude of Acci mmodation, we are able to

exfcrt.we -can, by siuipiy niua.suriiitr the clo.scst distance at which
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Htandard size type can be rea.l H„d the Near Puint. Tl.i.s divided
info forty ;r,veH the amplitude of .vccomn.odation.

As yo mlvanceH the muscular power dimini.sheH. the lens
capsule loses its el.isticity. an.l the near point recedes in eon-
seipience.

CONVERGENC^E is the ability to direct the visual axis of
both eyes to a point within inHnity, and is accomplished bymeans ol the internal Recti Muscles.

The Hct of convergence is closely connected with acconnno-
daion both the Internal Rectus and the Cilliary l^^in;: supplied
throujjh the medium of the same set of nerves

As acconnnodution is intended for looking at near points
only, ior which purpose convergence in like proportion is
re.,ui,ed, it is clear that we require increase of refraction for
near points in exactly the same amounts as convergence is
used. "

METRICAL AN'CLE-Metrical Angle is the angle formed
by the intersection of the visual axis an.l the median line andwe measure convergence in meter angles in proportion as we
•ne.u.ure accommodation in dioptres-one dioptre of Ace andone metre angle convergence being nece.ssary to .see clearly
at 4 inches. 2 Dioptre Ace. and 2 metre angle of convergence
• or 20 inches, etc.

The object of the convergence is the directing of the Yellow
Spot ot each eye to the .s.-u„e point, so that rays pn^'eding
from any one point may fall upon identical parts of each Retina
otherwise two impressions would be received, and bein.r eon

'

S ^^ ^''"Parately by each eye, Diplopia would

DIPLOPIA.-Diplopia is the act of .seeing two objects whenone IS looked at. Binocular vision is the .simultaneous u.se ofbo h eyes while maintaining single vision, and in order to enjoy
It to Its tu..e.st extent, it is necessary, not only that the conir-
gence be normal, .so that the eyes turn inwards in uni.son inorder that the corresponding parts of e..ch Retina receive the
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iinnge, but iiImo that the rofmctioii of hotli oyeH be approxi-

mately the same.

POSITION OF OBJECTS—The senseH .iciuire their in-

formation as to the position of an object entirely by tli' part of

thi Retina the rays ima^e U{)on it. An imajje formefl vipon tlie

Ijwer section ;;ivin>^ .sure information that the object is above.

If formed to the temporal siile the object must be situated to

the nasal side.

FIN HOLE TEST.—To ascertain whether imperfect si<jht

is t!ie resuk of Ametropia, and thus restored by lenses or by

Amblypoia upon which lenses will have no effect, we employ the

I'in Hole Disc, which is supplied with the trial cjuse. The Disc

consists of a black rubber disc with a small round hole in the

centre, tlie effect of which is to clo.se off all lays iVcjm enterini;

the eye except the axis ray.

If vision beinjf Imlow normal is improved by means of tlif

di.sc it implies Ametropia, indicatin;^ that the vision was

imperfect by rea.son of tlie incorrect focus of the rays of lij,dit

which are shut out by the disc.

If vision remains equally low throu^di the disc as with the

naked eye it would indicate Amblyopia, as defective condition

of the nervous apparatus would not in any way be improved by

exciudiufj badly focused lays.

ANISOMETROPIA is a condition in which the refraction

of the two eyes show a marked difference.

ASTHENOPIA—(Eye Strain).—A condition of fali;,rue in

various parts of the ocular .system, occasioned by some error of

refraction or as the reHe.x of .some disease or physical disability.
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HYPEROPIA.
LECTUkK No. 4.

As lm.s ,lre«.ly l,een .stute.i. .m KuMnetr .pic ey is on,- i„which pamild rays of h'^h. f,x-u.s upon the retina without the
H..I o» m-eonn„o.haion. Such un eye i.s the i.ieni eye, us Huch a
Co...J,t,on ,. possil.l.. :,nly as the re.ult of perfect refraction, an.l
I"ovi.ie.i ,1... accon.n.Klafon nn.l conver^renc- are norn.al, p.rfect
vision will be posHil.le at all .ii,stane...s.

In co,....i,k.rinj: the An.etrr.pic eye, viz.: one in which the
nlractivo apparatus is Moi a.lapte.l for foc-usi... pareliei ravsupon the relina, we have to ..tu.ly it un.ler two distinct for.ns.
•/.: yhen the eye-ball is .so short that the focus fulls b.-hi,,,!

the retina, and when, Iron, its abnormal elongation, th.- focus is
in rront.

Hypennetropia is a con.iition of the eye in which the
< .H.neter of the eye-ball from the cornea to the Yellow Spot is
shorter than the focal length of the dioptric system of thi eyeand eonscpiently parallel rays on passing into such an eyenould not have converged sutliciently to have met at ti.eKet.na the tocu.s, ,f such a thing were po.ssibl., would be behindthe Ketina.

Images forme.l upon the Retina under this condition would
i.o blurred an,i indistinct, and an object, although seen under anangle of •>

, w(juid be unrecognizable.
TJie only .neans by which the vision of a Hvperope can be-nprovea ,s through the aid of increased refraction, which willconverge the light rays more rapidly, and thus n.ove the focal

point forward to the Retina. This is accomplished bv nuvuis ofa convex lens. Such a len.s place,! in a spectacle frame actspou the ra3s of light convergently. thus partially performing
the function of the dioptric system. As a sli,d.t amount of ...
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ver^enci! hiiving Insen given t<j the niyH heforo iiici'tiiijj the

ConioA, the t-yt>. is iihU- to iiccoinpiiHh the rcinnintlcr iiiul *>

^(luire an nccurHtf focuH.

The HyjHTopic tye, however, p<)8«es«e8 within itself a nady
in» imH of correctin}^ any ordinary amount of refractive error by
uieauH of the aecoinmo<hition, havinjj the .same etl'ect a.s a convex
lenM in front of the eye, viz.: An incre»we of the refraction.

Fio. i<:.

I)i;i^riini >liciwili>; II\i«riij)ii' eye with parallel rays fociisin)< IhIuihI (lie

Retina, and lonvt rgciit rays focusing on tlie Retina.

Many people '^o throuj,'h life perfectly unaware of llifir

Hyperopie condition, as a result of the a'^sistance rendcrfii hy

the accommodation, and were it not for the fact that aceoimno-

dation was intended for use for ntar ohjt'Cts only, and that

Nature rebels at the abuse of her laws, and visits the sins of

the trani^ressor upon him, we niii^ht have but little cause for

the correction of Hyperopia.

It has been shown in another section of this work Imw the

coiivcrijence and accommodation are both desij^nied for near work

only, and beinj^ intended to work in unison, receiving' their im-

puKe for such work throuj^h the medium of the sane' set of

nerves, conse(|uently no effort of accomnKxlation can be e.Kerted

without the equivalent amount of converj^ence following. Thus

with 2. 1^. Hyperopia before he can see a distant object clearly

must e.xert 2.00 D. of the accommodation, and the converjjence

actinjj simultaneously, his eye would turn inwanbs ami ti.\ a

point twenty inclies from the eyi , which, of course, would pre-

vent a distant oi jeet from bein^ seen, a.s it wouiii not while the
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«y» was in tl,i8 position f.|, „p„„ y,^ y i,

-o2s£: t^ 'z:r;^:t:' Jh^
j-'-', ^-«

points aciuires a statP n^- «» •

^'^'' '^"'^ "^*''

lenses arf unnHedt ^'u'
'=«"^^-^«^''>"- -"^ even when

refuses o.r'^'^ ,
'°"''^ ^'^^ Hyperopia, from loner use

lenses is calW ^f
./^^^'""""^ '^ >« Possible to measure by

whic i eo: Id "'r ''^'p^T^*'"
^^"''^'"'"^ p-^-"

Tn
'-""ceaied by the accommodation beir,^ termed Taf^nf

«b.chw.n be considered "nder the heading of AsthenopL
SYMPTOMS OF HYPEROPIA Ti

Tl.f inability to maintain the use of the eves for ro jecs for any length of time, without a feelh , f. rot:

^

a Hi an ,nchnat,on to close the lids, constitutes at unfa lin;si::of H
p rop.a md,cat,„g the inability of the Ciliary Muscle to

r;;!!^^
extra stra.n put upon it by reason of th/ Hyp':^:
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APPEARANCE OF THE EYE IN HYPEROPIA.—
Being an undeveloped eye it is usually set deep in the orbit, and
of smaller dimensions than the Emmetropic eye, and frequently
its brilliancy is less owing to excessive use of accommodation.

The pupil being smaller than in Emmetropia, the Hyperope
requires a stronger light in order to secure a sufficient illumina-
tion of the retina.

Although the majority of Hyperopes will assert that their
vision has always been good until some recent occurrence, such
as sickness or an accident, it should be V)orne in mind that
Hyperopia is a congenital disease and has always been present,
but its presence has been concealed by an active accommodation'
which, as a result of some illness becomes weakened, and beinrr
no longer able to carry its double burden, the Hyperopia
becomes suddenly manifest.

CAUSES OF HYPEROPIA.-Hyperopia is always con-
genital. The Hyperopic eye being an undeveloped eye, it is
perfectly natural that in new born infants the eye should be like
other organs, but partially developed, and consequently Hy-
peropic.

Development is usually rapid at first, and the infant Hy-
perope as the eye-ball becomes elongated becomes Emmetropic, as
the anterior-postero length of the balls becomes e(|ual to the focal
length of the Dioptric system of the eye. Those in whom the
process of development still continues after this point is reached
become Myopes.

RESULTS OF UNCORRECTED HYPEROPIA. -The
effects as seen in uncorrected Hyperopia appear in several differ-
ent form of inconvenience or discomfort, and the old adage per-
taining to the practice of medicine "that disease usually attacks
the weakest

^ art," holds good in relation to Hyperopia. There
are, of course, multitudes of uncorrected Hyperopes not even
conscious of the posses.sion of any eye defect whatever, a.s their
general condition of robust health permits the excessive use of
accommodation without apparent fatigue, after having acquired
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the habit of using accommodation and convergence in unequal
anjounts. '

There are others who in this effort of disassociation of
accommodation and convergence lose control of the converging
muscles (Internal Recti) and develope an internal squint, which
can only be reheved by the removal of the cause, viz., the cor-
rection of the Hyperopia.

Those cases in which the ciliary nmscie escapes control
produce chary spasm, in which we find Hyperopia overcorrected
by accommo,lation and a condition of artificial Myopia existin^r
which, upon examining by subjective methods will show poor
distant vision, which will l^ found to be still further impaired
by plus lenses and to be restored to 20/20 by minus lenses

It is clear, however, that no concave lens can prove per-
manently satisfactory, as while it gives normal vision it compels
a continuance of the muscular .spa.sm, an.l would be intolerable
alter a rew hours.

This troublesome affection, which is discussed at greater
length under the heading of Simulative Myopia, can only be
relieved by ^.^ak convex spherical lenses gradually increased
trom time to tune as the spasm relaxes.

There are others of the Hyperopic class who, having suc-
cessfully accomplished the disassociation of accommodation and
convergence and become expert in the use of the former without
the latter, and showing no signs of s,,uint or spasm, do so at the
cost of perpetual pain and strain, the external symptons of
which are headache, neuralgia, irritation of the eye-ball and lid.
and the various conditions of discomfort as seen in Accommoda-'
ive Asthenopia, an.l which will receive fuller treatment under
that head.

The fact that Hyperopia re.juires accommodation for
distant vision to the extent of the Hyperopic error, and, of
course, the additional amount necessary for the various distances
inside inhnity, will account for the fact that many Hyperopes
in seeking relief, complain of near vision only being difficult or'
pamful, as it is under the excessive strain necessary to close
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pointM that the nervous system first feels the effect, but when
the distant vision is corrected no difficulty is experienced at
near points.

ESTIMATION OF HYPEROPIA.-An eye that sees
equally well or better by the aid of a plus gl.vss (at the distant
type) than with the naked eye is a Hyperopic eye. The accept-
ance of a convex lens for distant vision is proof positive of Hyper-
opia, as under no other conditions is it possible to do this If
the vision IS already ^ormal the strongest glass with which it
remains normal is the measure of the Manifest Hyperopia The
Liitent, of course, cannot be measured without the use of
Atropine, and, if measured, cannot be corrected.

It is important to remember in the dagnosis of Hyperopia
tha the existence of perfectly normal dista t vision does not
exc ude It, as all young Hyperopes can exercise sufficient accom-
mmlation tocorrect any ordinary degree of Hyperopia, and it
frequently happens that the degree of sight posse.ssed by an
uncorrected young Hyperope of moderate degree is even better
than normal (20/15). This is not by reason of any higher
refractive excellence than that possessed by the Emmetrope but
possibly the result of a keener perceptive faculty of the retina

Considerable difference of opinion exists as to the most
desirable method of treating Latent Hyperopia. Some authori-
ties maintaining that an overcorrection of the manifest error
should be supplied with the object of inducing a relaxation of
the accommodation, and thus bringing out and allowin.r of cor-
rection of the greatest possible amount of the Latent "

This plan, while excellent in theory, is inadvisable in
practice, as the lenses causing discomfort, few children will
persevere m their use, and thus they defeat the very object for
winch they were prescribed.

Instances will be found among children in which the who!,,
amount is Latent, in which case but little headway can bo
"lade. as no plus lens is accepted, and there is nothimr for the
optician to do but to coax a rela.xation by weak plus" spheres
which, while uncomfortable at distance, can be readily worn for
near work.
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MYOPIA.

LECTURE No. 5.

Myopiii is a condition of the eye in which parallel rays
focus in front of the retina.

The distance throufjh tiie eye-ball from the centre of the
cornea to the yellow spot is greater than tlie focal length of the
dioptric system. An object situated at infinity woul.l be im-
perfectly seen by such an eye from the fact that the refraction
of the eye is in excess of what is required to focus lays from
infinity, and, possessing no power to reduce the refraction
abnormally, the Myope has no means of correcting his Ame-
tropia after the maimer of the Hyperope. The refraction of
the Myopic eye being too great for parallel rays, it is only
adapted for divergent rays.

There are, therefore, two ways in which an object can
become distinctly seen by the Myope.

If we move the object closer to the eye than infinity,
tlie rays proceeding from it will strike the cornea divergently^
and the focus falls correspondingly farther back ; or by means of
a concave lens in front of the eye.

As we saw, while studying the theory of refraction, the
nearer the object approaclies to the lens the farther removed in
proportion will the focal point be, so in the case of the Myope
we have merely to approach the object until the rays have
sufficient divergence to enable their focus to fall upon the
retina.

The higher the Myopia the closer to the eye will this point
be. This point will be the far point of the Myopic eye, and is
always at a finite distance.

This accounts for the fact of Myopes being able to see
clearly at near point, but having very low distant vision.

As Myopia is a condition of excessive refraction, we can, by
the application of a minus lens, neutralize this surplus, and so
render them capable of seeing clearly objects at infinity. As
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has been stated, a Myopic eye is capable of focusin.r only
divergent rays, and by placing a concave lens in front of the
eye, parallel rays proceeding from an object situated at infinity
are refracted divergently before entering the cornea, and a focus
on the retina thereby secured. Myopia is essentially an a^iac/,e
of civilization, being the result of continuous use of the eyes for
close distances, and though rarely congenital is undoubtedly
hereditary. ^

CAUSES OF MYOFIA.-The most prominent causes then
of Myopia are heredity and the excessive use of the eyes for
near work at a very early periol in life, and more particularly
the practice of sending very young children to badly lighted
schools with inadequate seating accommodation. The "seats
being constructed for larger pupils the reading matter is
necessarily very close to the eyes of small scholars, and the
excessive convergence thus demanded subjects the soft yielding
coats of the young eye to a continuous strain in turning the
eye inward. This continual strain eventually produces an
elongation in the ball which is in itself Myopia and
demanding more convergence still, the tendency is to increase
the elongation and con8e<|nently the Myopia. Thus mav
Myopia, in a double .sense, be said to breed Myopia.

Imperfectly lighted .school-rooms will necessitate the
children holding the type very close in order to secure large
retinal images to compensate for the indistinctness, and hence
the tendency to Myopia is again present.

When Myopia is once established, some of the conditions
which combined to produce it are no longer present thus the
accommodation is u.sed leas or not at all, and since accommodation
and convergence are as.sociated through the medium of this
single nerve supply, the Myope fre.juenlly finds it easier to give
up convergence and to use one eye only '''- „ear vision, and in
a short tune the convergence becoming i. e difficult is alto-
gether lost, and an external .s.iuint or Strabismus is ac.juired.
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The intervention of squint usually precludes any further
progress to the Myopia, as the convergence being gone the
cause of the increase is removed.

Myopia is also prevalent during the Hrat stage of cataract,
the chemical change taking place in the crystalline lens, in-
ducing a softening and extension of the lens.

The importance of preventing the increase of Myopia in
young persons, by the removal of all conditions likely to cause
it, should be borne in mind by all opticians.

MALIGNANT MYOPIA.-When Myopia is above (i.OO
D. It is called malignant, and is positively dangerous, as
the excessive convergence used in uncorrected Myopia of
high degree has a tendency through a constant straininrr
of the muscles which are attached to the choroid to in"
crease the length of the ball, thereby increasing the Myopia.
When this occurs it is called progressive Myopia, and having
once started upon the increase, the ruin of the ocular system
is usually a matter of time, the continued muscular pressure
causing a bursting of the tunics at the rear of the ball
and is then known as Posterior Straphaloma.

Estimation of Myopia—The concave lens that will give to
parallel rays the exact amount of divergence neces.sary to en-
able the refractive power of the eye to focus them upon the
retma is the measure of the Myopia, or, in other words the
inmus lens that will give to parallel rays the same divergence
as if they proceeded from the far point.

The ditHculties peculiar to the correction of Myopia are the
liability to overcorrection, and the disinclination of the Myope
to wear a correction for near work.

Myopia is recognized by the fact that distant vision is
always Mow norma/, and is improved by the aid of a concave
spherical glass, but as the vision would remain equally high
under small amounts of overcorrection, owing to the fact that
the patient would use his accommodation to neutralize the
amount of overcorrection, great care must be used to avoid
supplying a lens which causes this condition.
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indicated by the condition of low distant vision renderedhigher by concave lenses, and consequently the de^ee ot er"rmust be measured by the improved vision secured bv TIsucce..ve strength of glass wLh is tried, anduH c^nd.tion are we .o prescribe a glass unless it has enabled the

wfaTe": C;T
^'''' '''^' '^"^--'-'^ with thetreced^gweaker lens he was positively unable to read or incorrectly

any IV'istt'ler "Th
""

T"'''
''' ^'^'""''^ '^'^-^'^ ".at

iudemenT and hi " ?' ^''''^'"^ °"«' ^^^ *° ^^nn ourjuagment and base our conclusion only on his al.iUn, f^- .

some certain letter or letters with the presen lens fat it wisfound^ impossible to accomplish with 'the prece^ing^l'l::

The difficulty in inducing Myopic people to wear a correc

-gnifier. and objects ar^ n!;::!irotu:h"areCtt^:retma, having become accustomed to the conseou n timages, does not readily conform to normal conTtLr IJiiSby he corrections, and is unable. <*metimes. to tolerlte the

rltio^nIS.
"""^'^' '-'''- ''^-'' "'-^^ "- ™of tt

The difficulties connected with the correptinn ..f \i

Jnr:;i°:tr.tr""^
'° "°'"" ^""^ '"- ">- '-

«

RESULTS OF UNCORRECTED MYOPIA. I„ „o formof Ametrop,. .re th. r«,„,„ « f„ ,,,„hi .„d "f ,„ h™
of the eye t,»ue.at the rear. DeUchment also hemorrlZ, ofthe Ret™, and a predispcition to cataract „„,. be ,„e„«3 .!
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amouR the graver forms of disturbance whicli are directly
traceable to uncorrected Myopia in addition to the commoner
dmrraniirements of muscular balance. Muscular Asthenopia
Diplopia, Squint or Strabis"-" J.

'

SIMULATIVE OR ACCOMMODATIVE MYOPIA This
is a false condition of apparent myopia, which will have to be
guarded against with great care, or the inexperienced optician
will Hnd himself ^^iipplyin^r concave glasses to Hyperopes.

It has already been shown that Hyperopia is a condition in
which the focal point being located behind the Retina and
being uncorrected by a plus lens, the victim does not m ait to
secure an artificial lens but immediately corrects his Hyper-
opic error by means of his accommodation, but as Hyperopia
IS present even when distant objects are viewed and accommo-
dation and convergence are so produced by the harmonious
action of the ciliary and internal recti muscles it is a matter
of difficulty to accommodate without at the same time con-
verging, and it will readily be understooil if convergence is
used while looking at a distant object it will be either im-
possible to see it or it will be seen double.

The difficulty experienced in acquiring the habit of using
convergence and accommodation in unequal amounts usually
produces one of three results. Either the Ciliary or the internal
rectus escape control, or the patient avoiding this does so by a
.supreme and constant eHbrt and at the cost of comfort.

The Hrst condition has already been referrred to as Squint
the last will be discussed later under the heading of Asthenopia'
The second condition constitutes Ciliary Spjism.

SYMPTOMS OF MYOPIA.-The prominent eye-ball, while
not necessarily an indication of Myopia, is usually so as the ball
from Its elong.xted form is pushed forward and con.scquently a
greater portion of the sclerotic becomes visible.

EXCE.SSIVE Plp.llarv Width is a frequent accompani-
ment of Mypoia, inasmuch as many cases of Myopia are
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Ahxokmal Near Visn>v ni^ i •
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occasion arise which calls for what in the Emmetrope would bo a
natural exertion of nccommodation, fatigue and discomfort will
be the inevitable result.

This is just the situation in maligant Myopia fully cor-
lected. It presents the spectacle of a baby muscle carrying a
man's burden.

There is another feature in the correction of high Mopia
which is worthy of attention, as a prolific cause of Eye Strain.
I refer to retinal rather than muscular conditions.

The retina of a hij,'hly Myopic eye must certainly have
existed in a blissful condition of inertia. Being deprived of
distinct images during the whole time that the eyes are not
directed to an exceedingly close point, this means that the retina
and optic nerve and that mysterious dark room apparatus that
convert the retinal images into ideas are for the greater part of
the time inactive.

Now. the old adage that a certain nameless gentleman
"finds some mischief still for idle hands" may be equally
applicable in a certain sense to idle retinas. Or, more correctly
speaking, the retina being idle, or being used for near objects
only, loses its aptitude for work at distant objects, but the
nerve force, the energy, without which the human body, which
is the embodiment of miraculous motion, becomes but nerveless
clay, is directed into other channels where it can be more profit-
ably employed.

The sudden and full correction of the malignant Myope
restoring the acuteness to normal conditions produces on the
retina an endless succession of distinct images. No matter
whether the eyes be directed to infinity or to the Near
Point there is no escape from the duty devolving upon it to
assist in conveying these newly-acquired sensations to the
developing stage in the recesses of the brain.

What more natural than a retina after long years of indo-
lence should feel fatigued at the sudden imposition of severe
exertion. This is surely as rational here as if applied to
physical exercise in any of the parts of the body.
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eZt o 1 rr' "!•''" ''"'"P'""^'^ received concerning theeffect of a full correction which restores nonnal vision to the

perfect v.HK.„ and everyone reali^en the presence of discon.fort.an undercorrect,on for malignant Myope Hhould be Generally
considered a perfect correction, at all events it is the aaf andmore generally acceptable one.

ThiH view is further strengthened by the fact that inth^e cases where the Myopia has gone uncorrected for years"and An.bIyop,a .s present to a large degree, and a very n.ocLatedegree of visual acuity is therefore all that can be got. that a

n IhTch t;"T "^rr "''"'' •"•"""^^°^^' ^^ ^he indolence
.n which the retina has long existed has had the effect of per-manently deadening its sensibility, and no matter how perLt
the correction, activity sufficient to cause mental fatirue in
impoasible.

m-igue is

ESTIMATION AND CORRECTION OF MYOPIA Theweakest concave glass that gives the most vision is at once themeasure and the correction for Myopia.
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ASTIGMATISM.

LECTURE No 6.

Astigiimtism ia of two kind.s, ReKular and IrreKuIar.

IRREGULAR ASTIGMATISM conBistM of « general
n-resularity or non-symmetrical formation of the Cornea
There is no correction for it. and relief is impossible.

REGULAR ASTIGMATISM may l« described as that
condition of the eye in which the rays of lijjht. in passinK
through the Dioptric system, do not focus at one point, but
constitute a series of focal points, corresponding to the different
curvatures of the various meridians.

It will be apparent that from the definition that in Asti.'-
matism that the Cornea is not spherical in form, but elliptical
the various meridians having each different decrees of curvature'

In studying A.-itigmat ism we consider only "the meridian
of greatest curvature" and "the meridian of least curvature"
The two are known as the Principal Meridians, un,l are always
at right angles to each other.

In the foregoing it has been assumed that Astigmatism is
entirely Corneal, that is, that the malformation is of the Cornea
only, and not extended to tJie Crystalline Lens.

Reference is made, however, by all writers on the subject
.x> a condition of Lenticular A-stigmatism. implying an ellip-
tical len.s I scarcely think this is the case, but am inclined to
beieve that the comparatively small number of cases of Lenti-
cular Astigmatism met with is owing to a misplaced rather than
mis-shapen lenses.

This is quite ea.sy to understand if we experiment with a
spherical glass, by looking through it obli,,uely at an object
when It will be found that a cylindrical effect is experienced
bo, likewise. It may be easily possible for the Crystalline Lens
to be set obli.juely behind the pupil, thus causing the same
result as if the cylinder ghiss were placed in front of the eye,
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Fig. 17.

Diagram showing the relative positions of the focal poinuin Simple Hvperop.c and Simple Myopic Astigmatism. ^ ^
A' represents the Emmetropic meridian with its focus upon the retina at A

" 1!:^:::::^:^^!::,^''- '- "^^--^^^ astigmatism with
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For all practical purposes, however, we can assume all

the Cornea, and ,s m proportion to the excess of curvature orwant of curvature of the Principal Meridians as compared withthe curvature required to focus parallel rays upon the ReUm'
CAUSES OF ASTIGMATISM. Astigmatism is usuallv

sT' f
'

Z'-r: f'''-^'-^'^^y-
'^4 be present i:;h^

Sceotc^nv So" ^, "'^ ^^-"^ - - operation such assclerotomy. Some authorities claim that Muscular UnbalanceIS a fertile cause of Astigmatism, as the result of the unequalpressure existing in different meridians.
^

it is "^a^t
''

'""Tt"^
'^*' ^^' °°™'^' «^«'« «Ph«ncal in shape,

foundl^r"' i^.^^-^"--
^-J'fying. A slight difference

ye the ; rtal m" °i.^"7^.^"-
-^ '" - P-^-t Emmetropic

the horilnf. r!'" '" ^'""^ ""^^ ^'•S*^"^ more curved than

PrTncLl M " ; '^.
^'''''* *° ^*"«« Astigmatism that the

w h the V rtT- '' «°™^-here near these two directions.

tiem rid." f.K
;"^'''^' "' the greatest and the horizonta

trie meridian of the least curvature.

the Zlt'a'H'^r""^'''""
'' ^^""'^ '* '^ ^'^"^^ Astigmatism withthe Kule. and the opposite Astigmatism against the Rule Thiswould mean that as a rule the Vertical Meridan has a strong

e'tlh^^'r'''"''"
horizontal, a difference of one milii^

n.eter in the radii, causing about 6.00 D. difference in refraction

SYMPTOMS OF ASTIGMATISM. Among the promi-nent sy„pto™« of Astigmatism of high degree is a general wanto symmetry in the features, the nose either shows a lateralcurve or possibly a bony projection, or in some instances oneye IS slightly higher than the other or at a greater distan efrom the centre of the forehead.

at ./°Kr'''"^ "," ^''^ ^^^^ "'" **^*'' '« ff«"^™"y tilted over
at an ob,.,ue angle, and during the process of reading the card
h.s angle is frequently changed as difficulties in deciphering the

letters are encountered
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u"° 1""" * P^»°«"ced tendency to miscallmany letters wh.ch, under the distortion incidental to Asti..-matism, assume other shapes.

VARIETIES OF REGULAR ASTIGMATISM. Asti.-

ZT •" ^'' .'\:
'"'^- '''""P"^ «>^P-«P-. Compound

Hyperopic. Simple Myopic, Compound Myopic, and Mixed

PrinrtTM^T'"?''^'"^"""™ '^ * *^'^°^'^'«» '» ^''•<^h onePr ncpal Mendmn ,s Emmetropic, having its focus upon the

the t?^'"'"^
,7"^'^-^ ^'^'^t would bring the latter forward to

CO r o r '1 '"^'^^ '' ^'^^«P'«- J* ^«'l"-- f- it«

Hvirol ,rT'^ "'?'' ^^'"^'•^"'^^'•^"^^h to correct theHyperop,c Mendmn, having its axis corresponding in its direc-tion to the Emmetropic Meridian.
p S is uirec

Compound Hyperopic Astigmatism, or Simple Hyperopic

tocus behind the Retma. but at different distances. In its cor-

correct the Meridian of greatest curvature, which of course has

o o7' rr' *" *'' Retina, combined with a convex cylind"

Serdirof Tf"'"^
"^"''''"' ^^^ ^^«« P-^"«' ^ ^^^e

Me d an Tr'' ." """""T'''
'"'^^ '^ ^^^ '^^^ ^metropicMeridian This glass is called a sphero-cylinder, and is madeby,..nding a spherical curve on one surface and' a cyli„d"2one on the converse.

Simple Myopic Astigmatism is a condition similar to SimpleHyperop,c Astigmatism with the exception of the location ofthe Ametropic Meridian, which in this ca.se is Myop c and ha

course, has its focus upon the Retina.

strength' to TS''*^ \i """T °^ * '''''"''' ''>'""^- «^ ^^^--^fcstrength to reduce the refraction of che Meridian of greatest
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curvature to that of the Meridian of least curvature. To
affect this the axis would be placed at right angles to the former
Meridian.

Compound Myopic Astigmatism. Myopia combined with
Simple Myopic Astigmatism, is a condition in which all Meridians
focus in front of the Retina, but one principal Meridian more
than the other.

It is corrected by a concave sphere of sufficient strength to
correct the Meridian of least error combined with a concave
cylinder, the exact power necessary to correct the refractive
error remaining uncorrected in the opposite Meridian, 'he axis
in all cases being at right angles to the Meridian to be corrected
by the cylinder.

MIXED ASTIGMATISM. As the name implies, Mixed
Astigmatism is a combination of Hyperopic and Myopic Astig-
matism, one principal Meridian, that of least curvature, focusing
behind the Retina, while the other has its focus in front.

Mixed Astigmatism is corrected by three different forms or
combinations of lenses.

First. By Cross Cylinders, in which a convex cylinder of
the recjuisite strength to correct the Hyperopic Meridian is

ground on one surface of the glass, while the reverse side is

occupied by a concave cylinder to the amount -f the Myopic
error. The axes of the two cylinders are, of course, at right
angles to coincide with the relative position of the Principal
Meridians.

For example. A case of Mixed Astigmatism with 1.00 D.
Hyperopia in the Horizontal and 2.00 D. Myopia in the Vertical
Meridian would be corrected by +100 Cyl axis 90 C -2 00
Cyl. axis 180.

Second. By correcting Hyperopia with plus spherical
combined with minus cylinder, the power of which is equal to
the sum of Hyperopia and Myopia combined, having the axis at
right angles to the Myopic Meridian.

The above case would be corrected as follows : + 1.00 Sph.
C - 3.00 Cyl. axis ISO.
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^itJT ,^°r''l^y°^''''
^'^J^ '"inus spherica: combined

with plus cylinder, he power of which is equal to the sum of

I r: r ^'^ ^'"'^•*°^ combined-the axis of cylinder
placed at the Myopia Meridian.

y""uer

- Jt^^^r
case would be corrected as follows : - 2.00 Sph.^ + d.OO Oyl. axis 90. *

The Cross Cylinders being more expensive and no more
satisfactory, the two latter methods are usually employed

stateftr'*''''"'''/'"''
''"^ ^^'^^- ^« '-already been

stated, there .s a predisposition in all cases of Asti^^matL toan excess of curvature in the Vertical Meridian, so that Myop cAsfgrnatism is usually in the neigborhood of this MeridiL

TkI !
"5';''°P'« Astigmatism is usually horizontal or there-

an^"^ien r' T- 'V^^''^
"Astigmatism with the Rule,"and when the opposite is the case it is known as " Astigmatism

against the Rule." This will explain how it is thaUhfr^Tofplus cyhnders are usually set somewhere near 90 and min.is
cyhndei-s usually have their axis at 180.

Fig. 18.

Clock Dial Ch.-»rt for Detecting AsLigmatisui.
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DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS. The detection of

Astigmatism is by means of radiating linea For this reason

test-cards have been used of different forms, all of which, how-
ever, are composed of lines radiating in the various Meridians of

the circle, and the presenf of Astigmatism is indicated by the

ability to distinguish lines in some directions more clearly than

in others. The directions in which the lines appear most
distinctly being the meridians of Astigmatism, tlie correcting

cylinder would, of necessity, have its axis placed at right angles

to this Meridian. The most satisfactory arrangement in the

matter of Astigmatic cards consists of four s<|uare groups or

blocks of lines, each group representing the four principal

directions, viz. : horizoi.fal, vertical and the two obliiiues, one at

45 and the other at IHb'. The advantage of this card lies in the

fact that the grouping of the lines is far more effective on the

sight than single lines.

The Ophthalmometer is also used for diagnosing Astigma-

tism. It consists of an arrangement of prisms combined with a

telescopic tube, by which the curvature of the Cornea is

measured in its various meridians, the difference between the

greatest and the least representing the Astigmatism. This, of

course, means Corneal Astigmatism.

STENOPAIC SLIT. This consists of a round metal disc

with a narrow slit across it, and when placed in the trial frame

in front of the eye it permits vision through one Meridian of the

eye only, and, on being rotated, exposes the various Meridians

in succession, and thereby permits the separate measurement of

the refraction of the Co"nea.

In cases of Mixed Astigmatism it is found to be of great

assistance, but the successful optician does not rely upon any one
method, but uses several for the purpose of verification. It is

not the intention here to give the various methods in detail,

but to illustrate the physiological condition of the eye in

Ametropia and Emmetropia, showing the optical principles

involved in the correction, but leaving applications of these

principles to a future lecture.
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duced by wearing a perfect correction, and which are the visible

signs of the efToits the Astigmatic eye is making to adapt itself

to the changed conditions created by the correction.

The difficulties peculiar to the successful diagnosis of astig-

matism are largely individual in their nature, and there is little

to. be told in a treatise of this kind that will aid the optician in
evading them. They must be encountered in actual practice
and the solution of each worked out on its own merits in the'

light of sound optical principles, but no absolute rule can be
applied to the whole.

The occasional mis-sUitements in regard to the appearance
of the Astigmatic lines are to be accounted for either by a mis-
understanding of the questions submitted or to a want of retinal

perception, and possibly in some instances to freaks of
accommodation.

The occasional reverses met with in process of examination
should not upset the faith of the young graduate in the sound-
ness of the accepted optical doctrine, but should merely teach
him self-reliance and the impossibility of mere textbook
optics when applied to actual practice.

So in case a certain line has been selected as the brightest
on the chart, and the patient has stated that plus lenses improve
the dim lines, but on procetding with a plus cylinder with axis
at right angles to brightest line no progress is made, but rather
a worse condition is produced, and finding on investigating that
a minus lens restores the symmetry of the chart, we have only
to conclude that one of us was mistaken, ourselves or the
patient, it does not matter which, and proceed to the completion
of the test.

The occasional freaks of imagination or accommodation, as
indicated by the variable colors which the lines of the chart
assume during the diagnosis are to be disregarded, and the
regular routine followed of increasing the strength of the
cylinder in the effort to overcome the preponderating brightness
of a certain line.
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chai.fje the direction of the visual axes in such a manner that
they inipin^'e on non-correspondinR sections of each retina, but
if we experience Diplopia at all it is only momentarily as the
recti muscles contracting, rotate the ball until the images
correspond and no distortion or Diplopia is experienced.

The oblique muscles perform a similar function in un-
corrected Astigmatism.

The continual use of the oblique muscle for the purpose of
maintaining erect images under oblique Astigmatism, naturally
develops one particular oblique in excess of its opponent,
producing a condition in which it is difficult, sometimes im-
possible, to entirely relax it and permit the ball to .issume its
normal position of rest.

When the correcting cylinder is applied, the tilting of the
nnage is prevented by it, and conse.juently there is no occusion
for an etibrt of the oblique as before, but being from long habit
of contraction unable to entirely relax the eye-ball is rotated,
and the now upright image is rendere,! oblique in the opposite
direction unless the opposing obliciue exert a restraining effort
and prevent it.

It is the continuance of this effort by the undeveloped
mu.scle in checking a shortened robust one that produces the
feeling of strain complained of, and which exhibits the pheno-
menon of eye strain under perfect correction.

There is no methofl of removing this feeling of strain except
by perseverance in wearing the correction, a.s the discomfort is
owing to the fatigue of tlie hitherto undeveloped oblicjue muscle
being called upon to mair.tnin a continu.-' check upon the oppo-
sing obli(iu." to prevent it rot^iting the eye- ball as hitherto.

The continuance of the effort will in most cases result in
developing a condition of balance between the two obliques with
a con.se.juent ac(|uisition of perfect comfort. In some cases
however, where tli. Astigmatism has been for years uncorrected
and the conditions of uncijual balance are very pronounced, great
difficulty will be found in inducing the patient to persevere with
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PRESBYOPIA.
LECTURE 7.

Presbyopia may b« described as that condition in which
owinp to loss of accommotlation. the near point lias receded
btyond eight or nine inches.

It will be noticed by this definition that Presbyopia affects
the vision for near distance only.

It is. in fact, not an error of vision or disease of the eye but
a physiolofrical chancre j^eculiar to everyone at a certain time
of life.

In referring; to the meclianism of accommodation, we notice
that the amplitude of accommodation depended aolely upon the
age. the amount decvennrng y ar by year until in extreme old
age absolutely no accommo<lation at all is found.

The near point has been described as the nearest point at
which the eye can ft«as an object with all the accon.modationm force.

The Emmetropic eye in viewing an object located at infinity
would use no accommoiJation whatever ; but if the object is
brought nearer than 20 feet, accommodation is required in pro-
portion to the distance. The closer the distance the great, r the
amount required. To calculate the amount of accommcdation
necessary for any given distance we have merely to divide the
distance (in inches) into forty. An object of 20" distance would
require 2 D. accommodation, and at 8" 5 D. would be required

Presbyopia would, therefore, naturally be expected at that
time of life when the amplitude is less than 5 D. A reference
to the age table of Bonders would show that this occurs at the
age of about forty.

Presbyopia, therefore, is the loss of power necessary to see
near objects, and is clearly indicated by the efforts those suffer-
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and clastic once more and conHecjuently restores accommodation,

whose loss was occasioned by this hardening process peculiar to

advancing years. An eye ho affected eventually loses its sight

as the cataract matures.

CAUSES OF PRESBYOPIA. As Presbyopia iH tho con-

dition cou8e(|uent upon loss of accomrao<lation we have to seek

for the cause in occasion of lost accommoda ion.

In discussing anatomy and physiology we saw that accom-

modation was produced by the action of the ciliary muscle upon

the Crystalline Lens which removed the flattenin;,' presyuro

exerted upon i^ by the suspensory ligament, thus allowing the

pressure from within, acting upon the elastic membrane com-

prising the capsule, to force it to spring out and assume a form

of greater convexity, thus increasing the refractive power of

the eye.

We have seen that advancing age even in youth affected the

inherent elasticity of the lens capsule, thus preventing it from

responding a.s fully as formerly to ciliary action.

This loss of elasticity increasing year by year until finally

so little accommodation is left that the eye cannot focus at a dis-

tance of eight inches when Presbyopia is said to be present.

It should be clearly understood that Presbyopia does not

affect the distant vision, as an Emmetrope will frequently ret<iin

perfect distant vision even in extreme old age, where every

vestige of accoinmo«lation is gone, consequently glasses supplied

for the correction of Pre.sbyopia are acceptable for near work

only and will be useless at distance.

When distance glasses are necessary as well as Presbyopic

correction they arc sometimes prescribed in one of the various

forms of bifocals which is composed of a glass with ^m upper

part of suitable power for dist^vnce, and the lower section of the

increased strength necessarj' for near work.

SYMPTOMS OF PRESBYOPIA. The necessity of hold-

ing the type at a greater distance from the eye than has always

been customary, and the total inability to see it clearly at a
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inche:. to ascertain if it is ivvi.

point. Tliis we do by the aid t i

finding the closest point at wl.:'

and measuring with rule or tape, vhen if it is at eight inches or

closer no Presbyopia is present, but if this point is fnrther re-

moved than eight inches Presbyopia is indicated, and the

greater the distance tho higher the amount.

The correction ia always the weakest plus sphere that will

restore it to eight inches.

In makinif the test for near point it is important that tl;e

card should be 1 jld closi to the face, several inches inside the

near point, where, of courst, it will be found impossible to read

it. and withdrawing it slowly have the patient read it immedi-

ately it becomes -sufficiently clear. This will be the n v point.

This distance in inches divided into 40 will give the t; nulitude

of accommodation, wJuch, subtracted from 5—the amount neces-

sary to focus an object at eight incties—will give the amount
and the strength of the lens necessary to correct the Presbyopia.

It is important in tending the near point with card and rule

that the card be held inside the P. P., and slowly withdrawn

until ti e point is reached, and not started outside the P. P. &jid

approached towards the eyes, as the patient will stop rf.ading
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long before the actual near point is reached, and the amount of

Presby jpia indicated will be erroneous.

Great care should be exercised to avoid an overcorrection,

as the inclination of all Presbyopes is to secure large images,

which are only possible by extra strong lenses, allowing them to

hold the type at short range. Glasses fitted thus will be

highly satisfactory at first, but will surely be returned in a few

days with the complaint that they "strain the eyes."

Additions for Presbyopia will have to be made in cases of

Simple and Compound Astigmatism as well as in Myopia,

occasionally, though, the Myope when Presbyopic jnerely re-

moves the distant glasses for reading, thus giving the necessary

increase in refraction.

It will be noticed that the Myope's distant glasses will be

weakened for leading, and the Hyperopic increased in power.

The following examples of Presbyopic combinations will

make this clear.-

An Emmetrope, whose near point is at 20
' would reciuirc,

according to the foregoing rule, nothing for distance and +

;i.00 Sph. for reading. Thus 40 + 20 = 2.00, 5.00 - 2.00 =

A Hyperope who is wearing distant correction of + 2.00,

and who.se near point is 11', would require for reading + 1.50

in addition to the distance glasses = + 3.50. Thus 40 -^ by

11 - :i.50 (about), 5.00 - :},.)0 = 1.50, 1.50 + 2.00 = + a.50.

One who is wearing for distance a simple cylinder, say

+ 1.00 Cyl. axis 00, and whose near point is 40', woiilu rc-juire

for reading + 4.00 combined with + 1.00 C. axis !)0, written

thus: + 400 S. O + I 00 Cyl. axis 90.

Thus 40 divided by 40 1.00; 5.00 - 1.00= 4.00, which

being a spherical lens and the distant glass a cylinder,

their powers cannot be added, but the two separate lens com-

bined in one lens—spherical on one surface and cylindrical on

the other.
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If sphoro cylinders are necessary for distance, and additions

are necessary for Presbyopia, the spherical power only is

changed, the power of the cylinder remaining the same for near

and far.

Thus, if + 1.00 S. O + 50 Cyl. axis 90 be the distant cor-

rection, and the near point 18', we have merely to add to the

spherical power ( + 1.00 ) a plus spherical of the required

strength, which in this case will be + 2.00 (40 -r 13 = 3.00;

5.00 - 3.00 = 2.00), and the reading glass will be + 3.00 S. O
+ 50 C. axis 90.

If Myopic glasses are worn lo distance, and we wish to correct

the Presbyopia, we, while addiog the necessary plus glass to the

distance correction, in reality subtract tliat amount from tliis

power, as a convex glass combined with a concave will neutral-

ize the power of each.

Thus, a Myope of 6.00, finding reading iinpo.ssible with this

correction, seeks a correction for b'S Presbyopia. Finding liis

near point at 14', you would add to the distant correction

+ 2.25 S. (40 - 14 = 2.75: 5.00 - 2.75 -i- 2.25) - (1.00 Sph.,

with + 2 75 Sph. added to it, would make - 3 25 as + 2.75

would neutralize this amount of - (i.OO, leaving the balance

- 3.25 for reading.

In the above examples I have selected cases from all the

different forms of error, and with practice with the lenses from

the trial case no difficult^' should be experienced in fitting Pres-

byopia, no matter what error of refraction it is combined with :

for it must be borne clearly in mind that no correction for

Presbyopia is attempted until any existing error of "efiaction is

corrected, and with this correction on ail cuses becomes Emme-
tropic and subject to the same calculations.

We have stated that the correct kns should be of just

sufiicient strength to restore the near point to eight inches, but

it must not be inferred from this that t. reading distance

is eight inches. If care is taken in using the reading card:

eight inches is the nearest point it is possible to focus an

object by the use of all the accommodation and the lens



prescribed combined, but not more than one-half the accom-
modation can be used continuously, so that in relaxing this

amount the reading distance would recede t.-) about 14 inches,

which would give the best results.

Overcorrecting in Presbyopia is not only bad optometry, but
bad business, as the strain on the convergence is positively

harmful, and the loss of revenue entailed by supplying glasses

powerful enough to correct the Presbyopia for the next five

yeai-s, instead of requiring them to be exchanged for stronger
ones every year or two, is certainly a poor business transaction.

EXCEPTIONS TO EIGHT INCHES AS AN ABSOLUTE
RULE. The selection of eight inches as being the point beyond
which a recession of near point shall constitute Presbyopia, is a

point upon which many opticiiins differ.

In practice it will have to he considered as being the Ijest

distance that exporiencu could select, but not be adhereii to

invariably, as in measuring the near {xjinl, and supplying
glasses that will restore it to eight inches, we do not calculate

upf)n the Presbyope holding the type at such a close point, but
a.s.sume that he will relax at least one-half of his acconunodation,
thus receding the type to the generally acceptable reading
disUince of 1+ or Iti

.

i'or instance, on measuring we Hnd near point ten inches,

thus indicating iiniplitude of 4.00 I), and Presbyopia of 1.00 1).,

and on supplying a ghiss of this .strength the near point is

brought to eight inches by the u.se of all the acconiiiKxIation

(4.00 1). and + 1.00 spherical lens), but upon using caily half the
total accommodation (2.00 I).) combined with the Pre.sh^opic

correction, we have a total of ;?.0O I)., and ftjcusing >>i cuui-se l.V.

Hut in advanced age, where we have found amplitude is

not more than alx>ut l.(M) 1)., if we supply 4.(K) 1). according t«

rule to restore P. P. to eight inches, the rela.\alion of even the
total amplitude would not enaiple us to focus <-learly outside ten
inches, con.senuently with a Presbyop.- adv.'inced in life, and
amplitude of accommodation pa-ssed Ih-Iow 2.00 ]).. it is not
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•xdvisable tc fit strictly up to the rule, but undercorrect at least

1.00 D.

While the ability to accomminodate for 8" would establish

the absence of Presbyopia, and would be sufficient reason for

refusing to prescribe glasses for near work, under ordinary

conditions, exceptional cases will be found in which the patient,

while perfectly able to accommodate momentarily to this dis-

tance, is une(]ual to the strain of accommo<lating for twice the

distance continuously, and consetjuently such people, if engaged

in any pursuit in which their eyes are directed to close points a

greater part of their time, will suffer from eye strain and will

require glasses, as if jictually Presbyopic. Cases of this kind are

usually the result of illn&ss or general debility.

Those whose occupation demands that the type be held at

a greater distance thtin 14 or Ki', such as preachers un<l public

speakers, wlien notes are used which usually rest on a pulpit or

table at least 20 or 24' removed from the eyes, would find it

utterly impossible to see at this distance if Presbyopic and

corrected b ; lenses up to H', as they wouhl be unable to relax

sufficient acccommodation.

The usual practice is to have the notes typewritten or

li'anuscript, in which the characters are sufficiently large as to

iorm the necessary visual angle at the distance at which tht-y

are used, and to supply an undercorrection for the Presbyopia.

Glasses supplied for this purpose will, of course, be un-

suited for the ordinary reading distance, for which purpose a

seco!i(I pair w ill be requiretl.

(JLAIK^OMA -ITS RESEMHLANCE TO I'UESHV-
OPIA. (jlaucoma is a fatal disea.sc which fretiuently attacks

the eyes of people in middle life, and as it appears about the

Presbyopic age, and is cliaracteri/.etl by certain .symptoms

resembling those of Presbyopia, it is sometimes confounded with

it by young opticians.

(ilaucoma is a condition in which the drainage system,

called the filtration angle, is by some means stopped up, and
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the secretion of aqueous humor contained in the eye-ball becomes
overcharged and a condition of extreme tension exists, which,
unless speedily relieved by surgical treatment, results in the
total loss of vision.

One of the prominent symptoms of Glaucoma is loss of
aocommoilation. as seen in the necessity for increased strength
of reading glasses, and in this it resembles Presbyopia, but
while in Presbyopia the loas is gradual and slow, requiring
about 1.00 D. every five years, in Glaucoma it frecjuently re-

(juires this much in as many months.

Rapid increase then in Presbyopia is to be looked upon
with su.spicion. With a little experience the optician can learn
to recognize between normal and abnormal tension. The
nonnai eye, when pressure is exerted upon it, will "give," but
the Glaucomatous eye will be har<l and firm, and when this

condition is present, together with the necessity for rapid in-

crease in strength of reading glas.s, the ca.se sliould be referred
to the ofuiist.

In concluding the lecture on Presbyopia, I would remind
tlie young and aspiring optician tiiat, although it is apparently
the .sinq)lest form of eye error met with, it is a great
mistake to treat it carelessly. Imperfectly corrected Presby-
opia will produce equally disastrous results as those of any
other form of error improperly fitted, and as the Presbyopic
ca.ses aro by far the most numerous, the chances of error in the

*f(K''*^B"'t'^ '"« proportionately large.
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METHOD OF TESTING.

LECTURE No. 8.

Presuming that the student clearly understands the prin-
ciples as laid down in the previous lectures, he will experience
little difficulty in applying them to the correction of defec>i\^
sight, which is the " Be all and end all" of optical instruction.

There are two distinct methods of testing the vi.sion, Sub-
jective and Objective.

The first of the.se includes all systems of measuring the
refraction by means of (juestions applied to the patient, by
which diagnosis is based upon the information received, while
in the Objective method the knowledge is biwed upon phenomena
presentefl to the observer's eye, without any aid from the patient.
There arc, of course, various instruments in use in operating-
under either nietliod, but the trial ca.se constitutes the final te.st

in all coses, and it is this methoil, therefore, that will be dis-
cussed here.

For this purpose a trial case is neccessury. containing plus
and minus lenses, both cylindrical and spherical, ami a trial
frame to place them in position before the vision.

The patient is -seated at twenty feet distance from the trial
card, which should hang vertically at right angles to the line of
vision.

Tis well for tli- young optician to cultivate a habit of
observation in regard to the external .symptoms of " eye error."
The full, prominent eye, pushed rather forward int. prominence
by reason of its abnormal length, may indicate x\Iyoi)ia. If, in
addition, the patient habitually holds objects clo.se to his eyes to
distinguish them, and in looking at disUnt objects partially
closing the eyes in the attempt t< secure better vision
possibility becomes certainty.

A small, deep sunken eye, accompanied by a complaint of
inability to sustain near vision for any considerable length of
time, betokens Hyperop-i, while the Astigmat often possesses
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the same want of symmetry in his features that interfere so
seriously with vision when found on the Cornea.

The manner also in which the test card is read frequently
affords a fair index to the error of refraction, especially

Astigmatism.

The Myopic vision is, of course, below normal, and no effort

at his command can improve it one iota. He, therefore, reads
down to a certain point readily and correctly, but no effort can
produce any improvement. The Hyperope, however, hesitates

fretiuently, and exerts a supreme effort of the accommo«lation to

decipher some letters more intricate than others, but the

A.-^tigmat plunfres through recklessly, he.sitating at nothing, but

miscalling several of the letters, and occasionally holding his

hfji ' sideways to bring into use some particular meridian more
coi ct in its refraction.

These are mere landmarks, however, to guide us in a pre-
' aary suivey, and it is not to lie suppo.sed that they take the

1 the optician's "Theodolite and chain"—the trial set and
by which correct di.ntances and calculations are obtained.

;eneral success in refraction work is only to be obtained

b\ stematio effort and close attention to detail, nothing must
bi <cn t • granted," everything must be proved.

sligl ariationof the well-known legal axiom will afford

&h.i- ml.' Aork by, viz., "Consider every patient guilty of

HyiJ! Mt il proved innocent"

1 _>uiir pmctice by classifying your cases under two
distmct lis, "Those who recjuire glasses because they cannot
see, anu Uiose who retjuire them because they cannot rest."

This really means the two great classes of eye patients,

Asthenoj)ic and non-Asthenopic. In the latter case they have
phxldetl along without glasses as long as sufficient vision i.s

present to enable them to perform their accustomed vocations,

sometimes thinking they are di.scriminated against by Nature in

not possessing the normal amount of vision, or, at least, having
less than their friends, but in other instances not realizing that

they art' any <lifferent to the rest of mankind.
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These cases are simple, as the landmarks are so plain that
the merest tyro would stumble on something that would im-
prove vision, even though he possessed little knowledge or ex-
perience Everything that will improve vision is a correction
to him. He knows nothing of 20/20. He is easily satisHed,
provided lie sees better than before.

The Asthenope, however, is frequently a hypochondriac.
He is constantly suffering from a form of nervous trouble, liin

temper is affected more than his vision, and he is hard to please,
bwause his very condition makes him distrustful of his fellow
men, and ho is compelled to take his glasses on trust. I mean he
trusts that they will help him. The effect is not instan-
taneously effective as in the other class. His sight is probably
perfect already, and any beneficial effect to be derived must
nece.s-saiily be the work of time, and will depend upon his
faithfulness in wearing the correction. I need scarcely say,
that in these cases no amount of erroi- should be considered too
small for correction, particularly in regard to Astigmatism.

A careful comparison of Asthenopic cases e.stablislies the fact
that the amount of di.scomfort is in the opjwsite degree to the
amount of error, that is. the smallei- the error the greater the
Asthenopia, and a noted English oculist, who has Iwen highly
successful in treating Asthenopic cases, claims to have found
that the worst cases of discomfort were caused by one ([uarter
dioptre of Astigmatism, and were wholly relieved by the appli-
cation of the necessary cylinder.

The optician, therefore, who begins his professional career
by disregarding low Astigmatism as too insignifiwvnt to notice,
throws away the more lucrative part of his pnictice, and is

doomed to failure as a refroctioiiist.

We bi>gin by asking our .subject to read the letters on the
card, noting carefully any that may Im' mi.scalled, but in no cise
prompting him, as they afford excellent material on which to
watch the effect of our efforts at correction.
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If 20/20 is read, Myopia ia excluded, and the case is either

Eminetropia or Hyperopia, and the former is excluded by the

acceptance of a plus glass.

If, therefore, he reads 20/20 without any lens, and a +.25

spherical placed in front of this lowers vision, Eminetropia is

lusflured, but if with it he sees etiuaily well as without, Hyperopia

is proved, to correct which we have merely to increase the

strength to the .strongest convex spherical lens with which he

can see as distinctly as with the nuked eye, this glass would at

once be- the measure and the correction for the Hyperopia.

It will be seen from the above that Hyperopia does not

neces-sarily lower the vision, as in youth, while the amplitude of

accommodation is sufficient to correct the error and leave

enough for use at nearer distances, no defect of vision is noticed,

and the en<iuiry for ghisses in with si view to relieving the

A&theiiopin, which is generally present under the unnatural use

of the Ciliary muscle.

The method of correction is the .same in either cjuso, the only

difference is in detail, as in the young Hyperope vision is per-

fect without gla.SvSes. We therefore do not look for improve-

ment, but supply the strongest plus glass that will still maintain

20 20 vision. In the case of the older patient the vision is below

normal, because the accommodation is insufKcient to correct the

Hyperopic error, and the vision has first to Ije restored to 20/20

by a plus lens, and the strongest number supplied that this

vision can be maintained with, otherwise distant vision is being

maintained partially at the expense of the accommo<lation, which
is particul.irly what has to lie guanhni against.

If vision is below normal and is rendered worse by a convex
glass (weak), we try the effect of a weak concave, and if im-

provement is noticed, Myopia is ossureil. and in its correction

we ttp[)ly concave spherical glasses of increased strength, notic-

ing particularly that each succeeding glass gives better vision

than the preceding tnunber.

Just fiere is where the young optician is apt to err in

deciding just what constitutes inproved vision, and unless the
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followinjj rule in thiH matter in rigidly udhereil to, failure is

imminent. " A j,'l«ia« can only be hh'uI to impro%o vision when
witli it the patient can leail some letters on the trial card that

were miHcalled or confused without it."

The patient's statement of "tJiatis better" is to Vje dihre-

garded, and the strength increased only when the previous one
has j^iven im[)rovement according,' to the fore^joini,' rule.

The correction, therefore, for Myopia is the weakest minus
yla.H.s that j,'ives the bist vision.

If vision is low, and neither plus nor nunus sphericals <five

any improvement, or at l>e.st, but partially re.ntoff the vi.sion, we
would place in a trial frame the stronijest plus or the weakest
minus sphere that .secured the },'reatest amount of vision, and
direct the patient to look at the Asti;,'matic Chart, and decide if

all the radiatiu},' lines are ei|ually distinct and black, or if there
are some that are more conspicuous for their distinctne.s.s.

If the latter is the ca.se, on hwatinj; the brightest one wo
direct the attention exclusively to the one at right angles to
it, which, of course, is dim and indistinct.

Holding a weak plus sphere in front of the eye, we en<|uire

if it renders this set of lines clearer or more dim. If the former,

Hyperopic Astigmatism is present, and we select a convex
cylinder of sufficient strength, so placed in the trial franie that

its axis is parallel to the lilurrefl lines, which will render all

lines alike.

An overcorrection is proved by the fact that the lines

which without the glitss are the most indistinct are with it the
clearest seen. If a convex sphere renders the blurred line still

more dim, we aasume Myopic Astigmatism is the cause, and
apply a minus cylinder, with axis corresjKjnding to the dimly
seen lines, or at right angles to the brightest .section, and the
correct strength would l>e indicated by the fact that all lines

were seen alike.

Each eye is tested separately, of course, the eye not under
examination being covered by the black disc frotn the trial case.
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Having examined each eye, both eyes are uncovered, and if

the correction in perfect, and no Amblyopia is present, Virion

will be restored to 20 20.

Wo next measure the near point with the distant correction
on, and if this is found to be %vithin . ight or nine inches the
ijlasses are suitable for all distances, near and far, but if it \ie

further removed than this distance Presbyopia is indicated, and
additional glasses are necessary for reading purposes only.

The amount necessary to add to the distant glasses t<i cor-

rect Presbyopia is calculated by the fMllowing method :

With the distant gla.s.ses on we measure the near point with
the reading card and tape line. This distance, divided into forty
and subtracted from five, will be the approximate correction

recjuind. Tliis is to be luldtHl, of course, to spherical power of

distant correction.

These would be .suitable for readihg purposes only, the
weaker pair being neces.sary for distance

The above rule is based upon the assumption that it is

desirable to restore the near point to eight inches.

There are, of course, occasions, such as with preachers and
public speakers, in which a greater distance fcjr near vision is

desired, when it will be neces.sary to supply a weaker correc-

tion, giving poorer vision at close range, but better at lon<'er

distance.

An excellent method of refracting young persons, when
accommo<lation is likely to be active and interfere with accurate
diagnosis, is by means of what is known tus the " fogging
system." This method is based upon the well-known fact that
Myopes do not suffer from ciliary spasm, and the accommodation
is usually dormant.

The fogging system consists merely in making every case

Myopic by overcorrection with jjIus spheres, and working back-
wai-ds with minus spheres over it until a correction is reache<l.

This plan, to give the best results, must be correctly used, and
not, as is sometimes done, by removing the lens that c.iuses the
overcorrection and suVtstit iting weaker ones, as each time the
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^'lass is removed the Rccoininodation is unrc>RtrHine<l and trouble

will ensue. Either minus lenses should be used over the plus

fogffing lens, gradually increasing their strength until a cor-

rection iH reached, or, if the fogging lens is changed for a weaker
one. the latter must l>e in place l)efore the former is removed.

In young Hyperopes, considerable more of the error is

manifested by this method than were weak plus spheres used

and gradually increa.scd up to a correction.

PKESCRIFTIONSWKITING AND RECORDINfJ. It

would almost seem as if notliing could be said upon tlu- simple

matter of copying oti to the blanks provided the necessary data

le^'urding the de.scription of glasses and frain-' rt'i|uired.

'Tis a fact, iievertheles.s, that a large percentage of the

[)nseription« received by disjjcnsary houses are more or less

defective.

It is not at all an uncommon occurrence to receive prescrip-

tions without any signature attached, and the only means of

iilentification being the post-mark and the hand-writing, and as

many opticians use printed envelopes supplied by dis[)ensary

houses, and the post-marks are usually inelli^^ible, these waifs

and strays accumulate in prescription houses a lasting monu-

ment to the ignorance and carelessness of the refracting optician.

Omiasions of sign or axis to the cylinder render the pre

scription useless, and the prescription clerk is fretjuently left to

guess at the material of frames.

If scientific diagnosis and accurate frame fitting are essen-

tial to success in optometry, correct prescription writing and

recording is scarcely of less importance, and there can be little

hope of success where pnsi riptions are not recordeil and care-

lessly written ,so that their meaning has to be surmised.

Some form of record book for recording each ca.se in detail

and a l)ook of prescription forms is necessary.

The record should contain ull the particulars of each case,

the age, family history, symptoms, visual acuity, with and

without gla.s.ses, the correction, and a copy of the prescription

furnished and the price charged.
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All subsequent changes and modifications, and the reasons

for making them, should be noted, and, particularly where
Presbyopic corrections are made, the date of any changes should

show on the record.

In writing prescriptions, if possible, use the printed forms

provided, and write only one prescription on each form, and do
not write anything else on it. Never mix letters and stock

orders all in one communication.

If spherical lenses only are required, fill out the space

provided for them, with the strength wanted, prefixing the

algebraic sign to show whether convex or concave, also state

size of eye and whether rimmed or rimless.

If cylinders are wanted, the space set apart for them
should be filled out and the degree of the axis given. The same
applies to sphero-cylinders, and in case prisms are wanted, in

the plain or in combination, each space should be filled out,

without the use of ditto marks.

If frames are required, it is best to quote catalogue number
whenever possible, as this indicates material, quality, and style

in the shortest possible space.

If a spectacle, give all the necessary measurements, as

shown in the lecture on frame fitting. If eyeglasses, it is best

to use a fitting set and quote the set number, always giving .size

of eye and material in addition.

If rimless are desired, it should be clearly stated, as it is

customary to assume that rims are wanted, unle.ss instructed to

the contrary.

In calculating on size of lenses, bear in mind that rimless

lenses are larger than the e(|uivalent number in rimmed, as the

latter is the size of inside of eye while the former is that of the

outside edge.

All prescriptions should be numbered and written in dupli-

cate, for verification in case of dispute, and should contain the

name of the patient, date, and all the necessary particulars.
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written as plainly as possible, and the meaning should be made
so clear that there can be no two opinions as to what is intended,
and where several prescriptions are mailed at once the si<,niature
should be attached to each one.

bEFT EYE. RIGHT EYE.
SPHERtUl OaiNDRICM AXIS PRISM BASE SPHtRICAL CniNDRKAt AXIS PRISM BASE

a: o o

§
V -4

1

SPECTACLES. EYE GLASSES.
^)^4^\«WVV ^%4,^48-W«,

o«Vvai«w8Sir ym/csM^
?A.i{i^«v^MwvMr iV^s5U^,^Wi^i«^vv«/

fe^^feu^ 5yu^^Av«w>;^^^.

3!y«*«v/^:^ikik^r^^ W*^<w^4^f^®^
pffttimak T(lty«>u8SiA|,^kw»\ik<.

t^'t V v---- '^T^^'T-s
Fig. 20.

Diagram of R form in coiiimoii use.
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FRAMES AND FRAME FITTING.

LECTURE No. f».

INTRODUCTION.

In the precedin<; lectures, wliile treJituif,' on the suliject of

lenses, I have shown that the optical centre of a len.sis that point

at which its two surfaces are parallel, and consequently the

point at which li^ht will pass throu<rh without unilergoin<:; any

refraction, auvl, furthermore, it is the only point of a shperieal

lens where this is possible.

The vi.sual axis has been described as a line or ray of light

passing from the object looked at through the centre of the

pupil to the yellow spot.

It is, of necessity, the means by whicli we know the direc-

tion in which the object is located, as it is in a direction corre-

sponding with tl'.e visual axis.

If the visual axis undergoes any change of direction before

reaching the eye, the position of the object from which it pro-

ceeds will be apparently changed ; this is easily illustrated b}'

viewing an object through a pri.sm.

The visual axis, in passing from the luminous point to the

yellow spot, through the centre of the pupil, Cfin only deviate

from a straigttt line under the inlluence of some refracting

body, such jis a lens.

If glasses are worn then, they have, in addition to their

function as a correction of .any erior of lefraction, the added

power of affecting the apparent locality of the object looked at.

If, as has been shown, the optical centre is the oidy point

of a spherical lens that will not refract a ray of light, and that

light, in passing through all other points, is refracte<l towards

the thickest part, and the visual axis being nothing more nor



less han a ray of light.it necessarily follows that, unless the
optical centre of the lens exactly corresponds to the centre of
the pupil, the visual axis will ho deviated from its straif,'ht
course in p,vssinjr through the lens, and. instead of impingTng
upon the yellow spot, will reach some other section of the retinr,
the consequence of which would, theoretically at least, be
Diplopia, or, avoiding this Uy a constant contraction of one of the
motor muscles, the result would inevitably be nmscular Asthe-
nopia, a condition probably far more intolerable than that which
the glasses were designed to relieve.

It is important, then, that the lenses should be so placed Ite-
fore the eye that the optical centres of the eye and the lens
exactly coincide.

There are two ways in which the want cf coincidence could
be brought about, viz., by reason of a decentered lens or by an
ill-fitting frame.

In the present lecture. I propose to discuss the (luestion of
frame proportion or disproportion, and will leave the question of
lenses to a subsequent lecture.

There are two distinct types of frame used as a means of
holdmg the correcting len.ses in position, the Sper/>,c/e and Eve-
g'lass.

PART 1.

SPECTACLES, AND HOW TO ADAPT THEM.
The spectacle frame, from a purely scientiHc point of view

as a means of securing the desired position of lenses, with the
least amount of inconvenience and discomfort, is certainly the
ideal contrivance. Unfortunately, the traditions associated with
the wearmg of spectacles are objectionable to many especially
the members of the fair se.x, as being formerly associated only
with Presbyopia, or old sight-they are an unwelcome remin.ler
that wc are no longer as young as we once were. Hence, it is
diffacult to prevail upon young people to wear them.
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It is advisiiDle, however, in all cases wliere the features are
not adapted to the comfortable weariii},' of eyeglasses, to

endeavor to supply spectacles.

The various parts of a spectacle are temples, bridge, eyes,
end pieces, screws and dowells.

Tlie temples are the pieces that extend along each side of
the head, and hold the frame in position.

Kir,. 21.

Riding How.

Fig. '2'2.

Straight Temple.

There are two distinct types of tenipl.H, Riding and
Straight, the former being of fine wire, curved to hook around
the ear, and the latter of stiffened, heavy wire, usually half-
round, which is curved to fit clo.sely to the head, but are not
hooked, as in the riding temple.

The Cable temple is a modern, improved form of riding
temple, and is constructed of a fine coil or spiral, which is

slipped over the usual fine wire of the riding temple, thus .riv-

ing it more substance and, tlierefuri;, less liability to cut, while,
at the same time, possessing more elasticity.

The Half-riding temple is a compromise between the
.straight and tlse rifling teniple, being constructed uf fjiiriy
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strong wire an.l fitted closely to the head, and the ends being
slightly hooked, so as to engage the ears, and thus hold them in
position.

A standard R. B. Leniple is (i inches in length, laid out
straight.

A .standard Straight temple is .')•< inches in length.
The Bridge is the connecting link between the two eyes,

and it is the most important part of the frame, as, by means of
it, the frame is adapted to various sizes and shapes.

1

Flo. -.^3.

I'our of the Leading Styles of Spectacle Undoes.
No. 1, " K

;
" No. 2, " X

;
" No. ;», Common (C) ; No. 1, Saddle (SS).

There are many styles of bridges—Saddle, Snake, Hoop,
Arch, Common, " X," " K," etc., hut the Saddle (SS) and the
Common (C) are the only two forms in common use.

The saddle bridge is always supplied with a riding temple
frame, and the straight temple is u.sually fitted with a "C"
bridge.

The advantage of the " SS " bridge over the " C " lies in the
fact that the former can be adapte.l to various dimensions with-
out materially altering the shape of the arch of the bridge.

The hoop bridge is used where the distance between the
eyes is small, and the no.se is broa.l and requires all the space
possible between the lenses.

9()
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Tlie " X " brid<,'e is reversible, beingf used either way, and
its only use is in connection with lenses supplied after an oper-
ation for cataract, where one eye only is of use, and rcijuires a
distance and a readinj^ lens.

The " X" frame is supplied with the distance coirection in

one eye and the reading,' lens in the other, so that the woaror,
in usinj,' his eye for distance, hn« his distance lens in front of
the ^'ood eye, and, in close work, he merely has to turn his

frames upside down, bringinj,' the readinj,' lens into position.

The " K " brid<,'e is a modification of the " X," and the
Snake, of the Saddle.

The saddle brid<je is compo.sed of the arch orciest, by which
is meant the hooped centre section that conforms to the contour
of the nose, and the legs or extremities by vJiich adjustments
are made.

The eyes are the oval sections of grooved wire to contain
the lenses.

Eyes are of various sizes. No. 1 being the standard size, and
the larger sizes being numbered 0,00 and 000, while the smaller
sizes are 2, 3 and 4.

The eyes are usually oval in shape, Imt occasionally are
made round for shooting, when a large, vertical range of vision

is wanted, and horse-shoe eye, for use with colored lenses fcjr

protection from strong light.

Half eyes are supplied for presbyopic corrections, enabling
the wearer to look over the frames for distant vision, and
through them for near work. This form of frame is calle.l "A
Clerical," from the fact that they were first disiirned for

preachers who re(}uired a correction for presbyopia in reading
their texts or notes, and desired to l^e rid of it when looking at
their congregatior

The end piece, or joint, is the name given to the small block
of metal at the outside end of the eye, and containing the
screw or dowell, and into which the temple is jointed.
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The screw is for tho purpose of opening,' the eyes to admit
the lens, and, wlien screwed up. to hold it in place.

The dowell is the technical name for the rivet that holds
the temples attached to the end piece.

Spectacleware is usually constructed of steel, alumnico
(a nickel alloy), ;rold tilled and solid gold.

Gold is the ideal metal, as it possesses springiness and life
to a higher degree than any other metal.

Gold Klled. as now constructed, furnishes an excellent sub-
stitute for .solid gold, po-ssessing the color and tinish, but lacking
in the elasticity.

Steel is capable of a high temper, giving the necessary
spring, but its usefulness is impaired by its liability to rust.

Alumnico and all nickel alloys furnish a fine-looking, non-
corrosive frame, but they are always .soft, and easily lo.se their
shaj>e.

The same description and terms apply to rimless spectacles
as I have already given above.

lM(-.. 2 J.

Riiules-s .Spectacle Mountings.

Having decided that the correction i.s to be supplied in the
form of spectacles, it I'em.ains for the operator to see that the
frame .selected posso.s.ses the necessary dimensions to bring the
lenses into the proper position in relation to the lines of vision.

In order to .secure a scientifically correct adjustment, and at
the same time permit of the highest degree of comfort to the
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wearer, the Hpectiicle friune must coincide in its viiriouH measure.
nients to that of the face it is de.si^rned to tit.

The facial nieaHurenients are an follows :

Pupilary DiHtance (P. D.) li.jinjr the distance iHtween the
centn-s of the two pupils. Nose height, bein;r the elevation ..f

the ridfje of the nose above tlw horizontal line which pas.ses
throuj,'h the centres of the pupils, the thickness of the nose at
base, and the temple width or di.stance throuj^h the h.-ad at the
temples. To coincide with these facial dimensions we have
similar terms referrini^ lo frame construction.

A spectacle frame is measured for pupilary width dis-
tance from centre of right eye to centre of left eye. Height of
bridge—di.stance of inside of crest a^)ove pupilary line.

"
Base

width—distance across the inside of the arch. Po.sition of crest—
the po.,ition of top of arch in relation to the plane of the len.ses
and temple width—the distance between open temples one inch
above the joint.

In measuring a spectacle frame a chart constructed for the
purpo.se is neces.Hary, which by placing the frame upon it we see
at a glance the various dimensions according to the scale accom-
panying it.

The position of cre-si cannot be measured u- n^and
has to be estimated, but it is but a simple miittei i a few
weeks practice will enable the novice to calciilat- t nicety
the e.xact position, merely by looknig across the Irui, I notic-
ing if the crest projects forward or backward of t v > of
the Ien.se.s,and calculating the di.stance m sixteeiu' =, H
meters

It must be remembered that in this, as well as cm, ttions
for height of bridge, that »he lower surface of bridge, wt th
nose will rest when the frame is in position, is ih. ; lo
reckon from.

The following diagram will explain the method of i„.

,

ing a spectacle fratne :
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In i..easurinn a spictade the frame must U- true, or falsi- lucasuremenls
Will I C8llll<

TO MICA.Sl-RK THK ITI'ILARY WIDTH. Place the frame on thechart .v.lh the n^'ht end of left eye (that is the point at which tlu l.ri.lKe is
sol.lere.

,
exactly oyer the " \ ' that marks the intersection of the cirolethe oval an.l the horizonl.-.l line an.l the I'. I), will he in.licate.i bv the

f.Kures at he nght-han.l en.l of right eye at the point where the end piece
IS soldered to it. '

below the n"*^"
*'""''""' ""^ ""^ '" *'"'''""' '"<=''"' an'J '" niillimete.s

c,,.J">hV,'^\"'"'^
of imiDGR is shown by placing the frame on thechart wih the horizontal hne running through the centre of each en.l nieceand the bridge resting upon the vertical scale. The figures to the riult be-ing in .sixteenth inches ami those to the left in millimeters.*

Ill adapt incr iv Hpcctiicle fnune to the face the followin^r
poiiitH are to be con.sidered : 'I he di.stance h»t\veen tlie centres
ot the two eyes of the frame is to e.xactly coincide with the
distance between the pupils of the person wlio is to wear it.

This is call.Ml the Pupihiry Distance, coninionly abbreviated
P. D. The iiei;,dit of the bridj^e is to be Ju.st sutficient to allow
the frame to rest at such a licigjht that the eyes looking strai<'ht
to the front look tlirou<rli the centre. If the distancJ' between
the centres of tlie frame be 2i inches, and the pati.'nt's P. D i.s

but 2] inchest, it will be apparent that the centres of the lenses
will lie, each one, 'i inclies farther apart than the pupils of tlie

patient. conse<iuently,in wearitifr a frame of this proportion, the
patient would be looking through the leases Js inches from' the
centres, and, if the lenses were 4.00 D. in strength, this would
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Im* .M,urtl to .1 prism of about I A do^rees, h conlition wl.irh the
eye could not tolerate for any length of time,

From this it will he noticed that there are four ways of
deceiitering l.y inean.s of a misHt frame:

A frame whieh is too wide in the 1'. I),, one that is to(j
narrow, an.l wh.-n the bridge is t<xj hi-h,and when it is too low.

It must be born.- in mind that a brirl^je that is too hi-h has
the effect of throwing; the lenses too low, an.l wIumi the bri.ha-
IS low the lenses will In; hiirh.

Ky observin.,r,tiien, the .|uestion of R I), ami nose Iwi^dit
we can secure perf.^et Httinj,' in reyar-l to centers, but, i., a.l.li

-

tion to this, we l-.ave other considerations but little less
ii: portant.

The p<,siti.)n of the lenses, in rej;.. d to th.-ir .listance from
the coinea, .lepends i-ntirely upon the position of the erest ..r
top of the bri<l;r,. as compare.l with the plane of lenses.

y

I''i.-.. 2t). Frc. 2".

Tlif inetho-l of adjusting the l.-nses to the necessary .listanci- deinan.le.lby the pronntience of the eyel)all aiul luii^nh of lashes
' ueinan.ie.l

1 .i"
''>?, -"•."•e eyes art- .leep-.set, as usually is tlie ca.se in HvtXTODia

dole
'"'" " '"' "'" ^''"" P'""' "f ''^"^'•"' ^"°'^'"K »'- lenses t^seJi.;

In I'ig. 27 the eyehall is prominent, a.s generally foun.l in Mvonia and

ofule ll^heT " "' "'"'"' P'"" °' '""^'^^' ''»" "'^""•"« ^"^ lens'es ciear

The ideal position to have the lenses, from a purely scien-
tific point of view, would be toucliinjr the cornea, but, as this is
an impossibility, the next best place is as near as we can place
them, without cominjj in confn/'t with the eve la-hes
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A spectacle fmine will have to be constructed according to

the prominence of the eyeball and tlie length of the eye lashes.

A full, prominent eye and long lash will necessitate the

crest being adjusted hack of the plane of lenses, in order to

throw the lenses further away, while the small, deep sunken
eye, with its overhanging brow, will reciuire the bridge set for-

ward, to allow the lenses to set in close.

Bear in mind yf)U cannot, with comfort, change the loca-

tion on the nose wliere the frame will re.st, as nature provided a

suitable spot for this purpose at the junction of the nose with
the brusv, consequently' any scheme calculated to alter the prox-

imity of the lenses to tlio face nnist necessarily imply an altera-

tion of the plane of the lenses in relation to the crests of the

bridge.

To bring the lenst loser to the face, the crest must be for-

ward ; to tin-ow the lenses away from the lashes, the crest must
be backward.

A frame which is correctly centered, and the crest adjusted

to the right position, will insure perfect results optically, but

there are other points, which are almost as important, in rela-

tion to the comfort of the wearer, which is, after all, the grand
object of the correction, and in no particular can a perfect cor-

rection be so easily marred as by carelessness in adapting the

base width of the bridge to the size and shape of the nose.

A spectacle frame tliat is supported in its entire weight at

orie point, and that point the .sen.sitive bone of the nose, will

surely be uncomfortable, and is positively unsightly , likewise a

nose, that is Ja inches in thickness at its base, which is forced

into the bridge of a spectacle frame v^ inches in width, is a sore

spot to the wearer, and is bound to prove one to him who fitted

it, also.

The bridge should conform to the shape of the nose, and

the weight consecjuently divided over all the wearing surface,

instead of concentrated ii one spot.
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The next point to notice is the temple width, that is. the
distance between the temple of frame where they rest aL'ainst
the side of the head.

If they are so narrow as to cut into the flesh like a wrinkle,
they will be uncomfortable and unsatisfactory, and if they are
so wide that a clear space on eacli si.le of the head intervenes
lietween it and the temples, the frame will be very unsteady.
The ideal frame just touches the temples, but doos not press.

The temple width can be easily adjusto.1 by filing the small
stop-piece on the end of the temple, thus allowing it to incline
outward to the required amount.

Ridin<,' temples should be curled to conform to the curva-
ture of the .=ar, in order to distribute the pressure, just as in the
case of the bridge.

Straight temples are held in place merely by the pressure
they exert on the head, and, consecjuently, are unsuited for rim-
less work.

The mo<lern spectacle bridge is constructed of a broad band
the under surface of which, instead of being flat is convex, so'
that it is adaptable for noses of various inclinations. Occasion-
ally exceptional cases will be found in which the sharp edcre of
the bridge rests on tlie nose, instead of the convexed surface

;

the result, of course, will be an uncomfortable frame, and pos-
sibly, abrasion of the skin. Thi.'» difficulty can be obviated, i„
a measure, by bending the bridge back and up when the lower
edge cuts, and down and forward in case the upper edge in
pressing on the nose.

Of course but slight adaptation can be made in this wav
without materially altering the height of the bridge and po.sl-
tion of the crest, so that it may be necessary to order a frame
especially constructed with the bridge at the rc(,uired angle.
Almost any alteration can be made successfully, provided a
frame is selected that will permit of the change in height and
position and still be of the required dimensions.



An ingenious method of estiumtinj? the angle of tlie bridge

has been designed by Mr. Jerry Britton, of Montreal, of which
an illustration is given below.

I'IG. -'8.

The prescription form on which the correction is written is hell in a
vertical position hesiiie the face of the i)atient, anil a small optician's rule
is placed on the paper, hut projectinj,' over the front edge and adjusted
parallel to the nose. A line drawn on the i)aper along the edge of the rule
will necessarily Ix; at the same angle with the edge of the paper as the nose
of the patient is with his face.

Several instruments for the purpose of .securing facial

mea.surements have been invented and marketed, but they are

generally unsatisfactory. The trial frames accompanying the

trial case are graduated with a view to showing the various

dimensions, imt the ej'es of this frame being large, it is im-

po.ssible to say when the patient is looking exactly through the

centres, and any meclianical contrivance, even although giving

mefisurement.'^' fairly correct, ustially produce a frame having
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the appearance of a " ready-made," unless the optician possesses

considerable experience, and is able to supply almost by instinct

some of the minor details.

The common-sense method is that of measuring a face for

a spectacle frame witli a spectacle frame, and for eyej^lasses

with an eye<,dass. For this purpose fitting sets are arranged
containing from one to four dozen frames, each one being differ-

ent in some of its measurements to that of any other contained

in the set.

A fni-ly complete set is composed of three dozen, and are

of the most convenient form in ordinary steel frames, fitted with
half riding temples and glazed with piano lenses, and marked with
crossed lines intersecting at the centres and having the P. D. nose
height, position of crest, and ba.se width etched upon the lenses.

Fig. 29.

Sel oi Fitting Spectacles.
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With this set it is a simple matter to select a frame that
is of correct proportions, and we have merely to copy from the
etchinjr on fh.^ lenses the dimensions of the frame re(iuired. In
out of the wti^ measurements it may occasionally be found im-
possible to find all the measurements desired by means of one
frame, but in this event several may be used, selecting one for
P. D., another for nose hei^jht, etc.

While No. 1 is the standard size of eye, it is well to study
cosmetical effect, and supply or 00 eye where the face is large,
even although tlie P. D. may be (juito ordinary.

Not merely is it imperative that the modern optician
should be able to select a frame of the proper dimensions, but it
V. .11 often be necessary, when time is an object, to adapt a frame
of certain dimensions to a face requiring slightly different ones-

For instance, where a frame of 2h P. D.. J height, ,V for-
ward^ with J base is required, and the nearest at hand is

-\ X
J X ,'j X I, and no time is allowed to have a frame made,

the competent optician should be able quicklv to adapt it to the
required dimensions, without disturbing the shape and fit of
bridge, by merely bending the legs of the bridge outward, thus
nicreasing the distance between centres.

In a like manner the P. D. can be reduced by bending the
legs inward, and the base width increased by spreading the arch,
but the last operation would at the same time increase the P. D.]
which can be again reduced by means of the legs of the .saddle.'

But little change can be made in the position of crest, asm bending it backward or forward the edge, instead of the
broad, flat surface, wruld rest on the nose, causing discomfort
and abrasions.

So, likewise, a thort 'gh understanding of the theory of
frame fitting would enable the optician to straighten and true
up a frame that is resting in an improper position upon the
face.

Occasionally cases are met with in which the eyes are not
located at equal distances on each side of the nose, in wliich
event one leg of the saddle will have to be longer than the other,
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in order to bring each lens accurately before each pupil. Bony
projections and malformations of the nose will also have to be
dealt with in the same way, makin<^ one side of the arch a
different curvature to the opposite side as the case may reiiuire.

A spectacle which is tilted up at one side so that one eye is

higher than the other is usually faulty in the temples, which
will be found not parallel. A right temple bent upward will
drop the right eye lower than the left one. A frame in which
one lens is closer to the eye than the other will be also im-
perfect in the temples. Examination will usually show that the
temple on the eye that rests too closely does not open as wide
as on the otlier side, and the difficulty is removed by filing the
stop piece on end of temple until both temples are set back to
the .same extent.

The uncomfortable pre.ssure of the riding temples on the
back of the ear is usually the result of the temples being curled
up too short, or a faulty curve of the hook, which should con-
form to the shape of the ear.

The substitution of a cable temple will sometimes be advis-
able. A sharp bend in the temple will always give trouble.

In supplying riding temples, care should be used, not only
in adapting them in their curvatur.. to the shape of the head
and ear, but that they be just of sufficient length to pass around
the ear and have the ball at the end rest in the space behind the
lobe, and, in cases where the .listance to the ear is abnormally
long,.so that the ball of the temple does not reach to the re(juired
point, a longer temple sliould be supplied, either (>< inches or
7 inches, and, when this distance is unusually short, a 5 inch or
•T,'.. inch temple should be used.

Where frames are intendcil for reading purposes only, it is

necessary to have the P. I), slightly less than for distance, and
the height of bridge greater, thus bringing the lenses closer
together and lower, to conform to the clianged p'sition of the
eyes in reading.
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It is sometimes advisable to supply an{,'ular joints to read-

ing frames, thus throwing the lower edge of lenses in close to

the eyes, preventing the wearer from looking underneath them.

Grab Fronts or Grabs are sometimes used instead of bifocals

when corrections for Hyperopia and Presbyopia are worn.

They are in the form of a regular spectacle front, with
hooks at each end for the purpose of attaching them to the
front of tlie spectacle containing the distance correction.

The Grabs of course are fitte<l with the Presbyopia correc-

tion only, so that when in position the strengUi of the two
pairs are combined.

\

I-i-. 80.

Grab Front.

A careful attention to details in frame titling will greatly
assist in the achievement of generally satisfactory results in

refraction work, as being instrumental in carrying out scientific-

ally the intentions embodied in the prescription.

A well Ktted frame constitutes a lasting advertisement of
competency, as everyone can see it and know whether it fits

and whether or not it is becoming in style.

In fact the correct and comfortable tit of the frame is every
bit as importiint as the correctness of the diagnosis of the error
of refraction.

PART II.

EVE GLASSES, AND HOW TO FIT THEM.

Eyeglasses to the optician, if he be but imperfectly
ecjuipped in knowledge, stock and appliances, are a genuine
"bugaboo," and he almost comes to dread the appearance of a
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comely I'einale for eye exiuniiiation lest she deiimnds eye<,'la.sse8,

irrespective of her nasal claims to recofjiiition.

Many opticians spend half tlieir time convincin<,' their

customers of tlie necessity of jjlasses, and the other half per-

suadinnf them not to wear eyej^lasses.

This is not as it should be, and is one of the evils {jrowiti;,'

out of our " short term schools." as the time is so limited that

the student devotes his ener<,'ies to the technicalities of refrac-

tion work, lookinj,' with disdain upon the apparently simple

matters of distance and adjustment incidental to facial titting.

The fact is, that the correct and harmonious tittinj^ of eye-

i,da8ses is just as much an art, and as such, has to be learnwi, as

the correction of errors of refraction is of science, and the

student too often looses si^ditof the fact that his efforts at frame
fitting and adjusting will, to a certain extent, make or mar his

refraction work.

The problem to be faced at the outset is just this: the wearing
of spectacles has been for so long associated with the advance of
old age that young and attractive females, whose stock in trade
consists largely in youthfulness and good looks, are not going
to submit t" any such badge of old age as a pair of spectacles.

Fin. .SI.

Fox Eyeglass. The most popular style of modern eyeglass.

If you expect to attain to more than mediocrity, then you
must attack the eyeglass question, and until you can adjust
them to any face that can retain this form of spectacleware, you
must not consider yourself a master workman in eyeglass fitting.

A thorough familiarity with the names and uses of the
various parts composing an eyeglass is absolutely necessary.

The parts are handle, blocks, eyes, stud or post, guard,
spring, screw and hanger.
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The jfuard is the most important part of the eyeghww, as
upon it depends the clinging powers of tlie frame. The"stud is

the small post to which the guards are attached. The spring
connects the two eyes, and is made in several shapes, which are
usually distinguished by the catalogue number, but the high-
arched form is commonly called a " hoop." while the low spread
shape is called " s(|uare." A spring curved forward in the
centre is known as a Grecian, while those bent suddenly forward
at the posts are " tilted." " Reduced " is the name given to
those in which the centre is narrower than the ends.

The studs are made of different lengths to secure different
P. D. measurements, and are numbered A, B, C, D and E, B
being standard, and the succeeding letters representing 1 m/m
extension. An "A" post is an abnormally short post for use
where very narrow pupilary width is wanted.

The handle on the modern eyeglass is a small neat ring.
just large enough to receive the cord.

The law of first importance is the law of gravity. You
cannot achieve any success it you have your guards do che grip-
ping l»eIow the centre of gxavity, as the dead weight of the frames
and lenses will topple them over on the most perfect nose.

The guards should do all their work above their own centre,
the lower half merely resting against the side of the nose to
maintain the frames straight and rigid.

Another objectionable result of a neglect to do this is seen
in the api)earanee of wrinkles down the nose and face continuous
in line of contact of the ouards.

It IS .scarcely nece.s.sary to state that wrinkles are no more
acceptable than spectacle.s.

Eyui^rlasses cannot be titte<l on paper. You may take the
facial dimensions very nccnrately, P.])., thickness of nose at b;V8c
and crest, and height of nose, and the result may easily be a perfect
misfit, as your figures make no calculation on the bony malfor-
mations which all noses, especially Astigin-ntic cases, '.re .snbji>r«tto
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ICyej;lass I'itliiij; Set.
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Fig. 33.

Complete set of Adjusting Pliers, by which it is possible to convert a Frame from onemeasurement to another, and also necessary in truing up Eyeglasses and Spectacles.
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IMK'. !t:t—oTf.l-Coiu.ivf I'liiTs for adjusting ilu- spriiiK of i;v.^;lass. :,:,,(Mat Pliers torKraspinK the Bri.l^e and i;,.,l I':..e for adjustineiit. 57.iH^
rointe.l I'lurs for a.lj.i.linK' SpnriK. Kri-lxr, or Cuar.ls. &7.1-1 Round Nose
'l.ers adapted for the Shanksof HndKes. 57fi.l Stud IMurs for K'rast.iuK tl.e
I'osts of Rin.Uss Kyt-nlass while adjustnui.ts are nia,le. r.7.iH-Serew
l-.xtractor for renuniuK rusty Screws, r>77u-(;uard I'liers for eurviuK and
.strajKl.ten.UK Cuards. "O.". Truing Pliers for truing Spectacle Joints.
-H..-Solderu>K 1'1'crs for holding parts of SiH-ctades together while heint:
sol.lered. ^

A perfect Hltinjr eyo^r|.l.sH is only possil,!,, l>y umms of an
UH8..rt.n<-i.t .oM.l.iiMM^r all the leudin;,' styles of jruuni, spring' ami
post, aii.l even witli this e(|uipinent tlie optician must he an
.uiept in tl.e use of the pliers. (Juards are usually convexe.l on
their gripping,' surface, hut there are many noses that require the
surfaces concave, ami in most instances when this is n.^cessary
the curves vary on each surface, and the j^'uard must l>e
adapt' ' accordingly'.

de it is necessary to effect the -rippi.icr almost entir.ily
alK)ve tJ.e centre of guard, the more tl 't can bedistril.uted
over the whole length the greater comfo, he less liability
to complain. The reason of this is evident, as the greater the
surface to spread the pressure over the greater the power t-
stand it.

This is one of the reasons why an eyeglass in which tlu-
posts are set aljove the pupilary line are u.sually more comfort-
able than tho.so of the regular pattern post which are set lower.
The higher the posts arft set the greater the amount of the
guard that is above the centre of gravity, and consequently the
more gripping surface available on them, thus making the
pressure less severe and fit more secure.

Never attempt to fit an empty frame, as anyone can wear
an eyeglass in this condition if the spring is strong enough.
You can neither tell whether the guards are of such a form that
the complete frame will remain secure, nor can you determine
accurately the correctness of the position of the lenses in refer-
ence to the lashes

m
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I'IG. 84.

Various leiiKths of OfTsiM Posts, lued for throwiiiK the Lense. farther
away from the l\yt».

The niethcKl of setting tJio lenses at a greater .listance
than usual is by means of offset jK^ts, hut with every millimeter
you give to tl... offsi.t you are adding to the tendency to fall off,
as you are again interfering with the centre ofgravity in another
direction, and as the weight of lenses is placed further out from
the point of contact of the guards so will the weight be multi-
plied by the length of the offset.

In cases of large pupilary wi<lth, use large eyts as much as
possible to secure the necessary width rather than e.xtension
posts, as not merely is the frame more rigid and e.xempt from
vibration, but the [wst is not as conspicuous in using the eyes for
close reading distances.

In using Crocian springs it is important to remember that
the frames do not spread out right and left exactly in the same
plane in which they li,- when closed, but incline always towards
the (lireetiun in which the spring is "urved, consecpiently in
truing up allowance mu.st be made by having the outer ends of
tb.. [.ns inclining backwards, .so that the whole eyeglass de-
scribes the section of a circle, and as the lenses are' spread, in
a.ljusting to the face, they assume a correct position with lx)th
lenses parallel.

( cof tbecbiefditlicultiesin eyegluss fitting is the tend-
ency to "cock up" at the outer ends of the lenses.

This may be owing to faulty spring, guards or nose, or all of
them combined.
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Regular. Hoop.

R-«

~^

R-i

R -a

R-3

R-4

H-6

H-7

/
H-o

H-i

For Adjustablf. Gcabds.

Rkoucrd.

TUTING RkDUCED.

Grkcian or Offskt.

SVELLHD.

Griffin—Corrugated Top.

Regular.
A-?

R-5
A-4

Fig. 3r..

Assortment of Spring.s in common use.
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^>''-''^ SP""K« f°' "-'^ o" Offset

glalfes
A-1-Slaiulard ,m,1 Long Spring for a.ljustable Eye-

A spring too short or too suddenly bent at tlie post, a <ruard
with the lower finds too close to^'ether, or a Mialfonned nosorwiMi
uneven bony protiiber mce, will always p, odnce this.

From this it will be readily apparent that a "cocked lens
"

does not necessarily re.iuire a longer spring to rectify it. A
slight bend of the spring, at the point where it enters the slot
ol the post, will throw the outer ends of the lenses down. The
same effect can he produced by bending the shank of the guards
in .such a manner that the lower ends are more widely .separated.

It is entirely a iMatterof experience and judgment to know
which operation should be i)erfonned, as although either method
would throw the lenses into correct position when on the face,
only the correct m-thod would have them straight also when
not being worn. In short, the spring .should be bent or a longer
one supplied, when the nose is too thick to permi. the glasses to
rest in position without uncomfortaiile pinching, but the change
should be made i.i the shape and position of guard or guanis
when the bone of the nose is of u-uiatuial shape and propo*i-tions.

The old adage ttiat " there are otht:' ways of killing a cat
besi.les hanging" is particularly apt as applied to e^^eg.-iss
fitting, for while the bone of the lu-se, at a point close to its
junction with the frontal bone, is the generally accepted correct
position for the guards to grip, there are many cases in which
there is practically no bone there, or at most a slight ridge or
"kopje," which no eyeglass, even with the tenacity (Tf the modern
IJoer, could be expected to hold.

Cases of this nature have to be treated difilrently, the
gripj)ing being done by .sectional guards, in which the clinging
process has to be done on the loose skin covering the upper "sec*^

tion of the nose, with an independent lower .section of the guard
resting on the bone to maintain the correct position.
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If, as ir.Miu..Mtly Imppe.is in cases of this ki,„l, whore the
bn.lfre of the nose is .lepresse.l the forehea.l is prounnent and
protruding, provision will hase .o be made with a (Jrecian
spnnfT, which, instead of joininj,ahe two lenses in a plane con-
tinuous witli that of the lenses .lescribe a crescent forward thus
allowin- the p.otrudin- frontal hone to extend forward of tl,e
plane of tlie lenses.

Nef,dect of this will nmr the best efforts, as. no matter how
hnnly -ripped, the lenses cannot assume an upright position
and must of necessity topple forward.

There exists considerable difference of opinion amon.r ex-
perts as to whether the best results are to be obtained whh a
stiff sprm.. ....Ijusted .so that very little -.spread" is made in
wearing- ,t, or with a lij^ht spriM^^ .set clos... .so that u large
spread ,s u.se.l. My own method is with stiff sprin-^s .set so

tbat very little bearing .low., pre.s..„re is e.xe te.i upon the
guards.

1 h,s undoubtedly ensures ,,.reater comfort but renuires
<,'reater exactness in adjustment.

M u
%

Fox.
I

M.Mi'iki-: CH.^.MIhi.N.

i' r* f
In the matter of style of .u.nd, no .specific advic- can be^.ven. as a ,Miard that is perlV,. for one ca.se n.-u- be useless f„ranot er so that the best ,uard is the guard that^Hts comfortablyand holds securely ,„ the case for wliicb it is intend.-.'
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(Jenerally speakin<f, llie hestall round '^nord is the one that

will permit of tlie greatest (li'}j;reo of adjustment. The " Fox
"

guard is the father of all guards, and was a great advantage

over all previous efi'orts. Its gieat weakness is its total want of

adjustability. It cannot be adjusteil at all.

The Anchor is very similar to the Fox, with the addition

of an independent arm Htted with a pad.

This form of guard is useful in iU shaped and hollow

bridged noses, when the gripping has to be done on the skin

and the position maintained by an indept lent pressure on the

lx)ne.

One of the results of defective fitting is tlie appearance of

abrasions at the gripping points.

These usually are the aftermath of shi-ll-faced guards, where

care has not been used to pre.sent the rounded surface to the

point of contact.

Many opticians make a rule of always using cork facings

in order to avoid these sore spots, but the fact is, cork facing

will produce sores of greater magnitude than shell, owing to the

fact that in hot weatlier the cork absorbs the perspiration, and

the dust adheres to them and remains a constant source of irri-

tation, grinding the skin by constant friction.

Shell guards, properly fitted, with the sides rounded off and

carefully face<l so that they do not bear in the flesh, will give

perfect comfort, and will permit of the greatest adaptability.

Some people, in selecting eyeglas.ses, express a preference

for a certain shape of spring, but the experienced optician will

consider the spring as nmch a part of his prescription as the

lenses, and use the style best adapted to each case.

The general appearance can be largely improved or marred

by the kind of spring selected. The effect of a large round face

can be considerably toned down by means of a high hoop spring,

while the low .square spring would exaggerate the lateral pro-

portions of ihe face L a ridiculous degree.
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Long, narrow, actenuated faces can lie transino-rrified by
the use of wide low springs on eyeglasses with pron.inent
liandle.

These may seem small points, but they are the ear marks
ot the competent optician.

Considerable trouble is experienced in the use of rimless
glasses by people with heavy, overhanging brows and deep set
eyes, as, ,n setting the lenses close to the lashes, the upper
section comes in contact with the brows, and the warmth of thebody communicates itself to the lens, which becomes misty.

It can be overcome by making the lenses D shaped instead
ot oval, the upper edge being the straight line. If a fairly
.secure fit can be accomplished, it is advisable to supply rimless
eyeglasses without handle or chain, as the additional weight is
a d.s.Klvantage. A hole bored in the lens and a silk cord
attc he greatest protection.

,. .^f

'•'•."^ '^°"'^«' unnecessary to warn Canadian opticians of
the ill-eftect of folding-up eyeglasses, as this is so well recog-
nized here that eyeglasses are no longer made in this country
with Ire neces,sary catch for folding. In England, however
they still consider it of more importance to fold the lenses overeach other when not in use, in the same manner that their fore-
fathers did. than it is to have lenses that can be .seen through.

If you are not as competent in eyegl.ass fitting as you are
in refracting, do not add to your refracting e.,uipment one cent's
worth until you have brought yourself, at least, to an e(,ual
state ot proficiency in fitting.

If you have intentionally slighted this feature of optical
trannng, under the impression that it was of secondary import-
ance, you cannot undeceive yourself too quickly.

The public may fre.,: ently be in ignorance as to whether
your ghwssei; have l^en a perfect correetion, but they do not lonL'remain in ignorance of comfort and elegance, or the absence of
these essentials in the means you employ to supply your
correction. 1

1 ^ j "'
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A STUDY IN LENSES.

A lens has l)eon describcil as a traiis])aretit ol>ject so formed

that it will roriect lijjht rays.

The refractive power of a lens will depend upon two condi-

tions, the dejjree of density of the material of which it is

constructed and the oblitpiity of the anj^le of incidence.

A few years a^o spectacle lenses were constructed larj^ely of

so-called " pebble ' or Iceland Spar, as the refractive power, or

rather index of refraction, was hijjh and the material was hard,

renderinj,' the surface ca) !e of acceptinjf a very hi<jh polish

and not easily scratched.

Of late years the tiuality of the pebble htis <,aeatly deteri-

orated, while that of }j;lass has equally improved, until to-day

practically all the lenses used in spectacleware are made of

f]f 1 ass.

Ass.:min(x, therefore, that all lenses are made of glass with

the same index of refraction, the difierence in refraction in the

various strenf,'ths is a (juestion solely of shape, or, technically

speakinij, curvature.

Lenses for tlie correction o*" visual errors are either spheri-

cal or cylindrical, and are made with their surface either convex

or concave.

Spherical lenses are so called because their surfaces are

sections of spiiores, and are ground to the required curvature by

means of cast-iron plates, called " shells," which, being turned by

means of automatic lathes to the reipiired curvature, are covered

with hot pitch, into which the rougl piece of glass is stuck, and,

after cooling and hardening, this shell is attached to a shaft

which revolves it si Avly, and a second shell, concaved to fit the

desired convexity of the glass to be ground, is attached to a

second shaft, and resting on the g!a.>^ses In the first shell they

are, by means of emery sprinkled over them, ground to the

curvature of the grinding shell.
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Th.y are afterwards simx^thed. .1 p^^lishod with tine omervand rouf^e. -^

In bi-convex or U-concave Fx.th surfaces are equally crve.J
In plano-convex or concave one surface is flat and the other
possesseH all the curvature.

•I

II

I-"ic. 37.

.\ I'.n.m. li Hi-
Concave. K-Penscoi.cC^iuJx." o::p^;::;;^: Con^l^e^''"''^^'--

'-''"-''

Periscopic lenses h.ive a cornhination of cor.vex and concave
curvatures,

In the Peri-scopir, Convex the inn-.r surface consists of a
concave curvature, which in standard American lenvs is always
the san.e

, 1.2.^, curv,-. no ,„atter what the strenrrth of the lens
and the front Muface convex. ro,„e,,ue,tlv rh. front surface
w.li always be of a curvature reprc^.-ntin-r I.-'.', I), -.r-.tter than
the total refracti.m of the h.ns, as thi. a,nou.u is remjired to
neutralize th.. re\. rs- curv.tt.m- of the inr.er stirface.

In Pen-c.f.ic Co.icav.. L.„-c. rh.. front surface is always
I.--) convex, and the inner -urface over curved to the sanu-
amount. T'.- Concave „ir;ace i, ,,iways plac-d towards the ey.

It is claimed for th. I'.rivopic ler,s, whir-h is h. form in
general u,e. that it atf.rds a wid.-r Held of vi.io. than either
Doub! .s or Piaiios.
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Lenses, as already stated, are of two kinds. Convex and

Concave, and are known by various other names, Positive, Con-

verj^in^, and plus ( + ) being used to indicate Convex, and

Negative, Diverging and Minus ( - ) meaning Concave.

In Canada tlie algebraic signs + and - are generally used

prefixed to the number indicating the power of the lens.

For many years lenses were numbered according to the

inch system, by which method the power of a lens was indicated

by the number of inches in its focal length, but this method

being complicated where mathematical calculations became

necessary as well, owing to the fact that the length of the inch

varies in different countries, the metrical system has of late

years come into general u.se.

By this method the refracting power of the lens and not

its focal length is indicated by the number used. The unit of

the metrical system is 1.00 dioptre. A glass whose focal length

is one meter (40') and the fractional parts indicated by .25 .50

.75, just as in the decimal currency.

The proportion between the refractive power of a lens in

dioptres and its focal length in inches is in an inverse ratio, the

higher the refraction the smaller the fncal length, for instance,

1.00 dioptre equals 40 inches: 2.00 dioptre equals 20 inches.

To measure the strength of a spherical lens we require a

selection of lenses comprising the various numbers in convex

and concave.

We must first know whether the lens to be measured is

plus or minus. This we ascertain by fixing the eye upon .some

ol'ject and interposing the lens move it up and down, and it will

be noticed that if the lens possesses any refractive power the

object will apparently move as we move the len.s.

If the len.-i be convex the object will apparently move to the

opposite direction to the movement of the lens, but if concave

the niotiuii is in the same direction.

We then select from the trial ca.se a lens of opposite kind,

and placing it over the lens being measured, the movement test

i« v'}>'';itod, and fin.-illy wo find a Ions wliich oombinod with it
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neutral.zcs all motion in tho object viewed. Tl.e power of the
len.s from the trial case will be the strength of the lens un.ler
measurement, but of opposite kind, one beinir plus, the other
Munus. This is called neutralizing^ when referring to spherical
lenses, and analyzing in reference to coa.pounds.

The size of a spherical lens is necessarily limited by its
power, for as the surfaces are sections of circles it is evident
that a lens whose surfaces are sections of a certain sized circle
cannot be constructed of a greater diameter than the circle itself
and even then would be too bulky for use.

This feature, of course, will not be apparent in spectacle
lenses, as their size is always below the require.l limit, but in
reading and magnifying gla.sses it will always have to be
considered.

Cylindrical lenses, now so extensively u.sed in the correction
of Astigmatisn,, are of comparatively recent invention. Asimphed by their title, they are of cylindrical form, being -rroun.l
on a cylmdrical shape.! shell, just in the same mamier as
sphencal lenses, with the exception that the n.ot.on of the shell
in grinding instead of being rotary is lateral.

It must be clearly understood that the refractive power ofa lens depends upon the curvature of the surfaces or the an-de
at which the surfaces form with each other.

The spherical lens being curved equally in all directions as
a section of .. globe will refract equally in all meridian.^. The
cylinder has, of course, one direction in which no curvature
exists consequently it h,vs no refraction or power in this
meridian. '

This absence of curvature can be e.isily illustrated if weobserve an ordinary iron column of a buildirg. It will be seen
at a glance th.. it has no curx ature towards the lencrth of the
column. "

The cylinder is a glass ground on this column and con-
sequently Identical with it in form, and in one direction has no
curvature whatever.
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This plain meridian is called the axis of the cylinder, and

all other meridians are curved differently, those nearest the axis

slightly, and that at right angles to it possessing the greatest

curvature of rll. It is from the curvature of this meridian of

greatest magnitude that the cylindrical lens takes its strength.

For instance, if a cylindrical lens is ground upon an iron column

of 20" diameter, the focal length of meridian of greatest curva-

ture would be at 20", and it would be a 2.00 D. glass. One

principal meridian would have no curvature and consequently

no focus or refraction, and the others of different foci up to

20"—the glass is numbered according to the power of the

greatest meridian.

Cylinders are either piano or compound. In the former

one surface is piano or flat, and the other cylindrical.

In compound or sphero-cylindrical, the one surface is

sphtrical in shape, the other cylindrical. It is thus a combi-

nation of these two forms of lenses.

To neutralize a piano-cylinder we have first (o locate the

direction of its axis. This we can do by means of the motion

test referred to in neutralizing sphericals.

The object moving the same direction as the lens indicates

concave and the opposite convex, and no motion at all indicates

no refraction.

So, if the object viewed moves with the motion of the lens

refraction is proved, and we merely rotate the lens in our

fini'ers while continuing the motion test, and if the motion con-

tinues the same in all meridians it is spherical, but if in one

direction there is no motion the glass is cylindrical, and the

direction of " no motion " will be its axis.

It will be readilj apparent that a sphero-cylindrical lens

will produce motion in all directions, owing to the presence of

the sphere in its composition, but as the speed of the motion

will l)e greater the stronger the len.s, consecjuently in the direc-

tion of the greatest power of the cylinder (that is, at right

angles to its axis) the motion will be greatest.
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A simpler plan is to fix tlie eye upon n straijjht line (a

window sash will servo the purpose), and interposing,' the lens

to be mejvsured rotate in front of the eye. If spherical the line

will remain straijjht while the glass is rotated, but if cylindrical

it will rotate with the j^lass.

The line, as seen above and below the },'lass, will lie con-

tinuous with the section seen throujjh the glass only when the
line is parallel or at right angles to the axis of the cylinder. In
all other positions the line will be apparently broken at the

boundaries of the glass.

Having located, by thi.s method, the two principal meri-
dians, and marked thorn with an ink line, we have merely to

neutralize the motion with the trial lenses in these two
directions.

The least amount being the power of tho spherical lens,

while the difference in power in tho two principal meridians will

represent the strength of the cylinder, while the degree of its

axis is located by means of i protractor, showing the different

degrees of the circle.

I'lr.. iW.

Protractor for locating Axis of Cylinder.

Tiie power of a lens can ho quickly mea.sured by means of

lens gauges which indicate upon a dial tho degree of convexity
or concavity of their surfaces.

Prismatic lenses have no focus, and consequently are not
u.scd in correcting errors of ix-fractiuii. The power of a prism
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coiisiHtH in apparently chanijinfj the position of the object

looked nt, and as tlio nniHcIes are nse<i for tin; purposo of

(iiiecting the eyes to the object when they are defective, ami

jHjrforin these functions with dithculty, we prescribe prisms to

bring tlie object to wliere the eyes can be directed with comfort

instead of undergoinj; the discomfort of bringing tlie eyes to

the object.

It will be very evident, theref()r(\ that if the muscles being

defective, and tlie act of directing the eyes to the object

b«'ing an operation involving pain and discomfort, and which is

relieved by the use of the prism bringing the object to a point

of rest, that if the muscular condition is normal and a prism be

placed liefore the eyes, displacing tlie object, it will necessitate

a constant eti'ort on tiie part of one of the muscles to keep the

eye directeil to the new position.

We have already described a prism as a tliree-sided tiguie

consisting of two sides, a base and an apex, the two sides inclin-

ing together and forming an angle at the apex, and that light in

pa.ssing through refracts towards tht ^ase or thickest part.

It is merely tlic fact of difference in thickness that

produces the refraction. Any transparent substance of ditfereiit

density to the atmosphere will cause refraction if in one place it

is thicker than in others, a convex lens being thicker in its

centre, light refracts towards this point, while in the concave it

refracts away from the centre.

A spherical lens then, if so placed that its optical centre

(the thickest part, if convex) is not in front of the centre of the

pupil, will in addition to its function lus a spherical glass, with

power to magnify or diminish, posseses that of a prism, and will

change the direction of the light rays, passing into the eyes in

such a manner that the object will appear to change its position

until the muscles are brought into operation and once more

restore it.
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Spherical lenses nw sold in stock <|uantitifH,un<J are <,'ra.le<l

in price, presumahly according to (|UHlity. All the various
<lUrtlitio8 are ground from the same stock, the first -lualiiy of
tiiiest lens being the survival of tlu; fittest. Scratches, chips and
imperfections in shape, e.lge or centre, furnishing the reason
for consigning them to the various inferior grades.

The most .serious defect, and the rme least conspicuous to

the inexpert, is the imperfectly centering or decentred len.ses, a
condition in which the optical centre is not in the middle of the
lenH. The optician who prescriWs a lens of thi:, kind for

Hyperopia is condemning his patient to carry the burden of a
prism regardless of his muscular condition.

Spherical lenses are sold in stock (luantities, and are made
interchangeable in size in order that they may be mounted in

interchangeable frames.

In ordering edged lenses, unless special si/e is mentioru^d,

it is always assumed that No. 1 is re.|uired, and (jrders are filled

accordinly, without (juestion.

It should be clearly understood that while the .same metho.l
of indicating the lizes of rimless len.ses is used, that the sizes do
not coincide, as a one-eye rimless lens is the ;size of the outsidk
of a rim of a one-eye frame, while the one-eye edged lens is

necessarily the size of the inside of the rim.

r
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DIMENSIONS OF INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES.

.>(). RI.M.MKD. KIMLE.SS.

1 Standard 8f)..5x27 5 in m :57x2S mm
1 size larger than Standa •d, .•?r.Sx2S.8 '

•S.S .jx-2!)..5
"

00 2 " 89.7x.m7 '

1

40X.S1 "

ooo ;{ "
40.!»x:n.!t '

'

4L\.S2 "

2 1 " Hiiiall'T " 3.5x2.-;..j ' .•>(ix2r '
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L('iis«'H for riinlt'HH purpoHCH iin- usually st'lccti'd t'ri)in soiiie-

wliHt thicker stock timii t'fJKotl letis.s, iti onli-r to injure j^reiiter

lit'Hriiij; Murface on the HcrewM.

Kimli'SM jjhiHHeH are oxteiisively worn, owing to the fact

that they arc inconHpicuous, ami lar^j.-r Ioiisch "an 1h \is»'(l than
is p(MHihl»> with rininied jjockIm, tliuts K'^'"!^' '* Imi^cr tielil to

vision without dt-Htroyinj; the proportion cswntial to perfect

cosnietic eH'ect.

Lenses are maile of colored <;l iss, either snioke, blue or

pink, for the relief of Fhotojihohia. These are niaile in six

shades, nunil)orinf; from No. 1. wiiicli is the lightest, to No. ti,

the darkest.

In sin(jke tint a special dark shade calloil " electric "
is made

for use in coiuiection with electric lighting plants, or occupations

where a vt!ry strong light is necessary.

Lenticula. lenses are of recent invention, and are made
either in concave or convex. In the convex form they consist

of a circular piano convex disc, of the reipiired strength, and of

about 'h inch diameter, cemented on a piano lens; wiiile in the

concave a plaiii slab of glass is u.sed, of aliout one-half the

thickness rei|uired to grind the lens recjuired in the ordinary
form. In the centre of the gla.ss a circular concave disc is

ground of the reipiired curvature.

Lenticular Lenses are, of course, (>nl\- advantageous when
they are of strong power, such as for e.itaract, or high myopia.
They are very light in weight and neat in appearance. The
central part of this lens—that is, the disc— is, of course, the
only part that po.s8esse.s the reijuisite amount of curvature, but
as in the onlinary lens, when the curvature is spread over the

whole surface of the lens, the periphery is useless owing to

aberration, so that this curtailing of the field is not a dis-

advantage peculiar to the Lenticular Len.ses.

Hi-focal L ;• ;s are constructed with a .iew of affording the

advantages of perfect adaptation of one glass for near and far

work.
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Tliey are of four (Jistinct types, Solid, Split, Perfection and

Cement.

These four are alike in principle, but different in <1 iii'

In all of them the lower portion of the lens, through which ;!i.'

light rays from near ohjects must pass in enterinj^ the eye, is

of stroni^er refractive pov/er than the upper part, throu},'h which

distant objects are viewed. Solid Hi-focals are constructed of

one piece, which Is first ground to the power necessary for

reading and nerr work. The lens is then attached to tlie shell,

and the upper section ground to the curvature rei mired for

distance. The prismatic effect introduced in grinding the upper

section to the refraction re(|uired is so great as to destroy th'ir

usefulness. The shape of the reading section, which is im

inverted cn.scent, is also inconvenient.

The Split Bi-focal consists of the half of a complete glass,

suitable foi' reading, combined with half of the distance gla.s.s.

While not as objectionable as the solid form, they are by no

means a satisfactory len.s, and have fallen into disuse.

Cemented Bi-foeals are the most common form of double

vision gla.sses, and are made by cementing onto the lower

section of the distance glass a thin wafer, possessing the neces-

sary additional power for reading. This wafer is usually made

cre.sceiit shaped, but can be made to any design recjuired.

Canada Balsam is used in cementing, and the prismatic feature

is avoided by decentriiig the wafer alike amount in tlie opposite

direction, one prism thus neutralizing the other.

The only objection to this form is tlieir liability to blister,

that is, the wafer becomes slightly detached with a sudden jar,

and ailu the air between the two surfaces, and interferes

witii the ..nsparency. They are, however, easily repaired.
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Fig. 10.

Hi-focal Lenses. 1 Split. 2-Cenie!ite(i. 3 Perfection.

As tlie cement hi-focal lias become a staple article amoiif
opticians, a brief <lescription of the metlio.l of niakin;,' and
repairing,' will be u.seful and interestinj;.

In makintr a new lens, the main lens of the reiiuired .strength

for distance is cut to the proper size, but lujt ^'ronnd ;'edfred).

The wafer, of the strenjijth ne'^essary to increa.se the power of
the distance glass to the strength recjuired foi- reading, is placed
on top of it with one drop of Canada Balsam between tlicm.

With a pair of blunt tweezers, the two pieces are held in the
flame of an alcohol lamp or Bunsen burner until the cement
boils freely. In cooling off, the wafer is adjusted in place, and
the air bubbles .s(|ueezed out, and the whole is edged to the
required size, and the surplus cement cleaned off in methylated
spirits.

It will,, of course, be readily apparent that, in order to effect

an invisible joint between the two surfaces, they must be '

exactly corresponding curvature, in order that they may
closely attached.

In Periscopic Convex Len.ses, the inner circle is always
- 1.2.'), so that the wafers are necessarily + 1.2.").

In Cylindrical Bi-focals, one surface is piano, and conse-
([uently rojuires a wafer with a plain surface.

In Sphero-Cylindrical Bi-focals, the wafer lias to be speci-
ally ground to tit the curvature of each glas.s. This will account
for the hirge cost of the latter as -jompared with the former.
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In repniriiifj Cemented Bi-focal.s, tlie lenses are warmed in

the flame, and the wafer pushed off, and both sections thor-

oughly cleansed in alcohol, and recemented as in the case of a
new lens.

Care must be used in cementing on the proper side.

Perfection Bi-focala are made from two distinct len.ses, one

adapted for distance and the other for reading.

From the lower half of the distance lens a crescent-shaped

section is cut out and the edge ground smooth, and a corre-

sponding piece cut from the centre of the reading glass is fitted

to it.

These two latter forms of Bi-focals give good results, and

are perfectly satisftxctorj'.

The general objection to Bi-focals is. that in going upstairs

the eyes are turned down to see the position of each step, which

is located probably four or five feet away, l)Ut the lower section

of the glass is adapted for reading distance (say Ki inches), and

conse(|uently the stairs are indistinctly seen, and the wearer is

li'ible to stumble. This, while a disadvantage, is very mucli less

so than that of having to constantly change one's glass for

distance to reading, and can be easily overcome l)y learning to

use the stairs without looking at them.

The Coquille Lens is usually a smoke or blue-tinted glass

curved to the form of a shell, from which fact it takes its name.

They are worn as a protection from the sun or snow, and are

made in two way.s.

The onlinary Cociuille, such as is commonly' .sold for the

purpose, is a cheap afl^airin which the pieces of glass are pres.sed

up while hot, and conseciuentiy an.' full of optical imperfections.

The ground Coquille is made from a thick bl(x;k of glass in

which the shape is formed by grinding. Their expen.se prevents

their coming into general use.

Shooting Lenses (Diaphram Lenses) consist of either white

or colored lenses in which a circular disc of about rive-eights of

an inch in diameter is left transparent, the remainder of the lens

being frosted.
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These lenses, a« the name irapli.-s, are used for tar<,'et shoot-
ing, for the purpose of curtailing,' the tielil of vision and thus
enablinfr the marksman to concentrate his sijrht upon the tarfjet.

Toric Lenses -ire of recent invention, and their cost has
hifherto prevented tlieir general use.

They embody the optical principles of a sphero-cyUnder,
but the whole of the compounri curvature is ;,'round upon one
surface. A slice cut from a wedding ring would illustrate the
ff>'m of a convex Toric Lens.

Cross Cylinders, now so little ased, unite in one lens two
cylinders with their axes at right angles.

Prescriptions calling for Cross Cylinders are usually reduced
to their sphero-cyliin'rical ecjuivalent, which are made lower in
price and affor<l the same refraction.

Cross Cylinders are reduced according to the following rule :

Uie a .spherical of tl;e same power as a plus cylinder in the
combination, with which combine a minus cylinder, whose
power is the sum of the two cylinders, having its axis placed
tht! .same as the minus cylinder in the original cro.ss cylinder.
Thus, the following Cross Cylinder -^ 1.00 C. axis 90 c - 2.00 S.
axis 1,S0 reduced - + I.OO S. - -3.00 C. axis 180. ^These can
also be reduced by substituting a minus sphere and continuing
with a plus cylinder, the power of which is the su. i of the two
original cylinders, the axis the .same as the plus cylinder.

In this metho<l, the foregoing example would reduce to the
following sphero-cyiinder

: - ^.00 ~ +:S.0O axis 90.

Sphero-Cylindrical combinations are of three forms + —
t- - Cr -

,
and + C -

. When the sphere and cylinder are
of the .same sign that is, + c + . or, - c -

, it is already in
its .simplest form, and no reduction is possible; but when -t-

^
-, or, - :^ + i.s met with, unless the cylindrical power ^
greater than that of the sphere, the formula is not in its
simplest form and will reduce to + - + , or, - c -.which-
ever kind the spherical is.

A formula of this kind will reduce by the followin.r rule

L-rical*p t'hich will
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yive the correct spherical power with tiie same sign aa the
original sphere. Combine with this the original cylinder with
sign ami axis changed, thus: + 1.00 S. o -.50 Cyl. axis 180
is .subject to reduction by this rule +1.00-.50 equals +.50
O +.50 axis 90.

The following three rules will, if thoroughly understood,
enable the optician to solve the most complicated problem in
reduction.

1. Plus and minus cylindricais of the same strength, and
axis the same degree, neutralize each other, tiius : + .50 C. axis
1«0 o - .50 axis 180 = piano.

2. Two cylinders of the same strength and kind, and axis
at sjune degree, double their power, example : +1.00 C. axis 180
C +1.00 C. axis 180 = +2.00 G. axis 180.

'.i. Cross Cylinders of the same kind and strength equal a
spherical of the same strength and kind, example : + 1.00 C.
axis (K) o +1.00 C. axis 180 = + 1.00 sph.
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RETINOSCOPY.

THE SHADOW TEST)

ft

'i

r

Retinoscopy is the inetliod of diiiirnosi.ijr ,.rrurs of refrac-
tion by means of linl.t ret!ect.-d into tl>e eye, by which the
varunw conditions of Ametropia arc indicited bv a different
appearance at-d motion of ii^rbt and shadow effect as the mirror
is rotated.

Retinoscopy has been so simplitied of hite years and its
value becominjr better appreciated, it has at lenjrth become thi-
most popular form of objective test.

Retinoscopy has come into -eneral use by opticians because
Its successful practice, while requirinjr hj^rl, mechanical skill
demands little or no scientitic knowled-e. It is not even neces-
^«iry to understand the .scientific principles underlvin.- it if one
can -luickly recognize a rapidly-movin<r shadow, aiKfremember
that moving in a certain direction indicates Hyperopia and in
the opposite direction Myopia.

As a means of arrivinnr at definite results with illiterate
people and children, it is une<,ualled, an.i in discernin- the
presence of spasm, without the aid of a mydriatic, it is ir- valuable.

Another point in which it appeals to the rank and file is in
the matter ot expense, as it is possible to con.hict e.xperiments
in Retinoscopy, and to arrive at a fair state of proHciency at an
outlay of five or si.x dollars, and, as it is more of an art than a
science, but little instruction is necessary, as expertness comes
from practice not preaching.

The Retinoscope consists of a circular mirror from ,' inches
to lA inches in diameter mounted in a metal rim and havin.r a
handle attached.

°
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In the centro of the mirror the silver is r'nioved, leaving a
round peej) hole of 2 or H mm in (Uameier. The mirror may
be either flat or concave, hut «is ..he former has come into

jreneral use it will be sufficient to discuss that form ordy.

Thorinfjton's Retinoscope, which hius become ([uite popular

recently, consists of a circular l iiicli mirror, mounted on a

metal back 1 k inches in diiimeter, thus "giving the advantage of

the small mirror in the interests of scientific exactness and the

convenience of the large disc, which more easily adapts to the

eye in operating, as its edge can rest against the sitle of tlie

nose and tlius steady it.

The small mirror, while more difficult to manipulate in the

case of a beginner, gives much better results when one becomes

expert.

The handle, of rubber or ivory, is jointed for covenience

in packing, and the sight liole is now usually made by removing

the silver instead of perforating the glass.

Fic. 41.

Hand Retiiioscoi)f, with plane mirror.

In the practice of Retinoscopy, in addition to the mirror, a

properly arranged light, and lenses for measuring the error are

necessary, as well lus some form of dark room.

The room should be entirely darkened and the liglit—of

which an argand burner with oil or a W'ellsbach gas light are

the best—so arranged that it can easily be adjusted to the

desirf^d poKition
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Bracket suitable for oil or gas. and capable Asbestos Chimney with
of un.versal a.ljnstment. adjustable diaphran. opening.

The flame .should be em-losed in an asbestos chimney con-
structed with a circular apperture capable of adjustnient-either
by means of a series of variated holes or by the use of a
diaphram shutter. The ii<rht should be placed about six inches
to the left front of the operator, an.l the patient seated forty
mches away directly in front, and it i.s important that the
ohserver's eye. the patient's eye and the lijrht be at exactly the
same elevation, so that the control of the illumination becomes
much easier. This can be done by means of the adjustable
bracket referred to and the use of adjustabh elevating chairs for
patient or operator, or both.

The patient should be cautioned not to look directly at the
mirror, but just past the head of the examiner into the dark-
ness, thus avoiding a natural tendency to accommodation in
looking at a near object.

It is advisable to have the trial frames in position and
a plus lens, sufficiently strong to fog all accommodation, before
tlie eye not under examination. Having arranged the patient
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Ht I metre distiince a» co 'fortiibly 'i:, poHsilde, io avoid iiiiy

movement duriiij^ tlie exnmiimtioii. the li<;ht i:- brouj^lit down
into position as close as possible on the left front, and the

Retinosoope, held in the rij^ht hand, is plaeed in front of tlie rii;ht

eye, pressed vip tij^htly aj^ainst the l)ro\v and nose to hold it

steady, and the lij^ht from the openinij in the chinuiey, shiniiij^

across ii\ front of the observer's left eye, strikes the mirror and

is retlected i)ack and illuminates the face of tlio patient with a

bri^jht, round spot, everything else being entirely dark.

If the mirror is now slowly tilted buck and forwards in a

liori/.ontal plain-, the illumination on tlie patient's face will movt!

in accordance with the direction in which the mirror is facing.

As the rotation is from right to left, llie illumination takes the

same direction; and likewise when the mirror is moved from

left to right the movement of the illumination is the same-

The small patch of light moving across the face and around the

room, and alwa^-s followed by the darkness as it is moved from
place to place, ai\d the darkness, or " shadow," as it is termed,

always rushing in behind and moving in the same direction to

take the place of the spot just vacated by the light.

The principal point to note in this preliminary observation

is that what is connnonly known as the "shadow "
is merely the

lM)undaryof tlu light, and as the light changes its position ^ the

mirror is tilted, this boundary between light and darkness moves
in relation to it and alway.s follows the light, and con.se<]uently

always moves in the same direction as the mirror is tilted.

Now, in directing the motion of the mirror so that the

illumination falls directly upon the pupilary area, it penetrates

the interior of the eye and lights up tlie retina so that a bright

red glow (the Fundus) is discerned, an<l continuing the motion
of the mirror the illumination pa.s.'X's out of the eye and the
" shadow " or darkness takes its place.

It is the manner in which this shaduw tal'os pos.sesaion of

the spaces in the eye just vacated by the light tl i* we gather
,al! our information in lli>tino«copy.
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III Hyp.iopiii til.' niuvciii.-iit of tlic sIukIlow upon tlic retina
le HUM... ,is on tl..; wall or acn.ss tl.e fa.M- always fuilowin

the direction of liyht; but in My ipia tl.e ii.(jtion i.s in the
le niiiTor is rotat..il fr'Oil. riy

opposite direction. Thus, if tl

left across tl.e lace a.,.|, faliin^r on the pupil, iilun'.inate
ri'tiria and contii.uin;,' passe

ht to

tll.e

foillow:

s acro.ss it, and th.- shad
s in the same direction across the ret

opia woiilil he indicated,

lowever, upon th.- illumination fall

I. II and fac.

low stil

Hyper

If. I

shadow n.o\es acro.ss fr•oil. th

present.

iiiL,' on the eye th

)pposite direction, .Myopia IS

The method (jf measii

to place theeoiicctiii"!

rement is simple, a.- we .avr men
ens.s ill Front of tl

is neutralized. The saf.T plan is, if tl

10 eye until the mot

iy

loi

.1 rection as the mirror, to place in tl.e trial ft

le iiKjtion is in tl e same
anie a jilus lens

evei-se motion and .suhtract
just stronif ei.oii^rl, to j,i-oduce th

i dioptre from it, thus jrivin^r th,. ^xact correction.
If tl.e motion is aj^ainst the mirr.,r, a concave lens will be

necessary, and the stren-th ascertained in the san.e inannei-.
To this lens, when makin- ...xaminations at one met.-., must

always he added a - 1.00 D. to compensate for the distance as
the conditions .le.scribed are natural to ii.Hnity, but examination
a that distance is impo.ssibl,., owin^r to the n.inutene.ss of the
phenon.enii presented.

In examinations, the.efore, at one n.et.e, unless the -d^uss
which neutralized the motion is ;;,.eater than + |.oo I) Hvper-
opia would not be present, and if this jrla.ss be -xactly + 1 00 1)
Emn^tropia, and if +.50 Myopia of \ dioptre wouhl he shown

The movement of the mirror should be a.s slow as possible
in order to allow the best opportunity of seeino- the motion of
the shadow.

This n.otion will be foun.l to vary in .speed according to the
de^rree of error, being slower for \n^h amounts and bemmin-r
more rapid as a correction i.s approached.

"

Astigmatism is indicated by the f:,ct that in tiltin^' tiic-
mirror in different meridians the motion is greater in one""than •
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in otljers, also when tlu; tilting; dws not commpond to ont' of

the principal uieridianH the motion of the HhacJow will l>e found

to Ihj in a (lifferent plane to that of the mirror, and will take an

ohliijue direetion towards one of the principiil meridianH

The edges of the illumitiation will alv presmt a different

appearance in Astijjmatism to that of other forms of Ametropia,

as in Hyperopia and Myopia the illumination w circiilur, and

the boundaries present a crescent - shaped picture, while in

Asti;;niatism the illumination presents more the appearance of a

broad band of light with straijjht edges, the long direction Vn-ing

the meridian of Astigmatism.

V

it

•X>A

Fio.. 44.

The band of light as seen in Astigntutism.

In the diagnosis of Astigmatism with the Retinoscope it is

necessary to locate the principal meridians by means of the

oblique movement of the shadow referred to, or by the straight

edge of the illumination, and neutralize the motion by lenses in

these two meridians only.

If one principal meridian (say 45) already stiows no motion,

proving it Emmetropic, or, more correctly speaking, if it re-

quires just (- 1.00 s. to neutralize motion which after allowing

~ 1.00 for the I metre distance would show Emmetropia, while the

opposite meridian re(juires +.'5.00 to neutralize, we would have

the following formula: + 1.00 s. .:^ -i- 2.00 c. axis 45 :;: ~ 1.00 s-

eijuals + 2.00 c. a.xis 45, showing Simple Hyperopia A.stigraatism.

If in both meridians the motion is with the mirror, and

above + 1.00 D. is required to neutralize the least error, it

would indicate Compound Hyperopia Astigmatism.
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Tl If saim; iii(.f||(M| of (iiaiMiosis wuul.l

(.oiiij>onii(l Myopif A'^ti;;iimtisiii Tl

iip{)ly to .Simple and
k; HK^riiliaii i>{ Iciwl error

iH^iriK correct<..| hy h sph-ricHl of tl... .|..sir.Mj strength, .iri.l the
opiK)sitetn..ri<liHn hy a cvliti(l..r, ihe stn-.i^tl, of which is al
the ditt'eri (•< ill error l»,tweeti the two principal inerid

•ayi

laii.s.

Mix.Ml Asti^jmutiHin i^ pres-i.t wh.-n the inovr-m.tit is with
the inirror it. one principal meridian and re-piiie^s more than
I 00 I), to neutralize it, and is H;,'ainst the inirror in the opposite
meridian.

The two meridians are hxated as in every other form of
A.stif,'matiMm, and the error in hyj.eropic meridian corrected l.y a
convex sphere which, while it corrects the hyrxiropic .neridian
increaseK the error in th- myopic meridian, which is afterwards-
corrected hy a minus cylin-ler with its axis located at the hyper-
opic meridian.

It is also possible to diagnose each meridian separately hv
correcting 'he hyperopic error with a convex cylinder with its
axi.s in myopic meridian and power sutficient to n.-utralize the
motion of shadow, and diagnose and correct mvopic meridian in
a similar manner by the aid of concave cylinder axis in the
hyperopic meridian.

This form of correction would c ill for cro^s cvlinders which
are little ased and are usually reduced to th-ir sphero-cylindrical
e.|Uivalent, which would Ix- th- formula arrived at by the
metlKKl of first illustration.

One of the difficulties incidental to {{etinoscopy in the
simple f(,rm described is in the application of the trial lenses to
ascertain the amount of error, as being seated at I metre dis-
tance from the patient, the examiner has to rise and discontinue
his examination with each change of lenses, and to the novice it
IS hke b^'ginning over again to lose the "reflex" after once
having secured a clear view.

Several contrivances have be.-n put in practice for contain-
ing the len-ses in a handy form so as u> remove the necessity
for ijus interruption. A hand .Skia.scope is sometimes u.sed

f
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wliifli corisiNt (,f metal or wixiien rniiiic with a handli', ami
coiitHiiiiiijj a iloiililf row of Ifrines convi n in ont' row ami eon-
cavf ill (ho othfi- whicli the patient iioiils in front of |ii>,

<•>•«• iw liiicfttMl, tile convi'x, if Hy|n-ro|iia is shown, ami coiicavc

in Myopia, an<l siidinj^r thf fraiiK- iij( or down as iliri'cted tlu'

• liffiii'nt ifiisfs an- hionyht in liont "f the lyc.

li.. i:..

II, mil Ski.iMti]..
. f,.r lis. ill rLiiiu-i lion willi the K.tiii<)si<)|)<-

A sonifwhut similar drvicc is also iih»m1 monntcd upon a
stand and c'ontainin;,r thf I. 'list's in a wheel, which is revolved in

front of the patient's eye hy means of a rod held \>y the e\-
aminei'.

THK (;KXKVA UETINOSCUI'K overeomes th<- ditfieul-

ties pertain in;; to dark room ami Skiaseope, as the inetui tuhe
tlirou<,'h which the patient looks is a perfect dark room, and the
.Skiascope wheel contains all the lenses necessary to the various
corrections. This instruni.'iit is fully descrihed m another
(•hapter.

The Axononieter is a useful adjunct for j,m\ in;; the de^free
of the principal meiidians in Asti;r|,, aisni. It consists of a
hlack disc with a circular aperture al)out the si//e of the iris,

and havinn; ji white line drawn throu;;h the centre from one
point on the circumference to a point opposite and terminating;
in an arrow point.

The A.Konotuetei js place<i in the trial frame in front of the
eye under examination, and in Asti;;inatisin is revolved until
thi. .,n-nw c-rr-i--::-!- t^ ti:e din.iiun of the Asnjrniaiisii,, when



tlir 'h'lir,',- of th.. iiieri.linii tMii 1... ivu.| fn.n, il,,. ..ua.liaiit sc.il.

on llii- I I'll! Cniiii,. a.s indiciitfl liy ihr arrow poini.

Inv),'nlar AHtij^iniitisn. pn'Sfnis afJiM-aiancfN wlii<-l. an
soiu.'wliat roiilusiiiir to tin- i.ovic.., lait wlial is nill,..| th.
scissor iiiovrincnt' is on.- of ih.' most pidnoiinc.l f.'atiir. ^

In this form of Asti^rinii" ism thf ill

with l.yrldik spots, an<l tlic tialchc's h.-ti

niiinaliiti is inti'rfiri'ij

If vanoi IS ll

wi'i-n tlicm show motion
iri'Ctions

11 !..• soissor mov.'imMil" is thr nam.- Kiv,.|i to th.^ motion of
the hands of li;4ht whi(-h uml.-i- the tilt

nnrnror approach ind rwcl.- iik.- tin- opi-nin;.' an.

I

II;.' inoMiiicnt of th

closini,' ot a
pair ot s. issois. It IS, of coins.-, impossil.l.' t.. .-tr.-ct an\- acciiiat.
diaj^nosis of this form of .-ri-or.

( 'oiiical < 'oiiica is to !» inci

M\-opia in tin- (-ciitn- of tl

wards tli(- cljri', wht-it- ii

f'unid.

n ziMJ hythi' in.licalion of hijrh

II- coriK-a ami l.-ss.-iiin^r rapi<lly to-

I ni.jst cases motion with the i-drror i>

In I »';;innin;,Mh.- practic- of R.-tinoscpy th.- stiid.-nt shoiiM
nst- a .Schi-matic Kve, onstriiclcd of metal
st-ntin-' all tlue appeiirances ot the human evt- nn<l.

or can 1 hoard, ami pi-.

exannnalion.

fa

The Sehenmtic H

cacli otht-r, iht- r ear .-m

)! the n-tina and the fn)nt eii-l of the otl

we is tormed of two tubes telescopiii;,' int.;

one eontainin;r a litlioi,'i-aph pieturt;1 .,f

ful

ler e(jntainin<f a pow.
convex lens, t.) re[)resent the corne-i, th.- other two .-nds

beinj; o|M-n. Alonjr the outer surface of the inner tube a seal.
IS placed inai ked zero in the centre ami leadin.r both wav;
dioptres. Wh.-n the tubes an- so aiijuste.l that th.- rear en.l of
ontsi-l.- tube is at zero on th.- scale the eye i.s set at Kiiime-
tropia ami in examining,' with the Retin-wcope all the phenomena
of ail Eimnetropic eye are presented

By slidinj,' the tub.-s in farther tl It- vari>pu-> amounts of
Hyperopia iire .secured, and pulling; them out Myopia is produce.!.
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Fig. 46

Schematic Eye, for practicing Retinoscopy.

In the practice of Retinoscopy no difficulty will be expe-
rienced, with the great majority of cases which present them-
oeives, in securing an accurate diagnosis without the use of any
mydriatic, provided the eye not under examination is fogged
with a strong convex lens, although the best results of fogging
are only to be secured in some such contrivance as the Geneva
Reti?ioscope, when the eye under examination is in darkness and
the one carrying the fogging lens is in the light.

If
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OPHTHALMOSCOPY

KiG. 47

Loring f)phthalmoscope.

There are two distinct uses to which the Ophthahuoscope
is put

:
to measure the refraction, and for the purpose of examin-

ing the pathological condition of the eye and its many parts.

Previous to discussing the methods employed in the use of
the Ophthalmoscope as a refracting instrument, I would state

that I do not consider it at all adapted to the use of the optician
for this purpose, as it is difficult to master, and even in the
hands of an expert tiie results are only approximate and can
be much more quickly and accurately secured by the Retinoscope.

There are two methods of measuring the refraction with
the Ophthalmometer, the direct and the indirect method. In the
indirect method the light should be placed beside and slightly
behind the eye under examination, in order that the eye itself

may be in darkness, and the light falling upon the mirror in
the hand of the operator, who is seated al)Out two feet from the
patient, and holding the Ophthalmoscope dir-ft!y in front of the
patient, before and close to his own eye, rei'> .s back the light
into the eye of the patient, and looking through the sight-hole
is thus able to view the interior of the eye, which is no longer a
dark chamber but brightly illuminated, and the pink back-
ground of the retina clearly visible



i4

Ophthalmoscopic examination hy direct method.

We now look lor the optic disc, ami not the yellow spot as

man}' beginners imagine. Having located the disc, which in

Emmetropia is round, and has the appearance of a pale moon
among tiery clouds, we interpose the convex lens, which
accompanies the instrument, which, being held between the
thumb and the forefinger of the hand not in use, is brought
down in the line of vision, and at about its own focal length
from the patient's eye. Upon seeing the disc clearly through
the lens, we move il—the lens—backwards and forwards, closer

to and farther from the eye.

Fig. 49

Ophthalmoscopic examination by indirect method.

If the eye is Emmetropic the size and shape of the disc will

remain the same, no matter where the lens is held.

B

S
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In Hyperopia the disc appears larorer tlian in Emrnetropia,

but diminishes in size as the lens is withdrawn.

Rapid diminution denotes high dej^jree and slight change
low degree.

In Simple Hyperopic Astigmatism the disc dimini.shes in

one principal meridian, but remains stationary in the other.

The meridian of Astigmatism is, of course, indicated by thi;

direction in which the change occurs.

In Compound Hyperopic Astigmatism the disc tliminishes

in all meridians, but in one more than in the opposite. The
meridian of greatest error is indicated by the direction of greatest
motion.

In Myopia the di.sc is smaller than in Emrnetropia, but
increases in all meridians as the lens is withdrawn. Rapid in-

crease indicates High Myopia In Simple Myopic Astigmati.sm
the disc increases in the direction of the Astigmatism on\y,
while in the opposite meridian its size remains fixed.

In Compound Myopic Astigmatism the disc increases in all

meridians, but in the meridian of greatest error the increase is

more rapid than in the opposite one.

In Mixed Astigmatism, one meridian increases while the
other decreases.

Now, if the above method of diagnosis is clearly understood,
the means of correction will suggest itself.

In Hyperopia the disc is seen to decrease under the
motion of the lens, so that we have merely to bring the
necessary plus glass in the Ophthalmoscope in front of the
sight-hole to stop all change in the size of the disc, and the
glass is the measure of the Hyperopia.

The same results are obtained in Myopia by the use of a
minus sphere. In Simple Astigmatism the degree of error can
be estiinated by the strength of the lens necessary to neutralize

motion in the direction at right angles to that in which there is

no motion.
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In Compound Astigmatism the meridian of least error is

measured first, and the glass required to do this represents the

spherical power of the correcting formula, while the cylinder is

represented by the glass necessary to correct meridian of great-

est error, or, more strictly speaking, the amount left uncor-

rected by the glass that corrected the meridians of least error.

In Mixed Astigmatism it will re()uire a plus glass to correct

one meridian and a minus lens in the reverse.

By the direct method the operator is seated in front of

patient with his right eye opposite the right eye of the patient

when examining that eye, and his left eye cj.posite the patient's

left eye, when that eye is under examination.

With the Ophthalmoscope in position, and at a distance of

about ten or twelve inches, the fundus is located, and then the

eye is approached as closely as possible. The closest distance at

which the fundus can usually be seen is about two inches from

the observer's eye.

If the observer, being Emmetropic, or rendered so, looks

through the sight-hole and sees the fundus distinctly, the patient

is either Hyperopic or Emmetropic, and upon turning on a weak
plus glass, if the fundus is seen leas distinctly Emmetropia is

proved, but if it is ecjualiy or more distinct, Hyperopia is proved,

and the strongest plus glass with wliich it can be seen distinctly is

the measure of the Hyperopia.

If the ob-Herver cannot see the fundus clearly it is usually

Myopia, and the w(;akest concave glass that renders it perfectly

distinct is the measure of the error.

Astigmatism is recognized by the fact that the retinal

vessels, which branch out in all directions like the lines on the

astigmatic chart, are more clearly seen in one meridian than

others.

If the vessels in the vertical meridian are .seen distinctly

through the weakest convex glass, while the horizontal vessels

are rendered indistinct by it, there is Hyperopic Astigmatism in

the horizontal meridian, and the axis of the correcting cylinder

would be vertical.

I
E

I
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If the vcsmcIh in the vertical meridian can be seen through
a convex {/lass of certain strengtli, and those of the horizontal

meridian through a stronger one, it indicates Compound Astig-
matism The greatest error being horizontal, the axis will l)e

vertical.

Myopic Astigmatism is diagnosed in the same manner, but
with the substitution of a minus lens for a plus.

In the Mixed Astigmatism none of the vessels are seen dis-

tinctly, and require a plus glass to render them distinct in one
meridian and a minus in the other. In correcting, the axis of
cylinder would, of course, be at right angles to the meridian
they are designed to correct.

It will be .seen from what we have stated above that the
measurement of the refraction by means of the Ophthalmoscope
is theoretically a simple matter and easy of understanding, but
unfortunately in actual practice it is entirely the reverse. In
fact, as an instrument for the optician's u.se its value Is practi-

cally destroyed by the fact that without the use of atropine
no reliable results are obtainable. By the indirect method not
only do we Hnd the results impaired by tiie accommodation of
the patient, but that of the observer lends an added degree of
uncertainty to what is already little more than guess work. We
can, therefore, consider this method of measuring the refraction

generally unsatisfactory, under the best of conditions, but in the
case of opticians with limited practice, and without the u.se of
atropine, entirely unreliable and unsatisfactory.

A knowledge of the foregoing facts has probably been
largely instrumental in deterring opticians generally from learn-

ing and practicing the u.se of the Ophthalmo.scope.as its useless-

ness as a refracting instrument seems to have prevented many
from appreciating its value as a means to actiuiring general
knowledge regarding the symptoms of health and disease, which
are an open book to the ophthalmoscopist, whether doctor or
optician.

I am not advising in favor of the optician prescribing for

diseased conditions of the eye, but I desire on tiio eunlrary to
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have })im by his knowledge of diseases to avoid prescribing, not
merely for disease, but in prescribing glasses at all for an eye
in a diseased condition.

By the term disease I refer, of course, to pathological
conditions, not errors of refraction.

By the use of the Ophthahno-scope for this purpose we learn
to detect n condition indicating disea.se in just the same manner
as the dealer in precious stones decides upon the value of gems,
simply by means of comparison. By con .nued practice in

examining stones of the highest value he learns to recognize the
condition of color, tire and cutting that constitute the highest
type of gem, and the ophthalmoscopist, by continuous practice

in the examination of eyes of healthy normal conditions, learns

to know their general appearance, and coasequently is able to

recognize an abnormal condition when it presents itself.

There is one important feature as an indication of health

ordisea.se which the ophthalmoscopist attaches great importance
to, viz., the color and appearance of the retina and optic disc,

and the difficulty lies largely in deciding ju.st when the slight

blurring has pa,ssed the border of health and entered that of

di-sease. Just as the jeweler finds it difficult to state when a
stone is of perfect color and when a defect of this kind brings it

under the heading of " off color."

It will be seen that the line of demarkation between health

and di.sejuse is as faint as the division between the east and the
west.

Basing our judgment upon the color of the interior of the
eye, it is important to know that this color depends upon
conditions other than that of health and disease.

The color of the hair and the complexion vary largely, and
we are affected by the amount and color of the pigment, and it

is, of course, but natural to expect this same variation in the
complexion of the retina, .so that while a rosy pink tint is a
general indication of health, and a departure from this appear-
ance an indication of di.sea.se, this statement is subject to qualifi-
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cation by the complexion of the patient, for while the nonnul
retina in a person of li-ht complexion is briglit rose color, in a
negro it would be nearly purple, so that what would lie an
indication of disease in the former would be a normal condition
in the latter.

The macula, while occupyinjj the most prominent position in
the retina, is the most difficult to (listin^ruish, and no blood vessels
are visible. It is situated directly in the line of vision 2 mm
to the temporal side of the optic disc, and .slijjhtly lar{,a'r than
the disc. In shape it is an irrejrular oval, with its Unur
diameter horizontal.

"^

The color is darker than the re.st of the fundus and shades
off into an oran^re-red color. The macula is fre.|uently sur-
rounded by a halo, which is due to reHection nr.d must not be
considered an abnormal condition.

The optic disc is situated sli^rl.tly to the nas^il side of the
central axis of the eye, and is circular, or nearly so, in shape,
and size about 1.7") mm diameter.

The disc is sometimes slifrhtly oval anatomically, and care
must be taken not to mistake this for Astif,'matisin.

The diagnosis is ea.sy, if we remember that in the ^t lircct
method, as we move the objective lens back and forth, the
di.sc in Astigmatism changes its shape and size, while the dis." is
actually oval in shape it will remain in this form un.ler all
corrections.

The disc is easily seen with the Ophthalmo.scope, as its color
IS decidedly lighter than the rest of the fundus, and it will be
found that the color varies in <litfereMt parts of the disc. We
sometimes find a slight depression or cupping of the disc, even
in health, and which is distinguished from that of glaucoma by
the fact that it does not include the whole disc.

The margin of color around the <lisc is known as the
Choroidal Rino-.

In examining the cornea, the objective lens used before the
mirror will enable the observer to detect any forei-n substance
or IJie presence of ulcers.
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Conical Cornea can be also detected by this metho<l.

Corneal opacitien will appear as black HpotH on the funduN,

and are reco<rni/e(l as corneal by making an obliijue examination.

The various abnormal conditions of the aqueous dependent

upon iritis may also be reailily detected in this manner.

The examination of the lens is somewhat difficult without

atropine, but frequently a good clear view is obtained.

An opacity in the lens will show, as in corneal opacities, as

a dark spot in the fundus, and is separated from atropy of the

retina by the following method :

Having excluded the lens and retina by oblique illumina-

tions, and finding no corneal opacities, we next make direct

illumination and bring them into view, consequently the}' must

be located in the lens or retina.

We now cause the patient to look downwards, and, as the

ball rotates, the opacity of necessity changes its position, and if

on the lens, wliich is located in front of the centre of rotation, it

will, of course, move downward with the cornea and other parts

so situated, but if upon the retina the movement is upward, as

it is situated behiinl the centre of rotation.

While any opacity found in the lens is u.sually an indication

of the presence of cataract, an exce[)tion is occasionally found in

the effects of iritis, which leave spots of pigment attached to the

anterior surface of the lens.

There are various forms of cataract, all of which can be

readily diagnosed by the aid of the Ophthalmo.scope.

On examining the vitreous the chief indications of disease

are loss of Iran.spa vncy and diminisheil consistency.

Incase of extensive hemorrhage no reflex of the fundus can

be obtained at all.

P'loating particles are occasionally met with in the vitreous,

and are easily detected as the eye is rapidly rotated. They
usually appear as black spot.'^, but one variety is sparkling

like tinsel.
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\V 1th the exception of hemorrhajres these particles flo not
usually cause serious discomfort, seeinintj to be more or less
disturbed by eye strain and allayed by tlis correction.

Changes in the condition of the choroid may be easily
detected by this metho.1. Choroiditis, or inrtammation of the
choroid, Ixiing the most common form of disturbance, and is
recofrnizedbypink and yellow spots distributed over the fundus.

Choroiditis is common to malijrnant Myopia resultin-r from
thethinnin^^of the coats und.-r the stn-t.-hinj,' pnx^ess cons'lantly
going on. Retinal imperfections are (juickly reco-ni/ed by
changes of color, and while the optician can fannliarize himself
with the appearance in health and .lisease. i,e, of cours.. could
not diagnose l^tween the many forms of rKinal di.s,.ase without
familiarising himself with the nature ot the di.sease to which
the letina is .subject.

Ketinitus-the most con.mon form ^~is indicated by hemor-
rhages and white patches and tulln..ss of the veins The whit,,
patches, which are of irregular shape, are usually seen in th.
neighborhood of tlie disc.

Retinitus is a,s.sociated with disease of the kidney and oth.-r
physical disabilities, so that the optician can only view it as an
interesting study, not as a prospective customer.

It will be seen from what has been said that the Ophthal-
moscope as an instrument for m.-asnring the refraction or as -i

diiect means of supplying glas.ses, is not adaj.ted to tb.- optician'
but as a method of acpiiring useful information it is invaluable'
un.l Its imporUnce has undoubtedly been ovrlooki-d l.v most
opticians.
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INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASURING THE
REFRACTION.

I NTRODUCTORY.

The necessity for some instrument for measurinj^ the re-

fractive error in addition to the trial case is a innch vexed

question amonjj young refractionists.

There are instruments without end upon the market, and

only two distinct reasons for usinjj them.

They are advisable either as an aid to securinjj the most

perfect results in diagnosing errors of refraction, or as an adver-

tisement to attract attention or inspire awe in the bosom of the

prospective customer.

If the latter feature is the sole reason in purchasing, and

the optician has no knowledge of its u.se or faith in its useful-

ness as a means of diagnosing, it matters little which one is

used, probably the largest and most impressive would give the

best results.

As to the justirication for this use of instruments, it is

possible that much could be said on both sides, but after all has

been said on the ((Uestion of professional morals and etiiiuette^

the fact remains that people insist upon a certain amount of

" fuss," and will go where it is offered.

A prominent oculist, for whose opinion I have the highest

respect, refused for many years to invest in an Ophthalmometer,

as he frequently affirmed that its " results were only appro.vi-

mate, and he could get that with trial lenses." Finding a new

instrument of this kind in his office upon a recent visit, I

enquired his reason for this change of front. He stated " that

he had not changed his opinion, but that his patients commented

upon the absence of this test, and expres.sed tlie opinion that his

charge should not be so high as those who made the Ophthalmo-

meter test."
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Hh now has all the instrunuMits he has room for, luid

cluirges accordingly.

The principal re»won for the ;,'eneral 'liNsatisfaction ex-
pre.s8e«l by those who liave some auxiliary test lies in the fact

that there is not enough b«!hin<l the instrument and Uh) much in

front of it.

Too much is expected from the instrument itself, and
consequently not enough trouble is taken to b<>come proficient
in its use.

By no other conclusion can the perf.'Ct results of certain
instruments in the hands of one optician and failure in the
hands of others be accounted for.

Every optician has come across a case some day that van-
quished him, and he concludes his means of performing his work
are inadecpiate, and like the lover that has ju.st (wen jilted, he is

"caught on the rebound " by .some advertisement or salesman of
the many instruments, and he ruslies at his recent reverse under
the firm conviction that it will be easy going for him now, and
expects the machine to supply the information he laoks, regard-
ing jKJssible pathological conditions or muscular complications,
and l^eing again disappointe.l he. in one sweeping condemnation,
consigns it and all other "eye machines" to perdition.

The fact is, in.strnments do not supply the place of knowledge
or experience, they only emphasize the absolute necessity of these
es.sentials.

They cannot do more than furnish the optieirtn with the
means of traveling to a certain destination l)y a dirt'ereni route
to that furnished by the trial case, an.l if this terminal is the
same, or nearly so, by both routes, the diagnosis must be pretty
accurate, but if the instrument is expected to convey him to
certain points, all other roads to which have been found clo.sed,

he will meet with disappointment ami failure.

If an instrument, then, is to be of the greatest practical use
to the optician, it would appear that in its operation it be as
different as possible from the trial len.ses, in fact, it should be
some form of objective test, such as Retinoscopy, either in its
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cruilf form, or, Uatcr Htill, by nifans of the fxcellent a'uIh to b«

furiii,sliwl by the (iciu'va K»'tiiioN ,)|)o.

The Ophthiihnoini'ter of Jiival, in any of itH nuinerous

nuxlels and nuHliticulion.s, affords jHwitive infornuitiun of thin

kind, and thi- one olijt'ction raised ajjainst it is that its scope is

t(K) liniitc<i. A prosperous optician or one who expectH to Ih>—
should not consider tliree or four instrunientH (thus iiiciuilin;,'

tlie best of eacli style) t<x) much of hu e(|uipment. The oculist

and dentist, to secure and mainUiin a coiwiection, are conii)ella<l

to have an C(|uipment many times as costly as this, and possibly

their uniform success is (b'e to the fact that they rarely attempt
to i)ractice without it.

TIk! opticians of to-day, fjencrally speakinjj, have secured

tlieir optical knowledfje at a very small outlay, and, as a con-

sequence are apt to conduct their business upon the same plan,

hence the tendency, as seen at present, to evade what in other lines

of business are considered lej^itimate and necessary expenditures.

Ill arran^in;; their finances, they plan to do without every
possiblf •• extra," in a species of false economy, instead of

estimatirif,' the possible returns to be reasonably i.-xpected from
a judicious outlay for such instruments as will assist in increjis-

in;; their trade.

It is a remark common to the better informed and some-
what disappointed optician that "the fakir and pedlar usually

has all the machines on the market, and rarely pretends, except-

ing to his customers, to understand their u.se.s."

Adtnitting this to be true, it is only another rea.son why
tlie competent antl le;(itimate optician should employ them, for

if the ignorant fakir, with nothing but his instruments and
impudence as his stock-in-trade, can conduct a successful optical

business, how much more reasorable it is to expect that one

with the nece.s.sary knowledge—and the instrument—should do
better still.

Tlie same thing upplies to the furniture and tittini^s of the

opticii! room.
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Mtiriy prominent opticians iirc rotitent to Imve tli.-ir test
cnnl on th.-ir hIiow cise, atil tluj trial cas.! on any uiticl." of
merchandise in tiie store, ami their examinations are conduct, il

in the uiu. I of a miscelhuieons colieetion of persons anil thin^^s,

ami ».,.,! wonrl.r why th.' fakir with no knowle.l;;e ..f optFcs
l)iit an intimate a.|mvintance with human nature shoiil-l <lo all

the optical work in the Iwmlity.

When approaehe.1 upon the sul.ject he usually hides l-ehind
"professional ethics/states "that he can do jjood' work without
instruments anrl tine trimminj,'s, and does not wish to I.e placed
in the same catej,'ory as the fakir opposition

"

Surely this is a false position, as whether we wish to he
compared or not with these nr,.iitlemen, w.- certainly are (l.y the
puhlic) and not at all to the advantajre of the optieian in cir-

cumstance similar U) those ipioted.

The possession of ii tine and varied !issr)rtnifnt of instru-
ments, the neat and tasty arranjrement an.l furnishinj; of the
optical rw)m, tlie attendance of a neat and well dressed o'perator
has nothin;,' in it of .|uackery ; it is a most natural eomi)liment
to pay to the intelli<(ence of your patrons, and they are .puck to
appreciate it wherever it comes from.

The fact that the fakir with his "show nnnns and machines
can only attract custom and cannot satisfy and liold it,' does
not weaken the case I have made, hut rather strfn;;tluiis it, nor
does it improve the position of the slow-^r,,i„^r le<,'itimate opti-
cian who is in opposition.

Do not for a moment imn;,'ine that those who have
been attracted by the display, an.l .supplied with ^'la.sses an.'
founrl them useless, will turn naturally to the anti.|uated opti-
cian, they {renerally look .Kewhere and find another attractive
optical concern, and they may at leii;;th find one of the "leffifi-

mate competent opticians," who has learned somethinj,' from a
stmly of the fakir.

The hair-.splittinjr argument that "the display of instruments— inniiv nf u-liw.K fl.r. .^i.*;™: I - , i. ,1 - • !• •. ...
-• ~ -i-.i-. ;r-.:: •!•„— i"-'t pi.tLx iiiipiicji coniiaeiu-o

in—are used principally for <lisplay,is.iuackery,' is only bcgfring
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the -juestion, as both in the matter of honesty and optics you
will be judged by your results, and, if these are honest and
satisfactory, the display of instruments as an attraction is no
more to be condemned than the making of elaborate window
displays in watches and jewelry, for the purpose of attracting

customers who otherwise might drift by your door into that of
some less honest merchant than yourself. This seems more like

philanthropy than roguery.

THE TRIAL CASE.
A good trial case should contain a complete as.sortment of

spherical and cylindrical lenses, both convex and concave,
together with a set of prisms ranging up to 20', a selection of
tinted lenses, the usual a-ssortnient of disc , both stenopaic, pin-
hole and plain, and a pair of adjustable trial franu .nd one
pair of plain frames.
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Kio. 5»t.

Institute Trial Case in Oak Hox.
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The essential point in connection with the selection of a
trial case is that, while a complete case is desirable, absolute
accuracy in the jjrinding of lenses is imperative. The younjr
optician, therefore, will do well to have this fact in mi'nd in
buying his Hrst trial case, and to insist upon having the highest
<|uality obtainable, even if unable to procure a complete set.

There are two distinct forms of ring used for containing
the lenses in trial cases. The old model, or Natchet, is made of
brass stamped up in one piece, and having a Hange upon which
the lens is Htted and the metal burnished over to hold it in
position. The modern ring is made of steel and Hnished with a
joint and screw just as in spectacles.

Fio. 51.

N'atchet Trial Ring.

I'lr,. .".2.

Screw Joint Trial Ritifj.

The latter is preferable as being more easily held in posi-
tion, and in case of breakage a new lens is easily in.serted, while
in the Natchet ring it is impossible to remove and substitute a
new lens. The rings are u.sually finished white foru.se with the
convex lenses and gold plated for concave, thus permitting of
ready distinction. In the Institute ring the algebraic sign is
cut in the handle, and in both forms the strength of the''lens
is stamped upon the handle.
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Trial lenses are commonly made in two sizes, IJ" and l^",

the former being in general use.

The important point in regard to the spherical and cylindri-

cal lenses contained in the trial case is accuracy of focus, and

exactness in centreing. While the prism should be carefully

marked for position of base.

The trial frame is necessarily a matter of opinion, and each

optician has his own particular preference. The best trial

frAme, however, is the one that possesses the greatest adjust-

ment and i-5 lightest in weight. The temples should be adjust-

able for length—the Wells' patent are the best form—also the

height, width, and distance out and in must be capable of ready

adjustment, and the quadrant scale be printed on celluloid to

render it easily deciphered. The scale should read from right

to left on both eyes to correspond with the method in use all

over the American continent.

Fig. 53.

Popular form of Trial l''ratne.

On English and European frames there appears to be no
standard rule for the construction of these scales, and we find

them numbering from zero on the left to 180 on the right on

both eyes, also numbering from the inner side outwards—that

is, the right eye would number from right *o left, and the left

eye from left to right—others are numbered on both eyes from

left to right, while to further complicate mattem others are

numbered each way from the vertical meridian.
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In this latter form the vertical meridian is placed at zero
and the meridians outward are numbered 10 T., 15 T. etc
(T. for temple) while those inward have the letter " N "

(Naaap'
affixed to the number of each meridian.

'

This fact will account for apparent errors sometimes made
in filhng prescriptions of this kind, when no diagram is ..iven
showing direction of axis.

"

The uses of the several discs have already been referred to
the pinholes for tests for Amblyopia and the stenopaic for
Astigmatism. In using them the countersunk surface should be
placed nearest the eye, thus allowing the light to spread out
•slightly after passing through.

The Maddox Rod is for use in connection with examina-
tions for muscular unbalance, and may be either red or white

The Chromatic Disc is sometimes included in trial case out-
hts. but It IS of doubtful use as giving but indifferent results in
practice, although theoretically of great scientific value

Fig. oJ.

Chromatic Disc.

The chromatic test is based on chromatic aberration in
which the light is broken up into different colors, and these
various colored rays are differently affected by refracting me-iia
thus in passing into the eye they would focus at different p<Mnts'
and in looking at a flame through the disc it would assume
(hflferent colors in accordance with the condition of the refrac-
tion.

Plaeedo's Disc was forii.fily used in diagnosing Astigmatism

I.i5
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of the cornea. It consists of a circular disc, containing alternate

rings of black and white with a central aperture and mounted
on ft handle. On looking through the sight-hole at the cornea

'

the examiner sees the rings reflected thereon, but in Astigmatism

the shape is elliptical, the directions of greatest length indicating

one principal meridian. The correction of course would be the

glass that would convert these elliptical figures into circles.

Kio. 55

The Prisoptonieter.

The Prisoptoineter is the invention of Dr. Culbertson, and
con.si.stH of a metal frame furnished with set .screw for the pur-
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pose of attaching it to the table, and containinfj two prisms so
arranged that in looking through the peep-hole at the white
round disc that hangs as a target at about 20 ft. disttmce, the
patient sees the disc doubled, and in Emmetropia the edges of
the two discs are just tangent while the prisms are revolved
through all the different meridians.

In Hyperopia the two images of the disc are separated, and
the plus lens placed in the clip over the peep-hole that bring
them in contact, represents the error and its correction.

In Myopia the discs are seen overlapping, and the correction
is the concave lens that places them in a tangent position.

Astigmatism is indicated by the fact that as the finger
attached to the prism is revolved the two discs revolving around
each other describe an elliptical course being closer in one
meridian and more separated in others.

In simple Hyperopic Astigmatism, the edges of the two
images will just touch when the finger points to the Emmetropic
meridian, and most widely separated at right angles to it. The
convex cylinder placed in the clip with axis at Emmetropic
meridian that will render the discs tangent in all meridians will

be the correction.

Simple Myopic Astigmatism is diagnosed in the same
manner excepting that the Astigmatic meridian shows the discs
overlapping and a concave cylinder is used in the correction.

Compound Astigmatism is diagnosed in the same manner
by finding the position in which there is least separation or over-
lapping and correct it with a sphere, then rotate the finger to
opposite meridian and correct with a cylinder. The two lenses
thus employed would represent the sphero-cylindrical correction
nec.ssary,and the position of the axis would be indicated by the
position of the pointer.

Mixed Astigmatism is shown by a .separation in .some
meridians and an overlapping in others. The point at which the
greatest amount of separation occurs represents one principal
meridian, and the one at right angles to it the other one.

Correction is made by placing a convex sphere in the clip
of the strength necessary to bring the discs together in the
principal Hyperopic meridian eombitied witli a cuncjive cylinder
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to <,rive similar results in the Myopic meridian. The axis of the
concave cylinder will always be in the Hyperopic meridian.

THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE
The Ophthalmoscope consists of an oblonjj concave mirror

with a central peep-hole of 2 or 3 mm diameter pivoted at
each end and mounted upon a metal disc, to which the handle is

attached.

On the reverse side of the metal disc, a wheel with a milled
edge and containing' several numbers ofconvex and concave lenses
in rotation, is pivoted in such a manner that by rotatinj,' the
wheel by means of the milled edge each lens in succession is

brought in front of the peep-hole of the mirror.

Fig. 50

The Oplithaloioscope.
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The instrument is used in connection with a specially
arranged lijrht in a daric room and the mirror reflects tlie hght
into the patient's eye, and the operator lookinjf through the peep-
hole IS able to recognize th. presence or absence of disease by the
appearances presented.

As a means of estimating the refractive error, the Ophthal-
moscope is of only secondary importance, although it is still used
for this purpose by a f,-w old-school practitioners, but its principal
value lies in its use in connection with the study of pathological
conditions.

"

The uses of the Ophthalmoscope have already been de-
.scribed in another section of this work.

THE OPHTHALMOMETER
The Ophthahnometerof Javal and Scheotz is an instrument

by which the presence of (Corneal Astigmatism is easily and
quickly recognized objectively.

There are several variations of the Ophthalmometer in use
but the same principle is emlKxlied in each.

The instrument consists of a telesco; containing a Nichol
I>nsm. mounted upon an adjustable base and surrounded by a
dome shape reflector, in.side of which are two mires at e.|ual dis-
tance on each side of the telescope tube.

In rear of the reflector a dial containing a (|uadrant .scale
IS attached, and pivoted to the tube is a pointer which as the
former is revolved. pas.ses through all the meri.lians indicated
upon the .scale.

The mires are of translucent material, and are illuminated
by means of small incandescent lamps enclo.sed behind ihem,

Attached to the tube, within easy reach of the operator is a
geared wheel which communicates with the prisms on the inside
of the tube, and by means of which th.' prisms are moved aloncr
the tube bringing them clo.ser to or farther remove.! from the
eye under examination, and containing on its outer circum-
ference a .scale showing the radius of curvature of the cornea
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The Ophthalmoiiieler.

Directions for iiiakirijf exiunirmtioiis : The piitieiit is seated

in front of tiie inatrninent (an adjustJiMo stool or chair heinj^ the

preferable kinrl of seat) and the head placed in proper position,

by raising or lowering the chin rest until the the upper bar of

head rest is placed just aliove the patient's evebrows. and the

ItiO



eye not to be examined is covered witi, the blind. See that eyesof_pat.ent are level, as this affects the accuracy in obttinT;

The patient is then di.ected to kee,, the head upright andto look steadily .nto the opening of the tube-eye widet^^n
The operator adjusts the instrument for heijjht by means ofhe screw-post, then obtains a clear image of the mLs by tJ^focusmg adjustment, then turns the tube horizontally sHght^

to nght or left until two images of the n.ires are seen in do^proxmnty and e<,ually distinct. An outer image n.ay b^ see^on ether s.de of the field of view, but the.se art alwlys widXseparated from the inner ones, and are to be disregardcnl
^

The instrument is now revolved until the long nieridianhnes of the nnages show a single straight and «nb"roken t"If there ,s no Astigmatism this condition will l^ seen at alaxial positions, if Astigmatism, at but two position^
An axis having thus l^en obtained, the gra.luated wheel oneither side of the tube is revolved until the shorter lir^ors^u ^^^^

the images also unite, forming a perfect cross with the Ion..erones and the adjustable hand or pointer on left-hand graduafed
.'heel placed co.nc.den tally with the stationary one. this bein.^ heh..t or primary position. You now rotate 'the instru, ."tdegrees, when the long narrow axial lines will again be nalignment without further adjustment. Again the sl^^rt li,^ orspurs are brought together to give the image the form o a"rfeet cross the .secondary position).and the variation of curs^t'ure

^ZtLrr'''^^^--^'--'---^"^-p-^
If the actual radius of corneal c-urvature is desired, it maybe ead on the outer face of right-hand wheeUthe red figures) in

millimeters and fractions thereof.

Determination of axis. For convenience, there are two axis
pointers provided, one at right angles to the other, so that whenthe reading at one meridian has been taken the instrument maybe readily turned to the opposite one by moving either pointe^r
to the portion on the scale previously occupied by the other.
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Tho corneal curvature is always measured in the meridian in-

dicated by the left-hand pointer, therefor the axis of the correct-

ing lens is to be applied at the angle of least variation from normal
as indicated by the left-hand pointer, or of greatest variation

as indicated by tie right-hand pointer.

GENEVA llETINOSCOPE

The (leneva Retinoscope furnishes a simple ajid eon enient

method of applying the most valuable of the objective test...

Fig. 5H

The Genev.i Retinoscope.

The instrument consisLs of a nickel-plated tube, mounted
upon a plain or adjustuble base, with attachments for raising and
lowering, and a chin rest to hold the head in position during

examination. To this mair» tube an auxiliary tube is joined at

an angle of about 45 degrees, at the end of which the illumination

is placed inside an asbestos chimney furnished with a diaphragm
shutter to regulate the size of light opening.
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The light passing down thin tu»>e striice.s the mirror which

eye by ..rnply turning a thumb-screw attid.ed wUhbre h

'

the operator. On tJ.e end of the tube to whinh ,h

S,r '^ '"""'• " ^^^'^^^•^ through the different

Either electric light or oil can \^ conveniently used forillummat.ng purposes, and by its use the necessityLT/l

DE ZENG SELF-LUMINOUS RETINOSCOPE.
This is a recent invention of Mr H H n.. 7 .. , •

exceedingly ingenious method of appl yin" the\t
""

'I '
*"

to retinoscopy.
aPP'^m^ the storage battery

1 lic Instrument is but little different tn fK« r.^A-
«cop. with the ..xception of theZ o„ of t

""^'
T''^^-

placed at an oh' ,ue angle.
' """"'" ^'"^'' '«

The wires eommunicatinff with tho Knff«,
the handle and are attached ff .

^ P*^" ^^""""gh
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De Zent; Luminous Retinoscojje.

The advanUiijfH claimed for thi •. method of applying tba

light is, thtit being attached immovably in the required position

in relation to the mirror, the difficulty of controllinn; the light

—

which is a stumbling block to young practitioners— is obviated,

and the whole attention is free to devote to the study of the

phenomena presented.

THE OPHTHALMIC CABINET.
Tiie cabinet is a convenient form of holding and showing the

type.

The Ixxly is made of wood and contains eight cards, including

letters, astigmatic, ignoranms and mu.scular tests.

The cards contain an eyelet at the top to which a cord is

attached, which passes up to and along the ceiling to a point

behind the nper.ator wherp thf»y !vr<^ attnch<^d (^ a series of hooks.
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By 8i,nply relottsing any conl the cnnl to which it in attacho.1
can be lowered, and when fininhed with can be restored to ,t8
place.

The advantage p,>a«eHHed by the cabinet over the l.Kjse cards
.H in the o.use with which e,ich can] can be placed in position and
•- "Vly chanj,'ed.

! • excl.i«ion of the lines not required is also an advanUu't
'•-u.rn. of time in preventing a repetition of letters already
«'iM K K . •n.

•'

'1
.0 preservation of the cards from soiliiiK and tearing in

til'o .• >ature peculiar to the cabinet.

GENEVA LEN8 (JAUGE.

I'"IG. 60.

Geneva Lens (laugc.

Although not au iastrument for n,"..<,unng the refraction,
the leiis gauge is so intimately connected with sight testing thatwe otter no apoiugy for ineludi-iur it in this article.
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The lens gauge consists of three steel points projecting from
the body of the instrument, two of which are fixed and the
centre one resting at its upper end against a bar which is

connected with a rack and pinion controlled by a hair spring.

The pinion is pivoted in the centre of the gauge, and the
upper pivot projects through the centre of the dial and receives
the finger which revolves around it.

In pressing the lens down upon the three steel points the
centre one is pushed down until the glass rests upon the two
fixed points.

If the glass is flat the centre point will be pressed down level

with the other two, and the finger revolving as the rack i.s acted
upon by the bar will point to zero.

If the lens is convex its centre will force the centre pin
below the level of the other two, and the Hnger rotate to the
plus side of the dial and indicate the degree of convexity.

If the lens is minus the centre pin will not come down to
the line of the other two, and the finger will remain on the minus
side of the dial and indicate the degree of concavity.

In measuring cylinders the lens is rotated on the points, and
when the three points meet the glass in the direction of its axis
the finger will point to zero, but as it is rotated the finger will

gradually rotate towards plus or minus until the points are at
right angles to the axis, at which point the power of the cylinder
will be indicated. /

'

recede back to zero.

Aa the rotation is continued the finger wil

THE PHOROMETER.
The Phoromeier is constructed for attaching to wail bracket

or stand, and contains two cells in each of which rotates a 5
degree prism, each cell ha« a Iwirder of teeth, and a small j^'ear

wheel between the two transmits the movement from one to tli?

other.

A quadrant scale is marked around the edge of each from
zero in the centre each way to 10 degrees.
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In use the pnems are set exactly vertical, and the object
viewed through them will be doubled, and if any insufficiency of
the lateral rauscles exists the objects will not \m exactly vertical in
which case the prisma are revolved until they are brought vertical
when the kind and amount of error is in.Iicate.1 upon the scale

th

Fic. 01.

Phorometer.

Since chis work 1. 1,, been in the hands of the printer an
improved method of practicing with the Ophthalmoscpo has
l>een devised and patented by the C;cno^•a Optical Co of
< 'hicago.

The improvement consists in a toloscopic tubr altached to
the Ueneva Uetinoscope, by wIm\ !. the proces." of examination is
greatly .simplified, and what was by the old metluxl a matter of
great skill re.,uiring many months of patient practice is now
readily jiccomplished in a few hours.

'1,;.
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New Geneva ReliiioscDpe.

The instrument is illu.stmted iiU)ve and is m simple in
construction and operation as to require hut little description.

The lifrht, which may ije either gas, oil or electricity is

attjiched near the mirror, and the telescope tube through which
it is reflected acts as a dark room, and the convex lens^mountrd
in it -greatly magnifies the image and renders examination of
the retinal vessels an easy matter.

The patient's head is held in position by an adjustable rent
and the telescope brought into position and focus by means of
set screws. By holding the finger up jis a target and (Jirecfing
tlie <^'e toward it the whole of the interior can be exphjred as
the Hnger is slowly moved al ut to difTerent positions.

To opticians who hav. experi need the difticulties insepa-
rable from the old nietlKxi (;f using the hand instrument without
a dilated pupil ihr "(i.-neva" will undoubtedly prove a boon
indeed.

ItlM
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ASTIGMATIC VAGARIES.
Astigmatimn J.as l,een desorihod ,us ,. condition in whichthe rays of hght passing through the various u..ridia„s of thecornea tocu.s at different points according to the vanous

curvatures ,K>Hseased \,y those different n.eridilns.

The theoretical correction of Astig„.al^sn, is a sin.pie«mt er bv .neans of cylinders po.ssessing the san.e character tlor curvature so that it is hard to account for the di'Mculties
experienced l.y young opticians in the diagnosis an.l correction

tion that Astigmatism, while it is a mathematical error in theconstruction of the eyeball, and .s such subject ,o mat hem liedcalcu ations ,n its correction, possesses certain aberrat ot,ha lre,uently render an individual case a law unto itsel annder It absolutely impossible to secure satisfactory results"
exacting roon. solely by the aid of theoretical knowled.Iiowever soun.l, and an advanced arithmetic.

The fact that the optician of to-day depen.ls so much unon^ru.. methods, and h.s not arrived at an advance.! st.-':
p.ohciency in some of the various forms of objective testi,:, islargely responsible for this condition of affairs, is i. the to me

pusented by <u.com,«odative complications, but we a,, i,, a

matter of intelligence.

bv i!w

'' ""

lT\ r"
'•'^'^^^^'^^^'^ ^y e--perienced opticians thathy this metlKHl the results achieved in complicated cases arelargely proportionate to the intelligence of the patient.

Another point of difficulty is found in the means emplovedor .subjectively detecting the presence of Astigmatism. I 2^to the clock dial or similar form of a.stignuUic chart. Tl e
P sence ot Astigmatism is luscertained not .so much by what th-patient sees as by what he does not see, and conse.uentlv tleinlornmtion is of a negative .juality.

'
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Tlie same objection does not apply to subjective testing for

Hyperopia and Myopia as letters are used, and we know
positively whether they can be seen distinctly by the fact that

they can or cannot he correctly named. Not so with the

astigmatic test by means of radiating lines, as the comparative
distinctness is partially a (juestion of actual defect and in part

of mental diagnosis on the part of the patient to ascertain for

himself actual comparative conditions of the various lines, and
the resulting sensations have to be clothed in words before the

conditions are presented to the examiner, so that it is small

wonder if error creeps in.

Many refractionists in examining with the trial case for

Astigmatism use nothing but the regular Snellen type, witli

cylinders placed in the frame and rotated before the eye througli

the different meridians, while the attention is directed to the

letters on the card.

This method may be satisfactory when other corroborative

tests are usetl, but otherwise it would l»e considered a slipshod

way of diagnosing, although it may be resorted to in extreme cases

and whert! tin? patient's visual accuity and intelligence are both
of low order, and approximate results are all tliat are expected.

Another difficulty associated with the s'lbjective iliagnosis

uf Compound Astigmatism is the extreme difficulty in estimatin;^

the correct proportions of spherical and cylindrical power of

the correcting fornuila. That this is not at all an imaginative

difficulty is proved by th*; fact that it frequently happens that

prescriptions for compounds supplied by different oculists and
opticians while having the same axis will vary in relative

power of sphere and cylinder. One prescribing say + I.OO sph.

^ +00 cy!., while .another gives + 7.t sph. C + 75 cyl- Atrial
usually shows results identical both in the appearance of the

radiating lines and in the degree of vision obtained, and is

accounted for by the fact that a slight amount of acconnnoflation

may interfere with a full correction of Astigmatism, and also the

same result brought alu-n by a sligiit overcorrection of the

Hyperopia when the Astigmatism is of this variety.
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iH presenf h
'""''^ Ast,gmatism the same difficulty.spresen -th. ,.sh,„ ,s „eceasarily below normal, and while oneor two plus or .nh... .spheres of succeeding, strength n ay^^lerated no deeded nnprovement is accon.plished with e.UerAnd as the corrootion i. always a combination of plus and inus.t.,ecomes oft.„ . ^,^., ,,«,„„ ^^^^^J^

~
amounts, as unless « full ^,,«^.,^ J .u „ •

"'"^^
snnnli«l If ii i

"^"'« ot the Hyperopic error sHupphed t w.ll be iu.pc^,bl,. u. „,.t perfect results fro.n anyramus cyhnder that may [,« co.m.,r>.d with it.

^

Ajrain in mixed Asti^nnatiM,n wh.re the Myopic an.l Hvner-op.c error ks about e,ual i„ .le-.e.., ., Frequently iLpen tifat i^.

Tz:^::r'T"
"^^^^ '-'-^ --rtaine^th,^^;:': :

but ,1 H? '" ^"'" "'^' •'*""''"' '"'P-ement. or poss biy

t H thtt ""PTr"'^'"^
—

''
^^ '"' '^ -ak nu„.berof euher.

t.iat he spherical lens ,s ren.oved fru.n the trial fran.e and thea enfon d.rected to the asti^mauc. chart with the re!uIt athe patient can d.scern no ditten-nce in the radiatin-. Iine«Wenrmg e,ually blurred, the lines in one prineipaf i.lilben., md.st.nct because their focus i.., i„ fronl of th'e reti. ,:

to h!: tT""'1/"""'""^
''""^*"' •"' -1-1 ^iist^U'ce behind

It so that the result is general indistinctness of all the linos.

Again, the young optician w.-ll gro.n.ded in theoreticalopt.cs but w.th his experience ahea.l ofT,i„Ums a case ^r

"
to h„n n. which the con.plaints are of nsthi-nopia enti'e a^d

and th
. weakest p us renders the letters on thedistance card lessd>Htu.ct, and a reference to the asti.n.atic chart di.sclo.ses oAst.gn.at.sn, as th. patient declares that they are ail equally

distinct. •'

iH fre^;;2;^'F" ^l'^
"^''"^ '"^'^ "'"'^'"">- "-^•^- Astigmatism

. e,,untly found in,, „.st the ,,uantities most liable to cau.seacute iusthenopia.

Nowhereisafonnidable list of Astigmatie Va^^aries an--oral of winch may I. encountered in the" course o^f o d'in";
practice, and calling for .something more than the rule of thumb
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method in vogue with a certain clfias of opticians, who are

theoretically well posted and who are anxious to do sound and
accurate refraction work. In fact, so contrary to book rule do
these cases often prove that many well schooled students in

starting to practice become discouraged and jump at the con-

clusion that Astiguiatisni cannot be consistently corrected by
means of the knowledge or appliances at the disposal of the

optician, and send all Astigmatic cases to the oculist under the

impression that atropine, or the knowledge and use of drugs
may avail.

To these I wish to say emphatically that neither atropine

or any other drug, or the knowledge of anatomy supposedly
possessed in a higlier degree by the oculist than by the optician,

can avail in the successful diagnosis of errors of refraction, and
the sohition lies solely in the knowledge begotten of experience,

guided by sound technical training and applied in the light of

common sense.

Let us glance over the points already enumerated and con-

sider the means most generally employed in arriving at the true

refractive conditions when employing subjective meth<Kli only.

Undoubtedly the first point raised, the intelligence of the

patient and the examiner '.s dependence upon it, is at once a bar
to universally correct work by this method, but it is {K).ssible to

get results generally satisfactory by holding its weak points in

view and devoting the attention particularly to them and by
carefully avoiding the practice of doing routine work anil

" titling by the lHx>k."

If most of the mistakes made are traceable to lack of intel-

ligence and conseciuent misunderstanding between patient and
examiner, the most natural method of avoiding the mistake is to

conduct your examination on a plane to which the intelligence of

each patient can fairly be supposed to have access. Working on
this basis, the first care on the part of the examiner would be to

have his <|Uestions thoroughly understooil, and secondly, toa.s.sure

himself Iwyond a doubt that the patient is telling the wliole

truth without exaggeration or concealment.
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These two conditions ».ay seen, a aost lidiculouH to the
casual reader, but will be appreciated by the practical student

!• or instance, in the regulation metho.1 of usin^r the asLie-
.n«t.c chart almost the first ,uestion askcnl by „.any opticians isWhich lines do you see the most distinctly <

" or " Do any ofthe lines appear brighter than tho remainder >.
" Both of these

• lueations as .,uote.l are improper un.l are a fruitful cause of errorBy askiiifr which line is the most distinct we imply that
there is a difference and suggest this fact to the patient, so that
acting on the power of suggestion it is a simple matter in the
case ot weak-min,led people to instantly discover a difference in
distinctness and thus lea,l to the application of cylinders, or at
least cause confusion nnd disappointment to examiner and patient

The objection to the second .juestion lies in the lial.ilitv toa misunderstanding of the most important word in the .,ues ion-the word •' brightest "_„„d upon the correct interpretation ofwhich the success an.l accuracy of the whole test depend.O the many deHnitions of the word '• bright" one that is
generally accepted is 'of bright color." Xow. an .usti..„atic
person in comparing the radiating lines of the .xstigmatic^el.art
a.1.1 .sked to select the brightest one, would with this un.l r-stand.ng of the word select the dimmest lines, as the effect of -hedimness peculiar to lines seen under astigmatic conditions i; tornder black hues grey, and certainly grey is a brighter co' .-

than black. So here we have as the result of a nnituarmisun,.e, -

standing the patient stating in g„,xl faith the very opposi,; otwhat IS actually the ca.se. '
*

Coming to the second point, it would .seem almost incre.libiethat one coming tor professional assistance would wilfullv tlowobst|M:les u. the way of a successful diagnosis. I,„t it i a p uf

etttct of their assymetrical defect e^en into the very marrowof their disposition and temperament. They .uo a , ousunco„.,„ , „e. ^.Henopie, and t.. a eertain e.xlnt en ss" ain l'section of hum.anity. and the excitation of their resc;even by miUK^ent mannerisms may render it almost ii.nos ibeto extract the tacts from them even with a foreep.
^
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This section of the genius Ametrope is amenable only to a
specie of optical e<|uipuient not acquired in the schools nor in the
clinics—tact. Hi/jher optical knowledge and greater expertness
in the reduction and assimilation of complicated fonnula avails
not in cases of this kind. The only knowledge that i.s of great
service is that of human nature, just ns in the case of a successful
lawyer. It is not a profound knowledge of law that enables a
member of the bar to extract the truth from an unwilling witness,
it is knowledge of human nature, and the swift insight into the
weaknesses as they are presented, that enable him to extract
answers and sift out the true from the false.

As such an one would coax or force an answer and then
proceed to .secure an unconscious denial, so does the pastmastcr
in the science of refraction dig pitfalls for the deceptive patient.

For instance, a certain line being declared the clearest a
plain gla.ss being interposed protlucing a n)arke<l change proves
the pre.sence of a decided antagonism in the patient.

Other cases show a decided inclination to give you the
answer that your manner would .seem to indicate, that you expect
regardless of the actual condition.

The experienced optician will bear me out in the correctness
of these .statements, and the novice will see in them the explan-
•ition of some of the Astigmatic \'agaries, to which he has been
ji victim.

The difficulty experienced in .securing the correct proportion
of sphere and cylinder is in part overcome by the use of a cross
cylinder in proving the test.

An ordinary trial ring njounted with + 50 cylinder combined
with .')() cylinder with their axes at right angles, held over the
correction in the trial frame while the attention is directed to
the letters, will increase the refraction in on." principal meridian
and decrease it in a corresponding degn^e in the other, and will

be of great assistance in adjusting closely the proportions of
spherical and cylindrical error.

In the case of mixed astigmatism the better plan is to work
out the hyperopia first by plus spheres and the astigmatic chart.
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tho v.«i« . K.
'" •'^'"*''' ^^^ "**""' «»bjective test has shownthe v,H.on to be consderably l,elow nonnal and the application

roleJ:. 'J"
«P'—•»'« not positively refusedL^^

tolerate.! and. so far as the patient is able to judge does 11.".prove the vision, neither does it l<,wer the visual fc;uir Ia Hueee^.on of stronger plus spheres are applied they are .uieklyrejected without nnproving the vision. This condition ZlZ
'^Z^^"'''''

eo„ditions.showsconclusiveIy that it'cannobe snnply hyperop.aor the visual .u,cuity would at once in.provew th each succeed.ng nun.ber of plu. power applied If ,. "usspheres are applied the result is neari; the sanic a few su "d•ng w..ak nu,nU.rs are tolerated without causing any pronounced.n.proven.ent. and then the vision rapidly aLIIZ^^
lurther increase of power. ^

The toleration of a plus sphere without pn.ducin.. any

e.thu sunple hyperop.c or mixed Astign.atisn.. and the san.eond.fons ..„.« r.p,,ted with a n.inus sphere would ^xclie
ti.forn..andaln...tprovethecaseto,JAst^^^^^^^^

Now. if i„ proceeding with the regular routine of subjectivetesfng we bnng the ,ustign.atie chart into u.se. and find .o d f'ferenc. ,n the various n.eri.lians. if the student has p oH"d . •

what h,.ju.st l>een said he will not pause in doubt, but p.^eed

U.SCOX. r that although w.th the naked eye no difference in th.radn.tn.g lu.es was .liscernable. owin-r io the fact fl .

princ^^d .neridian byperopic. say one .Ho L t. ^Zmyop,c to the .same an.ount, that one particular line or .l.nes ,s n.ore d..st,nct, and if the inerea.se of plus sphere is ke tup tins l.ne will increase in di.stinctness ns'the op K,„i e ol
^rr; :!!::^j-r^'-

•'-*' «-''>-'-iearer;::: :;^begin to lose their cl.-arne.ss .h,,,] hocon.e din.iU .
^(.wiiK- iinii. I Ills wi nrovehe overcorrection of hype.op.e error, and the previous Ic'st^hat which pr.luce,l the overcorrection would be the ineasur o^the hyperop.c factor ,n the astigmatic condition present

a
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It iH an < wy iimtier now to combine with thiH giasaaminus
cylinder, with it» axis at right angles to the clearest line, of just
sufficient strength to render the lines of e(iual distinctness, when
the vision will be found to be restored to nonnal conditions,
unless some amblyopic condition exists.

The remaining point raised is one that will frequently appear
in young astignuits of low degree and active accommo<lation.
The conditions are as follows : The complaint is asthenopia
and usually the accommodative form is indicated. Subjective test

shows vision to be normal, and the weakest plus spliere is

insUntly refused, and the most careful examination with the
astigmatic chart fails to di-sclose any Astigmatism, and the usual
muscular tests show orthophoria.

Under routine methods the examiner has exhau.steil his

resources, there is nothing remaining for him to try hut what he
hiLS already tried, and herein lie.s his way out of the difficulty.

Th..' fog-,Mng plan should b.- carried through the asti^^matic test,

when it will b.- foun.l that in a case of this nature, when no dif-

ference in tlie lines is noticed with the eye unassisted, a difference
is instantly noticed when a weak plus sphere is place.l in front
of the eye under examination.

We will suppose that having foiuul this to be the case and
+ ;'•() sphere brings out the vertical lines the clearest and -25
cyl. axis 180 in combination with it once more renders the lines

e(|ually distinct Now hero we have a condition in which no
Astigmatism was indicated because all lines were equally distinct,

and the same case with a cylinder and still having the astigmatic
chart equally clear in all meridian.s. There is no (]uesti(m as to

which is the real and which is the apparent condition, as unless
Astigmatism was actually present no sphere would prwluce a
difference in clearness of the lines and no cylinder could possibly
product- a uniform appearance.

On returning to the type on the distance card, we usually
find that while uithoutany glass 20 20 was p(«.Hilile, with the
the correction on that presumably corrected an error of refraction

vision is lower probably 20 30 or 20/40. If now a - 25 sphere be

17«
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•uperunpoaed upon the previou« correction vision will instantlvnse to normal, and the correction would be ^ 60 aph. O ^t c^[ax.« 180 O -2o»ph. - ^25»ph. C - 25 cyl. axis 180- /25cy 1

L'then^piZ
"""""^ ^'""" ^'^'^' '*"•"" *°^ ••^''«^«'' the

A moraent'H consideration will reveal the true condition andthe cause of the apparent one.

With one.,uarter dioptre of simple hyperopic Astigmatismthe focus of one principal meridian is on the retina ancUhat o"th. other one-quarter dioptre is in rear, and with the slightest pos-s,ble degree o aceomn.odation these two focal points are broughtforward o„e-e.ghth dioptre, thus transforming thecal into oneof nuxed Ast.gmat.s„. with 1/8 dioptre in each meridian withthe two points equally in front and in rear of the retina, and theappearance of the <:hart would be symmetrical, just as we find inreal mixed Astigmatism, with equal amounts of each form of error

The application of +50 sph. instantly relaxes the accommo-
dation and brings the focal points forward in front of the retinaone a quarter dioptre and the other one-half dioptre, and the real'd.fference in radiating lines is readily apparent. The vision islowered owing to the fact that even when the correctin-. cylinder
iH applied the total focus is one-quarter dioptre in fro;t of theretina and instant relief is afforded by - 25 sphere.

After all has been done that experience and knowled.^e cansuggest there still remains certain cases in which it is itterlvimpossible to.secure complete uniformity in the asti^rmatic chartand these will usually show with the ophthalmom:ter ilr Trless irregularity of the cornea, and is impossible of correction.

V
^^- '^'' this exception there is no valid reason why AstigmaticVagaries should not be controlled, but it must be remem^re^

that they are the children of misrule and are not in sub^
law Tnt:tr "^ "" ^" ''-' '-- ^-""^ --^" -h -e a"
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AMBLYOPIA.
Amblyopia is a term with which the but recently graduated

optician is familiar, but he is wont to dismiss the conditions

signified hy the term as something with which he has nothing

to do, and consequently need not devote time to investigating

Amblyopia means, literally, weak or dull vision, but is

generally restricted in its application to partial defects of acute-

ness, with little or no ophthalmoscopic change.

Amaurosis, a term of similar meaning, is generally employed

to indicate a more advanced condition of blindness without

visible changes, while papilitus and atrophy, both indicating

imperfect sight, not dependent upon ametropic errors, in which

certain changes are visible to the observer.

Amblyopia may arise from several different causes Ambly-
opia Exophopobia is that form of the disease which is the result

ofa suppression of the image in squint.

This habit of suppression of the image, found in the

squinting eye, is acquired for the purpose of preventing the

obnoxious effects of diplopia, and once acquired remains per-

manently, and, in accordance with Nature's inexorable mandate,
that " an organ subjected to idleness loses its usefulness, rapidly

loses its power of receiving or transi ting light impressions."

Amblyopia, as seen from the foregoing, is a deteriorated

condition of non-sensibility in the retina, or some similar defect

of the optic nerve, and may be present with or without the

presence of Ametropia.

Amblyopia may be induced by a defect in the retinal image
as seen in maligant Myopia, or high degrees of Astigmatism or

Hyperopia. Under these conditions, the retina is not able to

perform its natural functions, owing to the fact that these images
are never sufficiently clear to permit of retinal activity.
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In some of these cases it happens that the best correction
that can be obtained fails to give perfect vision, as the sensibility
of the retma has already departed, although if glasses are sup-
plied early in life the defect is frequently overcome and arestoration effected as a result of the active use to which the
retina is once more subjected.

Unless the Ametropia is corrected by glasses early in life nohope of the cure for Amblyopia is to be expected.

th.. ?''^'r"f
^' ^"^' '° '"^'^'"^ examination for glasseshat the sight of one eye is practically nil, and often the^t isentirely unknown to the patient, who. on being informed of the

feet, usually affirms that it must have happened recently andpossibly attributes it to some recent illness. As a rule. how;ver•tmay be accepted as a fact, that the loss of sight has beengradual and is due to the suppression of the imaje from some

str h yl ••"L^'^^^^^^1^
-- -« found in whi?h the loss ofsigh has been sudden and complete, and due to a form ofparalysis of the optic nerve. Sometimes this will yield to propertreatment, but frequently no relief can be secured and the bZd-

ne.*s remains permanent

and J^^;^^™''^^7^o'- "«™okers'blindne.ss,"isamorecommon

::dSo^ °' ''-' '-''''''-'- - '^ ^pp--^ ^« ^-d»al

.

"T^h«

*«»'«°«f
g^dually failswithlittleornoaccompanyinc.

paui other than frontal headache accompanied by nerv'^usneiand somotimes loss of sleep and appetite. Few opthalmoLon^
changes are noticeable; pos.sibly the disc may be conJtTand
The pupils show no particular change, save perhaps a sluggish

The degree of sight for different sections of the retina will

^ .ound to be very irregular and variable, and color blindnesswill ha di^overed by one of the usual tests.
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The patients are, of course, usually males and smokers,

frequently drinkers as well. Nettleship, from whom I have

quoted, states that he attributes the cause to tobacco, and a dis-

continuance of it offers the only possible hope of recovery.

Occasionally the disease is found in females or non-smoking

males, in which cases it is a hereditary form of the same affection.

The chances for recovery are good if the failure of sight has been

rapid and the case is taken early.

HemmopiA is another 'jrm of Amblyopia, in which the loss

of vision only extends over half the visual field, it is frequently

caused by detachment of the retina, sometimes only one quarter

of the field is lost, and the dividing line between light and dark-

ness clearly marked. In this form of Amblyopia the optic disc

usually shows little change.

Hysterical Amblyopia, or, as it is sometimes called, Hysterical

Eye, is an affection of somewhat complex nature, and so closely

connected with malingering or feigned blindness as to have

frequently been confounded with it.

Drs. Oliver and Noyes, in the celebrated work on the eye,

attribute this form of Amblyopia to " disturbances and disorders

of the intrinsic and extrinsic muscular systems."

It is characterizod by no marked ophthalmoscopic change

and marked lowering of the central vision and a diminished

light sense and a fontraction of the field of vision for colors.

Also accommodative Asthenopia, spasm of the Iris and ciliary

muscles, monocular Diplopia, paralysis of the extrinsic muscles

and unequality of the pupils.

Amblyopia with the above symptoms has been known to

follow a blow on the eye.

Nettleship says :
" True Hysterical Amblyopia seems allied

with Asthenopia, in which Photophobia irratibility and want of

endurance of the ciliary or internal recti muscle is present,

acuteaess of sight being nearly perfect and refraction normal."
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Of the retinal conjunctival and muscular factors any one

may be more marked than the others, and it would seem that given

a certain state of the nervous system, which may be described as

impressionable, and overstimulation of any one of them is apt

to set up an over-sensitive state of the other two. All the

symptoms are increased after exercise and vary considerably with

the general state of health.

Night blindness (Nyclalopia) may be included in the list of

Amblyopias. It is caused by prolonged exposure to strong light

thus exhausting the sensibility of the retina. It is usually to be

found with cases of scurvy. Sleeping in the bright moonlight

will frequently cause it to appear. The fact that in certain

countries, where the Lenten festival is religiously observed, it is

very prevalent at that season, would imply that a lowered

physical condition had sometliing to do with it.

A prominent external symptom of night blindness is seen

in the appearance of two little films or scales on the conjunctiva

at the inner and outer border of the cornea.

The disorde;' usually subsides by protecting the eyes from
strong light and restoring the tone of the system by nourishing

food and tonics.

Micropsia is an affection of the retina by which objects appear

diminished in size, and is owing to a diseased condition of the

retina by which the rods and cones pertaining to a certain section

are spread over a larger surface, thus giving the impression of

reduced size.

Muscae Voilitantes refers to the annoying presence of small

particles floating in the vitrious and producing the effect of

moving bodies in front of the sight. They are not serious,

and when caused by Myopia, as frequently happens, are usually

relieved by the correction.

Color blindness does not seem to be common in this country,

but whether from the absence of the malady or the scarcity of

information and means of diagnosing, I am not prepared to state.

In England, applicants for positions in the navy or railway

service are required to pass an examination for color blindness,
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and it is found that about 4% are affected. It consists in an

inability to distinguish certain colors, and is presumed to arise

from some defect of the retina, the exact nature of which has

not been clearly shown.

In addition to the various forms of Amblyopia described,

many of which may appear as a disease or a symptom of disease,

an amblyopic condition may be present as the result of the

misuse or overuse of various drugs, and many diseases of

parts of the body far removed from the seat of vision may have

their reflexes in errorsof refraction as well as diminished acuteness

of retinal perception. Among these no affection more surely

affects the acuteness than Diabetes and Bright's Disease, In the

former the optic nerve becomes affected. It is frequently referred

to as Diabetic Amblyopia. The defect varies from a slight

diminution of acuteness to complete blindness, arid a considerable

defect of sight may be present in cases in which the disease

which caused it has apparently made little headway.

From the many forms of Amblyopia referred to, and the

connection between them and the conditions of serious bodily

infirmity, which have been pointed out, it can readily be seen

that the serious student of ophthalmic science will find in every

case of Amblyopia a problem worth studying and an object lesson

in advanced optometry, and a careless passing by of cases so

affected will be far less likely to occur with a knowledge of the

importance of Amblyopia than would be the case if we merely

consider it as " something not subject to correction," and I am

convinced that a course of ophthalmoscopic study once inaugu-

rated, it will be found quite as interesting as instructive.
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CILIARY SPASM.
Spasm of Accommodation or Ciliary Spasm has been

described as an abnormal or involuntary contraction of the

ciliary muscle, similar in some respects to the common cramp,

such as attacks one when plunged into cold water whi.n in a

heated condition.

It will readily be seen that itseftect upon the refraction of

the eye is to increase it so that an emmetrope would be arti-

ficially myopi:, hyperopia would be relieved and in many cases

would become myopic, while myopia would be increased by its

presence, and as the victims have no knowledge of the unnatural

use to which the ciliary is subjected, its presence becomes a

factor of no small importance in the success or failure of the

refracting optician

A Spasm of Accommodation may be either clonic or tonic.

In the former case it is produced only under the influence of

fixation, a desire for distinct vision, or certain causes which excite

the sensibility of the eye, while it cea.ses as soon as that organ is

in respose. In the case of tonic sptujm it is permantnt and

yields only to a mydriatic. Clonic spasm is undoubtedly a very

common form of eye trouble in young persons, increasing the

refraction and making out of many hyperopic cases artiticial

myopes. This spasmodic contraction of the ciliary is usually

insignificant as it ceases at the same time as fixation and dis-

appears with advancing years, and it is only in cases ofAsthenopia

that we are called upon to make the examinations which finally

reveal its presence.

If for no other reason than for the instant detecting of

clonic spasm, retinoscopy should be employed by every optician

who expects to make a professional succefs of optics.

As stated, the clonic spasm ceases as soon as the eye is at

rest and no attempt is made to observe anything, and employing

the retinoscope under these conditions we are able to diagnose

the refraction and ascertain the error, if any is present.
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If upon making the usual test with the trial lenses, we find

the refraction noticeably greater than with the retinoscope, that

is, find the amount of hyperopia less, or even find myopia indi-

cated we would have sure proof of the presence of clonic spasm.

The tonic spasm preseats features that place it outside the

scope of the optician and transfers it to the category of medicine,

and we need not take time here to dwell on it further than to

illustrate a ready method of diagnosis and brief description of

its characteristics.

Landolt states that it is difficult to state exactly the cause

of tonic 8p».sm, " but it is probably the result of a lesion of a

muscular tissue, or is produced by irritation of the motor nerves,"

which, in commonplace language, simply means that the ciliary

muscle, similarly to all other muscles of the human system, is

depending for its motive power upon a nervous edict from the

brain ; that the third nerves being the means of communication,

some foreign cause creates a state of excitability in this set

which causes it to give to the ciliary muscle the samf^ action as

if the intellect had so ordered.

Let me illustrate this point. Suppose you have an electric

door-bell which rings upon a button being pressed, which so acts

as to close the circuit and make a continuous channel for the

electric power to pass on its route, of course affecting the

mechanism of the bell in such a way as to cause the clapper to

vibrate and consequently ringing the belL Now, the samo result

will follow if by any means the wires are short circuited, that

is, if another piece of wire should become entangled in such a

manner as to join the two main wires. The power is there and

is accidentally applied, as in the tonic spasm the power is there

and is applied without any intention upon the part of the

intellect to ao use it, and, unlike the clonic form, it remains

constantly in use and does not cease with fixation.

We are only able without the use of atropine to decide upon

tonic spasm by means of its effect upon amplitude of accom-

modation, as we know what amount of accommodation should be

present at different ages, and consequently in measuring the PP.
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with distant vision normal—with glasses, if necessary—we are
able at once to see ifa proportionate amount is present according
to age, and if not we would suspect spasm. For instance, a
person of 20 yoars should have amplitude of 10.00 D. and PP.
in Emmetropia would be 4 inches, and finding a case of this age
in which aiuplitude was only 6.00 D. we would expect spasm
4.00 D. Of course the same results are to be expected in
paralysis of ciliary, as that would lessen the amplitude in
exactly the same way, but with but little practice you can readily
diflFerentiate between them, as spasm carries with it a contracted
pupil, while in paralysis it is dilated.

In the tonic form considerable pain in the ciliary is felt,

and a common symptom is an abnormal secretion of tears.
The acuteness of vision is nearly always diminishod, frequently
simulating myopia, and is very changeable. The presence of a
slight convergent squint would add to the proof. The common
nerve supply of the ciliary and internal recti would account for
spasm in case of muscular errors.

Having by any of the foregoing symptoms and methods of
examination established the presence ofspasm, it is easily classi-

fied with the retinoscope, and, if found to be of tonic spasm, we
can only resign the case to the oculist.

In your regular practice of refraction you have come across
cases in which the refraction, as measured from time to time,
shows results which are greatly at variance, and some of you
have doubtless pursued your studies far enough to know that
this is a fairly accurate indication of the presence of spasm, but
if you stop there you have no results. You must diagnose and
classify, and if tonic let it go, but if clonic it is open to your
efforts.

My own custom was for years, when engaged in doing
refraction work, to order for all cases of tonic spasm, irrespective
of any error of refraction as indicated by trial lenses, sufficiently

strong convex lenses to blur the distant vision. These, of course,
it was not possible to wear constantly, but by undergoing slight
inconvenience they can be worn part of thp time for distance,
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and constantly for reading, and the longer they are worn the

leas discomfort there is felt in wearing them, as their eifect is to

induce a relaxation, as the only means of obtaining clear vision.

If a record is kept of these cases—and you cannot hope for

practical results unless you do so—it will be found that subjective

tests made previously will reveal more myopia, or less hyper-

opia, than one made after a course of training by means of a

convex glass. I have eyen found the application of a weak

convex lens instantly beneficial in diagnosing low amounts of

astigmatism, presumed to be present, but which it was found to

be impossible to disclose by the ordinary methods, they evidently

being hidden under a mild form of spasm of the ciliary, which

prevented the visual accuity from being affected, and also main-

tains the symmetry of the astigmatic chart, which under the

blurring eflFects of the convex overcorrection blurs only such

lines a correspond to the emmetropic meridians, and leaving

bright the lines indicating the meridian of astigmatism. If

there is no astigmatism present the lines will blur simultaneously.

Ciliary Spasm has been found to be present as the result of

a slight abraision of the cornea.

Reflex irritation of the ciliary nerves from some disease

possibly far removed from the seat of vision.

Various inflammatory affections of the eye, such as Conjunc-

tivitis Keratitis, Episcleritis, Blepharitis, and it is also found in

connection with an overworked condition of the retina.

A marked symptom of spasm is the diminutive pupil

together with the variation of the acuteness of vision under

different examinations.

The manner in which the test type is read should put you

on your {^-uard in regard to spasm, as while not constituting an

absolutely reliable test, it will in many cases lead you to pause

and investigate further tefore giving a correction.

Indications of the condition are to be noticed in the

peculiarities incident to the various forms of ametropia in the

manner in which the test type is read.

A hyperope, if he have ample accommodation, will read it
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off a* readily as an emmetrope. Myopia, of course, precludes
the poasibility of normal vision, and the myope will read with a
fair degree of certainty down the card to a certain point, but
beyond that he can make no attempt, while the astigmat will

dash through the letters regardless of results, making few pauses
and miscalling most of the letters. Unlike the myope, they f^o

not seem blurred to him, but have taken on other forms under
the distorting effects of the elliptical cornea. But the spasmodic
individual is usually a backward, undecided sort of a subject,
reading the various lines with considerable uncertainty, and at
one moment showing visual accuity in excess of what you
presently find it. His style is like his condition—spasmodic.

These symptoms being present, you would not be ju.stifie<l in

ordering glasses while the refraction was in this condition. In
the absence of atropine you will find the persistent application
of a convex lens to exert a relaxing influence upon the cramped
condition of the cihary, but, as before stated, you must learn
to distinguish between clonic and tonic, as you but waste your
time experimenting on the latter form.

V To sum up the conditions and methods of treatment, we
have to look for spasm with an abnormally small pupil, when
the method of reading test type is indicativa of this coriHition,

and we are sure of it when repeated examinations give vuriaKle
results.

We are able to diagnose and classify by means of retini*.upy.

Bear in mind that a discrepancy between amplitude of
accommodation, as found with the tape mca.sure and the m^,

table of Bonders, is sure indication of spasm or paralysis, and
its diagnosis is by means of the pupillary aperture.

Now as to treatment. For tonic nothing can be done other
than a long course of treatment with atropine, and also medical
ti-eatment with a view of removing the cause.

With the clonic fonn you cannot foil of at least partial cor-
rection if you persevere in the use of plus lenses, increasing the
strength from time to time as your examinations show you the
spasm yielding to treatment.

) PI
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ASTHENOPIA.
Asthenopia han been described lu) a {{roup of Nyinptoins

indicating a condition of fatigue of the ocular muHcles.

In its primary stages it is merely a ({uestion of rest and

relief from the burden causing the fatigue, and which may either

be an error of refraction, heterophoria, or disease of some of the

vital organs.

When it is of long standing its effects are far reaching, and

become complicated with nervous affections, and it is difficult to

estimate just where they end and to what <legree they are capable

of relief, even when the correction is applied.

Asthenopia has been differently classified by different

writers. Hartridge speaks of it as Accommodative, Muscular

and Reflex. Thorrington, substitutes Retinal for Reflex, while

Drs. Oliver and Noyes in their exhaustive treatise classify it into

Ametropic and Heterophoric, those terms, of course, indicating •

conditions dependent upon errors of refraction and imbalance of

the motor muscles respectively. This list may be advantage-

ously amended to include them all, viz., Accommodative, Muscular,

Reflex and Retinal.

Accommodative Asthenopia, as the name implies, is a con-

dition in which the organs of accommodation show fatigue as

the result of some unnatural strain being put upon them, and is

always more or less associated with Hyperopia, Hyperopic

Astigmatism or Presbyopia, and relief is usually secured by the

correcting lens without much trouble.

The symptoms of Accommodative Asthenopia are iVoatal

headache—especially after using the eyes for near work—the

pain may even extend to the neck and shouldoffl.

The degree of discomfort experienced is not at all in pro-

portion to the amount of Ametropia, as more fiequently the

worst cases of Asthenopia arise from the smallest possible amount

of error and as frequently the extreme cases of ametropia produce

no Asthenopia whatever. This may possibly be due to the fact

that with a slight amountof Hyperopiaor Hyperopic Astigmatism.
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the focus of the light rayg is nearly upon the retina, and a slight

amount of accommodation continuounly exerted practically cor-

rects the error and produces perfect vision, while in ametropia
of the higher amounts no effort can effect a correction- and the
patient learns to recognize objects even although imperfectly
focused, and thus while possessing a lower degree of visual
acuity is comparatively free from Asthenopic symptoms.

From this it will be apparent that in the treatment of
patients aflSicted with Accommodative Asthenopia no amounts
of ametropia are to be considered too small for correction, and
even in many cnaes—notably those where a slight spasm of
accommodation is present—the error will not at first be apparent,
and when discovered will at first accept with difaculty the cor-
recting lens.

Marlowi
, a noted English specialist in eye work, states that

in five hundred cases of Accommodative Asthenopia he found
60% caused by hyperopic astigmatism of less than «^ dioptre,
and of these 80% were relieved by the correcting lens.

Another cause of Accommodative Asthenopia is found in

partial or complete paralysis of the ciliary muscle, and while in

these cases immediate relief is obtained only by means of plus
lenses for near work, it is always advisable to send them to the
oculist for treatment, as the cause can then be investigated and
in many instances removed, and permanent relief secured.

In some instances persistent Accommodative Asthenopia is

present, and no relief secured by the correction of the ametropia.
Thete affections are undoubtedly reflex in their nature, and can
experience but little benefit at the hands of the optician.

Another feature of this form of Asthenopia, which is a
source of considerable trouble to the optici<vn, is the fact that
complications incidental to muscular imbalance may be associated
with the hyperopic error that causes the ciliary fatigue, and
occasionally we find the heterophoria of such a nature tiiat any
correction applied for the relief of the hyperopia and its attendant
ciliary fatigue only increases the agony by adding to the burden
already being borne by a weak recti muscle.
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This would be the case where we have hyperopia with its

attendant Accommodative Asthenopia and also insufficiency of

the internal rectus ; as in supplying the plus correction for the

hyperopia we would in bringing the near point closer but increase

the amount of convergence necessary for near work. We would

thus relieve the ciliary at the expense of the internal rectus, and

the second condition would be more intolerable than the first,

and no relief for the ciliarj- by plus lenses can be obtained until

the muscular trouble is relieved by the aid of prisms or tenotomy.

Mrscular Asthenopia is a condition of fatigue of one or more

of the motor muscles, and may be caused by errors of refraction

or be present in emmetropia.

A preponderance of any one muscle over its opponent will

furnish sufficient cause for Muscular Asthenopia and when not

complicated with any form of ametropia its relief is affected by

means of prisms in moderatt ises, and by tenotomy in tho.se of

a more severe nature.

Muscular Asthenopia due to in8ufl[icient convergence associ-

ated with myopia, is usually relieved by the myopic correction,

but if associated with hyperopia correction is impossible except

by muscular treatment.

Conversely insufficiency of the externals finds ready relief

in hyperopia by the spherical correction, but in myopia the strain

is but increased by the minus spheres that correct the refractive

error.

The distinguishing symptoms of Muscular Asthenopia are

ocular pain, tenderness of the eyeball, and in many instances

where the internals are affected the pain can be located at the

inner side of the eyeball, and in extreme cases dimness of vision

and diplopia are the attendants of this painful affection.

The treatment has already been given in another lecture on

Heterophoria, by means of prisms either for exercise or for wear,

and the optician will find these cases so closely allied with and

dependent upon the general health that he will do well to keep

in touch with the family physician.
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Retinal Asthenopia, while closely allied to Accommodative
Asthenopia, is distinct inasmuch as one is fatigue of the ciliary

muscle and the other exhaustion of the retina or, perhaps more
correctly speaking, the nervous system of the eye.

It is merely a question of overuse of the eyes, and demands
rest and tonic.

Ac Dmmodative Asthenopia may be present as the result of

overwork, but is relieved by using plus glasses to take off the

strain on accommodative, but plus glasses would not relieve the

strain consequent upon over-work of the retina, and the two con-

ditions while produced by the same cause could not find relief

by the same means.

Reflex Asthenopia is a condition of pain and discomfort in

the ocular system, arising from causes entirely removed from the

eye or its appendages.

Bright's disease is a prolific cause of Asthenopia in its most
"evere form.

Certain forms of indigestion will also produce feelings of

discomfort and it is only when the optician has carefully ex-

amined every imaginable cause of error without arriving at the

true cause, and prescribed glasses for any error found and still

finding the 'iiscomfort continues, that he begins to seriously

consider the presence of the reflex action of physical disabilities

of which he knows nothing, and for which he cannot prescribe

even if he did.

It is well, therefore, in all cases of Asthenopia, especially

where no immediate progress is made by glasses, to inquii-e into

the conditions of the general health, and in case of ill-health to

delay further efforts of relief until the physician has brought

about an improved condition.

The connection between nervous complaints and eye error

is so close that it is often difficult to decide which is the cause

and which the effect, and consequently cases of this nature are

better in the hands of the oculist, who is competent to study and
prescribe for both conditions, than divided between a general

practitioner and an optician.
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Asthenopia, in addition to the particular canses already

referred to, is undonbtedly largely dependent upon climatic

conditions and habits of a people.

The inhabitants of tropical countries are of necessity, as a

result of their environment, an indolent people and do not indulge

in strenuous exercise, either mental or physical, and for a great

part of the year merely vegetate. All the inhabitants being

controlled by conditions over which they have no control, there

is but little competition, and but little inducement to nervous

tension that in more temperate climates is peculiar to modem
nations in their effort to secure a share of the world's commerce.

The necessaries of life are ready to hand. The fruit and

vegetable production of tropical countries being ample for the

necessaries of life and capable of being produced with little

effort, the inhabitant of the tropics is a stranger to the anxious

struggle that is ever present in colder climates

With the question of a livelihcod always before them, edu-

cation as a means of acquiring it is always a matter of serious

consideration, and the child of the frigid and temperate zone is

almost from infancy preparing for the struggle for existence,

and not merely is the actual strain upon organs of sight con-

sequently much greater than in climates where a ready-made

livelihood is at hand, but the drain upon the nerve supply is

enormous, and has undoubtedly much to do with the presence of

Asthenopia.

This view is much strengthened by a consideration of the

conditions existing in England and America.

In England, although the proportion of Ametropes is» larger

than in America, the percentage of people wearing glasses is

considerably smaller, and those in England who do wear them

are to a large extent Myopes, while in America by far the larger

proportion are Hyparopes and Hyperopic Astigmats.

The reason for this is not far to seek. The English have

for so long been at the head of all commercial enterprise that

they have as a nation ceased to worry about it, taking it as a
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matter of course that they are bound to get their share both
individually and collectively, and the business man does not,
as we do, rush after business, but waits for it to eonie to him!
His nervous energy is not concerned in what we call " hustling

"

for trade, and the effect is seen in his freedom from nervous
affections, as, although ametropic to a greater degree than the
people of the American continent, the English wear glasses less
owing to the absence of asthenopic symptoms.

A case in point will illustrate the far-reaching effect of the
nervous excitement which is characteristic of new world countries
and which seriously affects the condition of the eyes in relation'
to Asthenopia.

A case which came to me a few years ago for examination,
and which had already been treated by two of the hading Can-
adian oculists, disclosed a considerable amount of mixwrasti---
matism and severe Asthenopia. The patient wiw a girl of sixteen
with » highly nervous temperament, and the various glasses pre-
scribed, while giving fairly good vision, w.-re always more or
less unsatisfactory in the matter of comfort. Without glasses
the patient could not read or perform any <;f the oidinary^Juties
without the greatest degree of discomfort, amounting even to
nausea. Four years ago the patient was .sent to England to eoni-
plete her e-luoation, and, although applying her.s.-if with th.-
greatest diligence, she felt no ill effects, and before c.jmpleting a
year in her new home lia<l discarded glasses entirely and c";n-
tinued to do without them during the four years she was there,
but upon returning to her home in Canada, and, aithou-}i lur
studies were completed, and she had eoniparativelv littlr necessitv
for use of the eyes {\,r near Wf)rk, she was conipeiied to re>uiiie
her gla.s.ses within a period uf six months.

A seconu case that came tuirh.-r my notice is v.-rv similar.
A young girl attending a local acadetny was brought to i,n- for
examination and .li.sclosed considerable hypeiopie astigmatism,
and inten.se pain as the result of h.-r studies. .She wa- ukimatelv
sent to EuLdand to comnlcte Iht wfu.li.-< ><,.i ; ,.» ..; ,',
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stated that she had entire freedom from asthenopic pains daring

her sojourn there, but felt symptoms of their return after being

home for three mouths.

These instant ,-s of actual experience show how difficult it

is for an optician, however well e-iuipped. to prescribe for cases

of this kind with any positive assurance of success, and the

experieuceil optician will do well to undertake them with a

reservation, and when foun.l complicated witli nervous or other

.iiseases to resij/ii them at once to the oculist.
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MUSCULAR ANOMALIES AND THEIR
EFFECTS.

A great deal on this sensational order has fx.-n wrilK-n on
the subject of the cure and relief of disease by the apijli<;Hlion

of lenses.

In this, as in almost all branches ofori;rinal research, eerlain
writers have been to the front with startling theories and
original propositions. That many of th';se iiave l^e.-n sen.sational

and preposterous few will deny, but all of them have eoutaiiied

the same germ of truth, and it is unfortunately owin;r to the
tendency of these writers to e.vaggei'ate in the main that the
profession has been slow to accept them.

Probably no section of optometry htui Ijeeii th;- subjeet of

greater difference of opinion than the question of prisms and their

application.

Prisms have at times l>een " fashionable ' among " the ],i<,-

fession,'" and again at others have sunk into disrejiute, so tlmi

their employment, in the form of a " fa.J " has undoubt-.-dlv

deterred many conscientious ojuicians from ihoioughi^- iij\.:;Hii

gating the question and has assisted in j.rematunly eondemning
the use of prisms as ' quackery."

In the light of recent investigHtions, however it is ,vji.- lo

atfirm that the prism has its legiliMutu.- plsic: in tin upjiuttijees

available in tlie jHaciic' of uio'lt^rt iiAoiiieirv.

Is it not sufficient I'li the sueeessful practitioner f. hUxU-

that they succeed without the use of prisms, aii'l ' ti,.', nnvei

have any dissatisfied customers

The fact remains liiai a et-rUtiii pereenia;.;! ot <\» iKjuoie

is due to muscular imbalunee and ii you do not lui.-e! w 'ti. i;

someone else does.

1»6
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There are numerous instruments available for determining

the presence of heterophoria, and they are generally simple in

construction and easy of operation. The great trouble lies in

the fact that many of those who do make heterophoric exam-

inations, in every case, do so in a perfunctory way, and with

little faith in the measures they are taking, and less care to

insure accuracy in results.

1 wish to state here that examinations for nmscular defects

made in this perfunctory manner, or, in fact, examinations with

only a partial knowledge of the accepted theories of muscular

imbalance, is time wasted, and glasses prescribed under these

conditions are more likely to prove a burden than a relief.

It is, of course, impossible in an article of this nature, to

attempt to teach the science of higher prisms, and it is not my

intention to attempt to more than point the way.

The important fact to lay to heart Is, that all eyes have a

tendency, in a greater or less degree, to imbalance, just as all

eyes are more or less ametropic.

Many eyes, however, possessing considerable defects in their

refractive condition still possess perfect acuteness and an utter

absence of asthenopia.

Likewise many a case of heterophoria exists in which no

positive eyestrain can be found.

The (juestion then natur.iUy arises, .shall we interfere in

cases of this nature and attempt to rectify visible erroi-s while

not Hnding any ill-etfects of that error ^ It is probable that

right here is the strongest argument against the practice of

optometry by opticians.

The far-reaching etlects of eyestrain cannot be measured

with the uptometer and test ease.

They extend through the entire system, and according to

the most advanced authorities, no disease of organs, the most

romote from the nrfmns of vision, can be said to be beyond the

the reach of uncorrected eyestrain. To what extent many of

19<)
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these remote—and some of them deadly—diseases are caused by
eyestrain, it is impossible for tlie optician to judge, possessing

no training in anatomy or the diagnosing of disease, and scarcely

possessing the right to ask questions of his patient concerning
its nature and symptoms.

There is no ijuestion, however, on one point, an optician,

however well qualified in his profession, has no right to attempt
a diagnosis of this kind nor to undertake the care of the disease,

but no one will question his right, nay, his duty, to diagnose

errors of refraction and heterophoric conditions and to use every
means in his power to rectify them, leaving the results as shown
in the improved physical condition to the physician, whose busi-

ness it is to report thereon.

I'rofessor Ranney, one of the greatest of modern authorities

on this branch of eye work, claims to have established beyond a
doubt that many so called incurable diseases, such as diabi-tes,

Bright's disease, St. Vitus' dance, etc., may be, an<i in his experi-

ence have been, cau.sed by uncorrected errors or mu.scular

imbalance, or both, and that he has secured relief in a great

many cases, and a complete cure in others, by the removal of

the cause.

It is not to be understood that the cause is direct, but rather

that the persistent strain on the nervous system by a defective

ocular system reduces vitality of the whole body to such a low
ebb that disease finds a welcome abode in any organ already

predisposed, and its natural powers of resistance weakened by
enervation.

To fully understand this theory it is necessary to remember
the conditions under which we contract disease.

A constitution, with the powers of resistence weakened, falls

an easy victim, while others escape. So it is in the cases

referred to. Disease, a foe to nature, i.s always making efibrts

to effect a lodgment in parts the most susceptible, and a

dissention from within reducing the defences below their normal
condition offers an easy access to a foe from without.
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If this theory be accepted the Held of laljor opened up to

the optician is practically limitless, and certainly furnishes a

convincing argument for the higher education of those engaged

in optometry and an additional reason for safeguarding the

privileges of the profession.

The eyeball is deposited in the orbit and surrounded by a

cushion of fatty tissue, and attached to it are the motor muscles,

six in number.

The motor muscles consist of four recti or straight muscles

and two oblique.

They are as follows: Superior Rectus, Inferior Rectus,

Internal Rectus, External Rectus, Superior Oblifiue, Inferior

Oblique.

With all the muscles in a normal condition, and entirely

relaxed, the eye is directed to infinity, and is '• at rest."

In the act of directing the visual axis to any point within

infinity the internal recti are contracted, thus rotating the eye-

balls inwan.1. In the act of retiring them to infinity the externals

are use<l.

In looking upward the suj,.riors would be contracted while

the inferiors would direct the vi iion downward.

The oblique muscles are used for rotating the ball around

the antero posterior axis.

Superior rotates the upper section of vertical axis inward.

Inferior rotates the upper section of vertical axis outward.

Adduction is a term used to indicate the power of the

internal.

Ab<luction refers to the exiernal.

The movement of the eye in an oblique direction is accom-

plished by means of the combined action of two or more muscles

exerting a force from diflFerent directions, the ball takes a course

between them.

For instance, in looking obliijuely up and out the superior

and external would be exerted, pro«.lucing motion in a direction

midway between the two muscles.
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It will be easily understofxl from the f»)re<,'oin(,' tlint oach

muscle has its opponent, the external and internal opiHwiiifjciich

other, also the superior and inferior and the two oblii|Ues, and

that parallelism of the visual axis of the two eyt's without

muscular effort is only possible when the cp|xjsiny niust^les

exactly balance each other, as it is evident that if one pre-

ponderateil the eye would turn towards it unless restraineil by its

opponent.

Orthophoria is a term used to indicate a condition of

perfect balance between all the motor muscles.

Savajje says :
" This condition in the strictest sense includes

the idea that the extrinsic muscles have ail been perfectly

developed, that each has its correct orijjin, pursues its proper

course throuj^h the eye, and is rijjhtly attached to the jjlobe."

Hetenjphoria is a term used to indicate a condition of

unbalance amonjj the motor muscles, the tendency bein^ for the

eyeball to rotate towards the preponderating; muscles, thus

demanding constant restraint on the part of its opponent.

The various forms of Heterophoria are jis follows : A
tendency to turn in is called Esophoria ; a difficulty in con-

verging is called Exophoria: an inclination upward is called

Hyperphoria, and a tendency downward is called Cataphoria.

There are also complications of the oblique niuscli-s with

any of the above which would occasion H^so Cataphona, Eso

Hyperphoria, Exo Cataphoria, Exo Hyperphoria.

Heterophoria affecting the oblique nniscles is known as

Cyclophoria. When the inferior obli(|Ue is affected, producing a

tendency of vertical axis to rotate <jutward at the t<jp it is

known as Plus Cylophoria, and where the tendency is for them

to converge it would be Minus Cyclophoria.

It is evident from what has been stated that Heterophoriu

in any of its forms is a con<iition in which a certain muscle is

working at a disadvantage as eumpaied wilii iii5 oppoiient.

I'
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TluH may l)e owin^' to difference in size and Htrength, or

it may be owing to certain forms of malformation in which one

muscle is attached more forward or backward of the opposing

muscle.

In the latter case, although of equal strength.the one inserted

forward will, as a result of the leverage thus acquired, produce

more motion with less exertion.

It must be borne clearly in mind, however, that the pre-

ponderanceof any muscles, from whatever causes, in Heterophoria

rarely produce.s an actual deviation of the axis, owing to the fact

that the opposing, and presumably weaker, muscles exerting a

continuous check by means of constant contraction, holds the

eyes in position, thus preventing diplopia and squint.

It must also be clearly understood that the unnaturil strain

to which the weaker muscle is subjected, demands a tremendous

amount of nerve impulse to be constantly supplied for that

purpose, and if we consider this impulse as so much motive power

—electricity, if you will—and that all the organs of the body

depend upon a certain supply in order to perform thfsir allotted

function, it is easy to understand that a shortage is likely to

prevail somewhere if one set of organs is consuming an abnormal

amount. This shortage would mean inability to act and con-

sequently the form of disease natural to the inaction of any

particular organ. If this theory is correct it is not difficult to

imagine that the condition of muscular error, demanding an

unnatural supply of nerve force, can easily be the indirect cause

of many forms of disease and discomfort even in organs entirely

remote from the organ of vision.

In the various forms of Heterophoria mentioned the terms

Psundo and Intrinsic are used to differentiate between a real

condition of error in the construction or anatomy of the muscle

and a condition of faulty action of a perfect muscle owing to

interference in the nerve supply usually dependent upon some

error of refraction.

For the testing of Heterophoria several appliances have been

provided, from the simple prism to the phorometers of different

designs.^
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In using the prism test we simply place a prism from the

trial case of sufficient strength over one eye—the other being

uncovered -and direct the attention to a small gas or candle

flame. The power being just sufficiently strong to cause Diplopia

two images of the flame are seen, one above the other if the prism

is b»»j9e vertical and no Heterophoria is present, but if the internals

and extenials do not balance the eyes will rotate either out or

in, according to which ever muscle preponderates, and a con-

8e(]uent change in the apparent position of the two images, as if

the internals prej>onderate, the eyes rotating inward, the image

as seen by the right eye will appear more to the right, and

consefjuently will no longer appear exactly above the other image

ns seen with the left eye. This condition indicates Esoplioria.

If the image as seen by the right eye is to the left of the

one seen by the left eye the externals preponderating have

turned the eyes outward, indicating Exophoriu.

In a like ir . the prism is used base out or in and lateral

Diplopia is causec. ,ith both images on the same plane in Ortho-

phoria, but one elevatedordepressed in Hyperphori « aj)horia.

The prism necessary to restore the images to the liine

is in all cases the measure of the H(>terophoria.

Fig. fia.—Maddox Rotl.

The Maddox Rod and other similar appliances are used in

the same manner, the object being to destroy binocular vision

by reason of the transformation eflfected in the appearance of the

object as seen through the rod as compared with vision with the

naked eye, so that the vision of the two eyes is thus entirely

disas-sociated.
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The Haiue. tw seen throujih the Maddox Rod, aiwuine.s the

appearance of a long band of liyht, which in Orthophoria, with

the rod horizontal over rijjht eye, runs vertically throu>{h the

centre of the Haine, but in EHophoria is to the right of it and

Exophoria to the left of the flame.

With rcxl on ri^'ht eye vertically the ban<l of light is seen

extending horizontally through the flame, but in right Hypero-

-horia, wlien the right eye ban turned upwards, the band will lie

seen l)elow the flume, while in right Cataphoria it will appear

above.

Thedegieof error, of course, is indicated by the prism

neccH.sary to compel the band of light to pass through the flame,

which would be accomplished iu Esophoria when the Maddox

Rod is in front of right eye by holding before the left eye a

prism I use out of tiie strength required to bring the flame as

seen by left eye over to the apparent position of the bar of light

as seen by riglit eye, and in a like manner through all the

various forms of Heterophoria, which is a very simple matter if

we remember that the object will always appear to move

towards the apex of the prism.

Fig. 64. Fio. 65.
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FiK- fit- The Maddox Ro<l u applied for iniufficiency of the eztenial

and internal niutcleii.

In fiK' *>•'> the appearance and relative |KMiti<>nR of the flame and the bar

of liKht is Hhown.
A. ahows the bar panting through the flanu- as in Orthophoria.

H. The l>ar in seen to the ri^ht of the flame, and with Mathlux Ro<l on
the right eye indicates Ksophoria.

C. The bar shown to the left of flume indicates Kxophoria.

Fig. fifi.—The Maddox Rod as applied for testing the superior and
inferiors.

A. Orthophoria with the bar passing through centre of flame.

B. Hyperophoria with the bar below the flame.

C. Cataphoria with the bar atx)ve the flame.

Another very simple test for the pre tence of Het.^ rophoria

—though not of the amount— is the cover test.

This is (lone hy simply excluding the vision of one eye hy

means of the black rubber disc from the trial frame, ami have

the patient tix the uncovered eye upon some object at distance.

This eye will immediately turn in the direction of the object

designated, while the other eye excluded from action will turn

in unison if Orthopaic, but if Heterophoria is present—as there

is no possibility of binocular vision—will turn towards the

preponderating mtiscle. The movement of the eye excluded

from vision can he discerned moving towards the stronger

muscle as the other eye fixes the object.

I-io. 6r,.

Prince's Phoron ter.

The Phorometer, however, is tht most reliable instrument

for conducting heterophoric tents, and by its aid the various

forms of muscular error arc quickly and accurately diagnosed.
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Much has been written and said upon the causes of Hetero-

phoria, but after all has been said we have generally to look for

the origin in one or more of the various errors of refraction, and

for this reason any attempt to correct Heterophoria by prismatic

correction or exercise, until any existing error of refraction has

been corrected and had reasonable time in which to produce

results, is bad practice, unless the Heterophoria is of such a fonn

that the correction for the Ametropia wiil necessarily increase

the nniscular imbalance, in which case the latter must be

ignored for the present ami the muscular correction proceeded

witli immediately.

The symptoms of Heterophoria are those generally common
to Asthenopia, viz. : Headache, pain in the region of the orbit

and brow, and possibly extending to the back of the head, and

the headache of Heterophoria is distinguished from those

incidental to stomachic ailments by reason of the fact that in

the latter one usually awakens in the morning with the suffer-

ings present, while in the former rest has enabled the nerve

supply to become recharged, and it is not until the eyes have

again been subjected to unnatural strain in the ettbrt of vision

that the pain once more returns.

Headache not present upon waking, but ensuing upon the

use of the eyes for close work, is usually that of refractive error,

wliile the Astlienopia resultant from tlie use of the eyes at

distance is nearly always Heteroplioric.

Asthenopic symptoms, resulting from the use of the eye-* ui a

bnglit,strong light, maybe attributed to paralysis of the sphincter,

wliich sutiors in tlie prolonged effort of contracting the pupil.

Hut it must not ba overlooked that the regulation sick

headiiche, wliich is the invariable result of stomachic disorders,

may have its original cause in errors of refraction or Hetero-

phoria, or both.

l)rs. vSavage and Kanney, who have investigated muscular

anomalies with marked success, both emphasize the connection

between muscular errors and many serious ailments which have

long baiik'd the .skill of the iiicdieal practitioner.
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There are two distinct methods of treatinjj muscular errors,

either by supplying for regular wear prisms with the base over

the defective muscle, or by means of gymnastic exercise by

means of prisms, with the base over the preponderating muscle.

By the latter method prisms of just sufficient strength to

cause Diplopia are placed with apex in front of defective muscle,

which thus puts a strain on this muscle, but by a supreme effort

this muscle is made to contract and overcome the powei of the

prism and fuse the two objects seen, when the frame containing

the prisms is raised and the muscles relax, and, on dropping the

frame in place again, the object is again doubled and the act of

fusion is again repeated. Thus, by repeated exercise of this

kind, while increasing the power of the prisms used from week to

week, the defective muscle becomes developed, and in favorable

cases it is possible to produce a condition of preponderance in

the originally defective muscle.

In case, however, the muscles are faulty in tlieir attachment

to the eyeball, little or no headway can be made with the use of

prisms, and the only relief is by means of tenotomy.

In the correction of vertical errors— Hyperphoria and Cata-

phoria—Savage insists that the whole of the correcting prism

should be worn before the defective eye and not divided between

the two eves.

I"k;. 1)7. iicttrojihoric ["'rism sl-1 fur ihc prautkc uf rhilliiiiic exercise.
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Regarding the correction of muscular insufficiencies by gym-

nastic exercise with prisms its inventor says :

—

" While rhythmic contraction and relaxation regulated as to

intensity and time will develop any one of the recti muscles, as

is developed the biceps of the blacksmith's arm, the writer would

not be understood as believing that one of these muscles can be

developed out of a low state of weakness into a high state of

strength. There are cases of Exophoria that will remain Exo-

phuria still, in spite of the long-C(mtinued rhythmic and graduated

exercise, and these cases, to be cured at all, must oe cured either

by partial tenotomies alone or by those supplemc. ied with rhyth-

mic exercise. The same may besaid of Exophoria and Hyperphoria.

Only low degrees (not more than (i ) of lateral Heterophoria can

be converted, by rhythmic exercise alone, into Orthophoria, the

higlier degrees can be corrected by partial tenotomies, shorten-

inirs and exercise combined. While, in suitable owes, the aim of

partial tenotomies and shortenings should be to approach Ortho-

phoria, yet the greatest care should be exercised not to go beyond

the " balance " line. The safe.st thing is to leave, for correction

by exercise, some of the original condition."

Any one of the recti and either of the obliques weaker than

its oppositig umscle, the difference in corresponding strength not

being too great, may be developed by rhythmic exercise into a

state that will enable it to work harmoniously with its fellow.

In attempting correction by this method then, it is useless tu

waste time on any case m which the error is above a certain

quantity.

In Exophoria (!. 1). has been found to be the maximum degree

with which .satisfactory progress can be expected. In this form of

Heterophoria it i.s the internals that are defected, and the exercise

is of such a nature as to put th.e necessity of strenuous action

upon the convergence, just as the physical director will order the

wri.st in.ichine for strengthening the power of the forearm,
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Ilaviiijj ascertained the degree of Exophoria by any of the

reliable inethodw given, a pair of prisms, base out, are supplied

just strong enough to cause Diplopia, which by an effort of the

internals is overcome, and upon raising the frame containing the

prisms this muscle instantly relaxes, and upon dropping the

frame into position again Diplopia once more appearing, the

internals are again called into action, thus developing and

strengthening thetn by continual use in contracting and relaxing.

The progress made will be clearly indicated by the fact that

ii prism that used yesterday to cause Diplopia is useless to-day,

owing to the fact that the increasing power of the internals

enables them to instantly overcome the effect of the prism the

moment it is placed in position and without conscious effort. The

prisms will have to be increased in power !is this happens until

it is found by actual meiusurement that Exophoria no longer

exists.

The exe has to be regularly practiced once or twice a

da}' during periods of Hve or ten minutes.

Esophoria is a condition of preponderance in the internals,

and consequently it is the externals that have to be exercised.

Prisms ranging from 1 to -i are used in the same manner as

already described in Exophoria, but in the present instance the

bases are inward.

In Hyperophoria and Cataplioria the condition of weakness

is in the inferior rectus, and one of the exercise prisms is placed,

base up, over the t/e found to be Hyperophoric, and the other,

base down, over the opposite eye which, of course, is equally

Cataphoric.

Weak prisms, not more than 1 or 2, are re([uiied, and

the exercise must be continued and conducted as in the forms of

error already described.

For the detection of insufficiencies of the obli<iue muscles

the Maddox double prism is used when the phorometer is not

available.
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Maddox Double Prism.

One eye heinjj covered v-^h tlie opa(|iie disc ami the double

prism ba»se vertical in front o' ino other the rif;ht) a card coii-

taininij a horizontal line is us d as a tar;jet at about ei<^hteen

inches distance. The horizontal line, under tlie effect of the

prism, is instantly seen <louble with the two lines e.xactiy parallel.

The opa(|Ue disc is then removed from the other eye and a

third line will be seen between the other two, and if the obli<,ues

are harmoni jus it will be p.irallel to the first two lines, but if

any insutficiency exists it will appear tilted up '^r down.

If the middle line appears tilted down on the rij^ht the left

superior oblique is insufficient as compared with the left inferior

oblicjue. With the left ends of middle and lower line converging

insutficiency of the left inferior obli([Ue is indicated.

The same method is applied to the right eye by placing the

<l(>uhle prism over the left ej'e.

Cyclophoria a condition of error in the ol)li(|U(' muscles—
is vji" two forms. Plus when the vertical axis inclines outward

at the top as a result of preponderating siipt>rior obli(iue, and

minus us seen in the inclination of tlr vertical axis at the

bottom owing to preponderating inferior obliipies. Savage's

method of the Cfn'rcetioi' of Cyelojjhoria is by iiieansof cylisiders,

\isually + 1. .)(>, placed before each eye, that it will demand action

on the part of the defective muscle to prevent distortion and
jjjji itifji lyi bmociiji!* vi.sion.
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To understand the principles involved in this method it is

neceHsary to be thoroufjhly familiar with the enndition existing

in Cyclophoria.and the effect of a cylinder upon the position and
principal direction of the retinal images.

In Plus Cyclophoria the superior oblicjues preponderatinjj

theoretically rotate the eyeball down and out thus causing the

vertical axis to separate at the top. This, if actually occurring,

would produce either distorted objects in a slanting outward
direction or Diplopia, either of which condition producing dis-

comfort or strain, is prevented by the restraining power exerted

l>y the opposing weak muscle, which is thus kept constantly in

a state of contraction at the cost of comfort and health.

The effect of a cylimler placed in front of the eye, in addition

to effect upon the refraction, is of prismatic nature, the light

rays deviating towards the bases of the prisms of wliich a

cylinder may be said to be composed. In the ca.se of a plus

cylinder this would t)e represented by its axis.

The optical effect of this is that retinal image of an upright

object would be tilted over towards the direction of the axis if it

were set obliquely.

Here, then, we have exactly the condition produced in

Cyclophoria, so that it is very evident that ifwe place the cylinder

in such a position that it will necessitate an effort of contraction

upon the weakened muscle, thus applying to the oblicjues the

same theory of development by e:;ercise that has already been

described in reference to the recti muscles sliould secure

similar results in regard to muscular development.

It is obvious, ofcour.se, that a cylimler .so applied is not for

constant wear, and it is not intended in any way to correct any
error of refraction, but is used merely as ati exercise for a few

minutes at a time at repeated intervals.

In case of Oblique Astigmatism the wearing of the correction

will frequently fail to give satisfaction when complicated by

ublique muscular trouble, and relief will usually be experien^'ed

by throwing the axis of cvlinder over in siifl) « position that it

I'. 1
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does the work liitherto done by the defective muscle. ThiH

position, while producinjj comfort, will sciircely {^ive as hi^h a

degree of visual acuity, and the sjifer plan is to tone up the

weak muscle- by exercise previous to supplying the correction.

Referring again to the question of Esophoria, it has already

been stated that this form of Heterophoria is of two kinds.

Intrinsic and Pseudo.

In tlie former kind thecause is to be found in the factthatthe

internals are either too strong, too short, or are attached too far

forward, or that the externals are abnormally long or weak or

attached farther back than the internal". A mal-attivchment

also of the superiors, where this attachment is to the na.sal side

of vertical meridian, would necessarily create a tendency to

Esophoria, and destroy the balance between internals and ex-

ternals by the added weight of the superiors inwards.

Another cause for Esophoria is also to be found in a con-

dition of abnormal enervation in nerve centres that supply the

ifiipulse to the internals, thus causing abnormal action on the

part of these muscles.

Pseudo Esophoria is a fictitious condition depending upon

the conditions of tlie ciliary muscle and its relationship to the

internal rectus through their common nerve supply, and is the

usual accompaniment of Hyperopia when the balance between

a ' ;oinmodation and convergence had nec.'ssarily been disturbed,

and the cau.se of the tendency over convergence is on account of

the nerve impulse necessary to accommodate being unconsciously

supplied also to the internals.

Thus we have a condition of Esophoria, or a tendency to

overconverge, without, in any way, having a preponderance

of muscular action inwards.

It is self-evident that no treatment or correction for this is

necessary as the correction of the Hyperopia will at once do

asvay with all abnormal enervation, Inith ciliary and internal.

ISavage particularly emphasizes a curious fact, when read in

the : ;ht of the average text lx>ok, the medical authors of wliich,

while elaimin?: to write for 'Aw lavi!!!'!i :uid .anxious to receive
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their financial support, always have this Htereotyped sentence

inserted somewhere in every chapter :
" No test etii; ho in any

way reliable unless atropine has l>een aduuniHterfd,"

Savage's concluding sentence to one of his hcfst artiele-i on
Huterophoria reads as follows :

' All tests for lateral Hetero-
phoria are wholly unreliable within the Hrst few hours after

eyes have been brought under the iiiHuence of a mydriatic."

Exophoria, the tendency of the axes to iiitcrsi'ft furtlit-r

away than the fixation point or possibly to divt^rgc isiifondition

of preponderance in the externals and, like Esophoriu, is intrinsic

and pseudo.

In the intrinsic form an actual condition of preponderance in

the externals in exactly the same manner as has already been
shown in reference to the preponderance »jf the internals in

Esophoria.

The tests for this form of muscular imbalancx' have already

been given, and the means of relief eith(;r by prisms worn with
their bases out or by means of gymnastic exercise by prisms

with their bases in.

Pseudo Exophoria is usually as«ociate(] with Myopia, or it

may be present as the result of an abnormal development of tli(-

ciliary muscle.

If associated with Myopia it will be found only in near

tests, a- Myopia uncorrected demands little or no aceommodatiou
for near distances, consequently little or no nerve impulse is

generated, and jus the two functions of aceoiutnoda'ion and
convergence have a common nerve supply it i.s eieai tliut a

tendency to underconverge will be experienced.

The same reasoning applies to condition of abnormal

development of the ciliary, as when directing the eyes to a clo,se

point under these c.iditions the act is accomplisbefJ by the use

01 an abnormally small amount !Vi; iin|»ulse. and con-

sequently a weak imjjulse to c<jti\erge, thus Hllowiiig the

externals to prepomjerate.

t « \^
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Pseudo Exophoria is indicRted by the fact that the distant

test shows Orthophoria, while the near test gives Exophoria, or

when Exophoria is present at both points less for far than near

points.

The tests and treatment have already been noted, and,

while no correction would be necessary for Pseudo Exophoria

associated with Myopia or Myopic Astigmatism other than the

correction for the error of refraction, and in some cases associ-

ated by exercise, when an abnormal development of the ciliary

muscle occasions it, relief would seem possible only through

opeiation or persistent exercise with a view to producing in the

internals a similar condition, thus " forcing a balance."

It is well to remember that in Exophoric conditions, when

associated with Hyperopia or Hyperopic Astigmatism, will not

permit the acceptance of the correction, as any plus correction

would but increase the necessity for convergence, which is

already mi difficulties owing to the insufficiency of the internals.

The great difficulty lying in the way of all forms of

gymnastic treatment for muscular anomalies as practiced by the

optician, the process even under favorable circumstances is

tedious and the results uncertain, and depends as much upon the

hearty co-operation of the patient as upon any technical know-

ledge possessed by the optician, and in the event of the former

failing to faithfully carry out instructions in exercising, no

headway is made.

Another feature not without considerable importance to

opticians as now practicing ; very few are able to collect any

fee for professional services, and the patient usually demands an

estimate for glasses before placing the order, and usually expects

a " no cure no pay " guarantee. It is easily seen that the actual

value of the glasses is the smallest item in cvses of this nature,

and it is utterly impossib'.- to fix a proportionate charge before

undertaking the work, and no one would think of guaranteeing

perfect results.
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COLOR AND COLOR VISION.

The phenomenon of color and its interpretation in the act

of vision has Ion},' remained one of the mysteries of optical

science as appiied to eye work, and the various hypotheses that

have been advanced at different times by the most eminent

investigators are still little more than plausible theories, and

have never yet been demonstrated to be absolutely true.

It may 8eera,therefore,somewhat presumptuous to attempt to

elucidate a complicated (juestion of this nature in an elementary

optical treatise, but I would merely point out that it is not my
intention to attempt here to solve the mystery of color and color

sense, but merely to transcribe into simple English some of the

theories that have come under discussion.

What is known as the " Young- Hemholts" theory has

received the greatest measure of support, and it is pretty

generally accepted as being the correct solution, but, unfor-

tunately, it has not hitherto been found possible to demonstrate

its absolute soundness.

Young's theory, which was the first to possess any scien-

tific value, was as follows :
" It is certain," said he, ' that we can

prfxluce a perfect sensation of yellow and blue by a mixture of

green and red light, and of green and violet light. There are

ri. sons for supposing that the.se sensations are always composed

of a combination of separate sensations. This supposition

at least simplifies the theory of colors, we may therefore

accept it with advantage until such time as we shall find it

incompatible with some phenomenon. We will, therefore,

consider white light as composed of a mixture of three colors

only—red, green and violet.

I
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Tsclierinjj, in h'w reference to color in hin Ixnik " I'hysiolottic

Optics." Hays rejjunliiij; tliis thet)ry :
" We suppose each nerve

fibre of the retina composed of three Hl)rps of the second order,

etu'h of tliese fibres wouhl l)e provided with a special terminal

or<jan (a photochemical substance) and also with a special

central orj^an. An irritjition of the first fibre wt)nld produce a

red sensation, and an irritation of the second fibre a j;r«en

sensation, and an irritation of the third a violet sensation. These

three are termed principal coloi-s. An irritation of the first two

fibres would produce yellow, etc. An irritation of the three

produces white, and the absence of all irritation produces a

sensation of bhick.

Ilemholtz, while ajrreein^' in the main with Younjj. arjjued

that each color irritated all three fibres at once, but some in a

jrreater dej^ree than others, an<l the resultant color .sensation

would be in accord with which ever nerve fibre was most affected-

It will be seen from this that the retina is supposed to

possess a form developinj; faculty, and a color perception power,

for which purpose it may be said to be composed of a set of

nerves which are susceptible to fornx and another .set su.sceptible

to color, and that the latter, like the f( ler, liave their infinity

situated in the brain, so that while the retinal imaf,'e by means

of the former proiluces in the mind ideas and information eon-

eerninjj the si/e, shape, etc., of the object looked at, the latter

clothes it in tints in accordance with the manner in which they

are affected by the preponderance of the effect on tlie various

nerve fibres that respond to the different colors of which li^dit

is saiil to be composed.

Thus it will be understood that color is merely a mental

sensation ami has no actual existence, and that objects appear

red, blue, i^reeii, etc., because the chemical nature of their

e.xterior is such that all but a certain portion of the light is

ab,sorbed, the remainder being reflected back enters the eye and,

actinjj upon the particular nerve fibre that responds to the

particular portion of the light ray which it represents, the color

sensation is thereby produced.
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This theory will not he (litfiriilt of coiiiprelu'iiaioii if we

Ixiiir in niiiiil the results followinj; the violent refraction of pun^

white li};ht by means of ii powerful prism. If we place such h

prism in n chirk room without ii particle of color on its walls,

and beini; entirely (liveste<l of uny furniHhinj,fs whatsoever, ami

admit a ray of lij^ht throu;;h a small opening so that it will puss

throuj^Ii the prism in passint; in, the result will be that on thtr

perfectly colorless wall appears a succession of illuminated

sections of different colors, so that it is evident that the etiVct

produced is in the light itself and its eflect upon the or^juns of

siffht and not by any artificial chan^je in the wall itself.

This w.ould prove either that the light is broken up into

several parts each possessinj^ a different tint, or that if tliese

broken parts are leally colorless that they are different from

each other in some vital essential, inasmucli as thej' affect the

retina and intellect in such a manner that they are to the person

wl(0 views them to all intents and purposes really colored.

The acceptance of the Younj^-Hemholtz theory accepts the

latter hypotliesis and also accounts for color blindness - that is

the inability to correctly distinguish colors—by the supposition

that the nerve fibres which produce certain coloi' sensations are

imperfect or absent absolutely.

t
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GLOSSARY.
Axis One of the principal linc« throujjh the centre of a fijjure.

In a cylinder lenH it iH the jdain direction.

Axis Kay. The ray that passeH throned the optical centre of a

lenH and which ia not refracted.

Ai'Hoi'iNE. The ive principle of HellHiiona.

Agi'Eors Hu.M<»i.. -The fluid contained in the front clianilwrM

of the eye.

Aphakia.—The aksence of the cryHtalline len.s.

Amktiioi'IA. a condition of imperfect refraction

A.MBl.voiMA. Iin|>erfect • ision not caused by any error of re-

fraction.

Acc(iMM()i»ATi()X. TU- act of iijcrea-sinj; the refractive power of

the eye bj' means of the cryHtalline len.s.

A.sTKiMATlsM. A condition in which the various meridiaiiM

focus at different p)ints.

Antkro-Fostekiou. -From front to rear.

Anxisometkoi'IA.—A ditference in the refractive conditioiih of

the two eyes.

AsTHENifll.v. , . <• strain; A con<lition of pain and fatifjue in

the ej'e or its appenda;;es.

Amim.itI'UE. Amplitude oF accommodation, the total increase

jiossible by means of the full use of the ciliary muscle.

Blind Siot. (The point of entrance of). The optic disc.

CatakaiT. - An opacity of the crystalline lens throujjh discolor-

ation of its contents.

Catai'Houia. -Imperfect condition of the superior rectus.

CentuaI). Unit of mea.surement of prism.

CoxvEUGEN T. -Comint^ to^'ether.

CvuXDEU -A lens yrountl on a cylindrical shape form.

Chkomatic ABEUK.vriox.—^The decoiii|)osition of light into

colors by moans of violent refraction.

Cornea —The transparent section of the outer coat of the eye

Choroid.—The middle coat of the eye.

Ci'VsTM !,!NF I>"v« Tiu' priricip.i! orjr.in of refniction in the

eye.
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ClMARY MiH<XK.—The iiiuHcle that coiilrolH the cryMtalliiie lens.

C<»xvkR(ieS(;e —The act of turninjj the visual axis of both eyes

to a point cl<w«^r than infinity.

DliMTHE.—The unit of the metric syHteni of nieHHurinjj lensen,

it.s focal lenjrth Iwiny 1 nx'tre.

1)IPM»PIA.—Seeinjj two ohjects when one only is looked at.

l3ivKR(iENT.—Rays an- diverj^ent when they are travellinjj away

from eivcli other.

Dl.si'ERSivE. Applied to refraction the act of hreakinj; lij^ht

into its elementary colors.

Deviation. —Chan^^injj direction.

Em.metkopic.—A con<lition of perfect refraction.

Fau Point.—(I'unctuni Kemotum). The jwint at which an eye

can see clearly without any accomino<hition.

F<M r.s (Principal). The point behind a conve.K lens where

parallel rays will meet after beinp refracted.

Fo( I (Conjucate) Th various points behind a lens where the

lij^ht procee<lin;,' from the various points within infinity

would meet after passing,' through the lens.

(il.ArcoMA. -A disease of the eye which causes seveie tension,

and usually ie;.ults in the loss of sii^ht unless speedily

relieved.

Hvi'EKoi'iA. —A condition of rei'ractive error in which the focus

parrallel rays is liehind the retina,

luis.—Tlie vertical section of the choroid.

Inkixitv.—A distance of 20 feet or beyond.

Lachrymal Glan'd.s. —The sy.stem by which the tears are «(ener-

ated.

Ll'MINitus.— Pertainini,' to lif^ht.

Latent Hyperopia.—The amount of hyperopia covered by

accommodation and incapable of measurement without

atropine.

Metre.—A term of lineal measurement—about 40 inches.

Macula Li'TEA (Yel \i Spot).—The point of <xreate8t sensi-

bility on the .^tina.
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Mktrkwl Axole.—The angl'! formed liy the intersection of the

visual fixi.s and the median line.

Median Link.— -An imajjinary line runninj^ from a point mid-

way hetween ttie eyes to infinity.

MERiniAN.—A direction across the cornea passinj^ tlirougli tlie

centre.

Mi.Ni.MUM.— Least.

Maximum. - Greatest.

Medium.—A Ixidy or substance.

MoToK Mu.SC'LK.s.—The muscles hy which the eyehall is moved

in variou.'- directions. They are as follows : E.Ktenuil

Hectus, Internal Rectus, Superior Hectus, inferior

Rectus, Superior and Inferior Obliiiue.

Mvoi'lA.—A condition of refractive error in which the focus of

parrallel rays is in front of the retina.

MAi.HiNANT M"()i'iA.—When Myopia is of a hijrh de<free (6.00

or more ! it is .said to he malignant.

Neuiralize. To place convex rtid concave lenses of t-ijual

power and opposite kind to<;ether.

XoDM, P()!NT.—An imaginary point situated just in front of the

rear surface of the crystalline lens where the visual

and o[)iic axis cross.

Near Point Pimctnin Proxinium ».—The nearest point possible

to focus an object with all the accommodation in force.

< )i''rirAL Cen IRE.—The point of extreme curvature in a lens.

Orric Nerve. -The nerve that conveys tlie light impressions

from the retina to the brain.

Ol'TK Axi.s.—An imaginary line drawn straight from midway
between the yellow spot and optic disc through the

centre of the pupil.

Oi'Tii' Disc. The point at which the optic nerve enters the

int r of tlie ay*'.

Ohi.k^i E.

—

i ler than a ri^ht angle.
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Pysioi.ouy - The science treating of the nsitural action of tlie

vniiouH organs of the body.

Foist of Phopa<iation.—The point from whicli tlie light ))io-

ceeded.

P.\iiAlJ-Ei.. - Running in tlie same direction,

F'{is.M.--Three-side<l figure of glass consisting of a base and two

sides.

PuoTKAcToK.—A (liagram containing tlie various degrees of a

cicrclo. Usetl for locating the axis of a cylinder.

Periphkhal. Near the penptiery or circiimf ranee of a circle.

Photopmohia. Intolerance of light.

PosTEUiou StapiiaI-oma.—The bursting of the eyeball at the

rear; usually the result of Progressive Myopia.

Pko<jkessivk Mvopia.—A condition in which Myopia is increas-

ing.

Principal Meridians.— Directions oi greatest and least curva-

ture.

PKK.SRYOPIA (OldSightV-A condition in which near vision is

difficult or impo.ssible owing to loss of accommodation.

Retina.—The inner and nervous coat of the eye.

REKRArrioN. -The act of bending or turning aside.

Spherical AHERRATION.—Tlie blurring caused by the imperfect

focusing of a spherical lens owing to the fact that the

central portion of the lens do not refract as much as

the parts nearer the edge.

Sl'spensorv Ligament. - The ligament which controls the action

of the crystalline lens.

Sclerotic.—The outer coat of the eye.

Spherical.—One of the forms of lenses .so called liecause its

surfaces are sections of spheres.

Strahisimi's (Sijuint). A want of paralleli.sin in the visual axes

of the two ej'es.
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Simulative Myopia.—A condition of spasm of the ciliary

•nuscle, which overcorrects a hyperopic condition and

renders the eye temporarily myopic.

Socket. -The bony ledge in the skull containing the eyeball.

Sphisctek Muscles.—The set of radiating muscles that control

the motion of the iris.

Visual Angle —The angle formed by the intersection of lines

drawn from the extremities of the object looked at to

the eye.

VisrAL Axis. -An imaginary line drawn from the object looked

at to the yellow spot.

Vitkeous Humou. —The jolly-like contents contained in the

rear section of the eyeball.
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